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Abstract 

Camelina Sativa residue was used as a feedstock to investigate the production of biogasoline 

from the biomass material by catalyst-assisted hydrothermal liquefaction process. In the new 

process development, a non-catalytic experimental performance evaluation was conducted as 

a baseline process to compare and evaluate catalytic performance. Four commercially 

available catalysts otherwise called precursors were initially tested to set the stage for the 

performance evaluation of the in-house developed catalysts. The commercial catalysts used 

were HZSM-5, SiO2-Al2O3, SBA-15 and γ-Al2O3. The performance activities of the 

commercial catalysts show no sign of improved biomass conversion compared to non-

catalytic process, which has a maximum biomass conversion of 72 wt. %. However, of all 

commercial catalysts used, γ-Al2O3 under subcritical water condition produced the best 

biogasoline yield performance of 15 wt. %, an improvement over the non-catalytic process 

which produced 12 wt. % under same condition. The marginal increase was even further 

improved when 5% cobalt was impregnated on the γ-Al2O3 to form a new bifunctional 

catalyst, 5Co/γ-Al2O3. In this case, the biogasoline yield increased from 15 wt. % to 23 wt. 

%. When molecular hydrogen was introduced into the process at pressure 5 MPa hydrogen 

pressure and 14 MPa process autogenic pressure, 5Co/γ-Al2O3 produced even an improved 

performance, with biogasoline yield was increase to 28 wt. %. 

Furthermore, different bifunctional and dual support catalysts were developed with two 

commercial catalysts as precursors. This development produced new hybrid and synergy 

catalysts. These catalysts were tested for performance evaluation and the best performing 

catalyst was 5Co/γ-Al2O3/HZSM-5. The new catalyst under the same experimental 

conditions gave the best performance, and the biomass conversion increased to 79 wt. %, an   
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improvement over 70-72 wt. % obtained from most catalyst-assisted and non-catalytic cases. 

Also, the biogasoline yield was 43%, which was the highest obtained in all cases. Addition of 

nickel as promoter did not add values to the process as the biogasoline yield declined. The 

best process parameters optimization show that biomass size of 1.0 mm, catalyst metal 

loading 5%, catalyst weight/biomass weight ratio of 0.2, hydrogen pressure 2 MPa, and 

retention time 30 minutes are optimum for the best performance.  

The intrinsic kinetic analysis of this process shows there are two different temperature 

regimes with different kinetic parameters; this effect was attributed to different factors, one 

was the ionic product of water that varies exponentially with temperature and second was the 

heating rate of 5
o
C/min that was used as a fixed parameter. The low and high temperatures 

regimes have order of reaction 2 and 1 respectively. The activation energies were 16,420 and 

12,627 J/mol respectively and the collision factors were also 0.7603 and 0.1715 s
-1

 

respectively. An overall kinetic parameter shows that the slower high temperature reaction 

was the rate controlling with collision factor of 0.1970 s
-1

, activation energy 12,783 J/mol 

and reaction order 1.0. The parity chart for the experimental and model predicted rate using 

the overall model gave an average deviation of 6.64%. 

Two other regression models were developed to estimate the performance of the best selected 

catalyst for solid biomass conversion and biogasoline range liquid production. The models 

are given in equation 7.1 and 7.2 respectively. The parity chart developed using results from 

these models showed an average deviation of 0.99% and 6.53% between the experimental 

and model derived values. The statistical analysis provided showed relationships between 

various parameters which could optimize the process. The conclusion of this section would 

be based on future economic analysis.  
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Chapter 1.0 Background and Research Objectives 

1.1 Introduction 

Biomass-to-energy technologies have been attracting keen research interests in past few 

decades because of the growing desire for sustainable energy development and 

environmental concerns due to greenhouse gas emissions. As a result of these, there have 

been concerted efforts in biomass-to-energy research in improving existing technologies and 

developing new ones. Biomass conversion to energy is among alternative energy portfolios 

that can be considered suitable to ensure sustainable energy development and secure the 

mobility of world’s population in the nearest future without pollution or environmental 

footprint. This sentiment is possible because biomass is an abundant resource and it is also 

renewable.  

In general, biomass can be described as an organic material that can be obtained from plant 

or animal, however, relative to this study, biomass would be defined as any agricultural 

products or by-products, Sudong et al. (2012), Basu (2013) and Delmer (1995). Typical 

examples of biomass that would be discussed are woods, flax straw, grains, leave corn cobs, 

corn leaves, etc. 

As the world population increases and energy consumption increases likewise, a sustainable 

and renewable energy production is essential to first and foremost supplement the current 

supply of fossil energy and in the nearest future stands as a possible total replacement of the 

fossil-based energy resource. With this in mind, bioenergy production has its place in world’s 

future energy production economy. Therefore, the overall aim of this PhD program is to 

contribute to this journey and the current trend in biomass-to-energy research.   
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For this purpose, a supposed agricultural waste material would be used as a raw material of 

interest for subsequent conversion into useful energy-rich liquid or biofuel, in the form of 

biogasoline.  

According to Basu (2013) Brown (2011), Dahlquist (2013), biomass can be converted to 

energy-rich solid, gas or liquid by either biochemical or thermochemical process. The details 

of the biochemical process using biological agents are outside the scope of this research. 

However, thermochemical processes which are more relevant to the current effort are worth 

mentioning. Most common thermochemical processes are thermal gasification, combustion, 

pyrolysis, and torrefaction, Basu (2013), Dahlquist, (2013).  

In all of these processes, biomass would have to be in dry form and almost moisture free to 

be useable. Because of this, an upstream drying stage is always necessary to reduce the 

moisture content of the biomass and improve the overall process energy conversion 

efficiency, this is a well popular observation. 

Another form of thermochemical process which is fast gaining popularity is the hydrothermal 

liquefaction of biomass. This process can be described as the thermochemical conversion of 

biomass to liquid fuels and chemicals by processing in a hot, pressurized water environment 

for sufficient time to break down the biopolymeric structure to mainly liquid components, 

Brown (2011). In this process, since water is a reactant, therefore the biomass moisture 

content need not be removed. The drying stage of the conventional thermochemical process 

can then be removed. This advantage makes hydrothermal liquefaction a unique choice for 

biomass conversion into bioenergy as it has better energy conversion efficiency due to 

absence of biomass drying stage. The current research trend and efforts have strategically 

avoided competition with edible crops as biomass feedstock for biofuel production.   
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Farm-based agricultural wastes and harvest residues of lignocellulosic origin are now 

commonly used by many researchers as raw material for biofuel production. Using these 

residues also serves the purpose of agricultural waste avoidance and an efficient use of 

unwanted farm materials for the manufacture of a valuable commodity. 

Therefore, in the pursuit of the current trend of green and clean energy for the sustainable 

development of world energy demand, production of energy from an environmentally 

friendly resource like biomass is the right course to fulfil the demand of the future generation 

and save climate from greenhouse gas effect. 

The literature review conducted for this research shows that numerous developments are 

ongoing for the production of biofuels from agricultural wastes and residues. 

Perego et al. (2010) and Brown (2011) discussed that the initial step in this direction was the 

bioethanol production via biochemical reaction using food crops like cereals and grains, for 

the production of first generation biofuels. The main drawback of first generation biofuel as 

mentioned earlier is the dependence on food crops, which has an adverse impact on the 

biodiversity as it competes with the human food supply. In addition to this, the biochemical 

process is also slow, requires large plant size, suffers from the high cost of the biological 

agent and poor recycling capability, Brown (2011). 

In the recent studies, many of these problems have been addressed by the production of the 

2
nd

 generation biofuels from non-food crops agricultural waste and residues; these are 

carbohydrate-containing lignocellulosic biomass which is rich in cellulose, hemicellulose and 

lignin. Therefore, biomass-derived carbohydrates represent a promising carbon-based 

alternative as an energy source feedstock, MeiXuan et al. (2011), Brown (2011), Basu 

(2013).  
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As part of improvement strategies in biofuel production comes the use of catalysts. In this 

scenario, acid-base catalysts play a crucial role. Mineral acids such as HCl and H2SO4 have 

been used to enhance the hydrolysis of biomass in hydrothermal liquefaction to break down 

hard fibrous biomass tissue into simple sugar monomers, Harry, et al. (2014). These 

homogeneous catalysts have some drawbacks, the first is the fact that a neutralisation step is 

always needed at the end of the reaction to control the pH. Secondly, the catalyst recovery at 

the end of the cycle is a difficult process. Therefore, many research activities have focused in 

a new direction to reduce or eliminate these liquid phase catalyst and replace with solid 

heterogeneous catalysts Rajesh (2013) and Philip (2014). 

This PhD research program, therefore, is an added and a unique effort in developing a new 

biomass conversion process using a new feedstock and multiple solid heterogeneous 

commercial and in-house prepared bifunctional solid catalysts that are active for the 

conversion of biomass with high selectivity and yield towards target products and the 

biomass feedstock of choice is Camelina Sativa plant residue from the Camelina Sativa plant.  

The product from this research is a new catalyst formulation that will be optimised with the 

aim of producing an optimum biogasoline range liquid biofuel from the selected agricultural 

waste biomass. The technology route of choice will be hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) 

process. In this process, water will be used as the medium to liquefy the biomass using HTL 

process. Solid catalysts will be added to enhance the process performance to obtain an 

excellent yield of biogasoline product. 
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1.2 Motivation and Justification 

The primary motivation for this research objective and the key driver for the selected 

materials is the contribution towards the sustainable development of energy.  

Recent studies have shown that the phenomenal global population growth in the last century 

has put much pressure on the energy demand, and the people on earth means more fossil 

energy consumption, higher demands for oil, gas, and coal. Therefore, the urgent need for the 

sustainable and renewable energy development is increasing. The sustainable energy 

developments stimulate the responsible development of energy source to meet current 

demand without adverse effect on the future generation; this objective perfectly fits into the 

ideas of renewable energy development. Also, it is no news, and according to United Nations 

Population Fund, that human population has grown approximately 281% from 1.6 to 6.1 

billion in the last century. During this time, the CO2 emissions, the leading greenhouse gas, 

has been estimated to have grown 12-fold. Furthermore, with the worldwide population 

forecast expected to surpass 9 billion over the next 50 years, environmentalists and others 

scientists of thoughts are worried about the ability of the planet to withstand the added load 

of greenhouse gases, ScinetificAmericana article, (internet source, last checked September 7
th,

 2017).  

With the factors above, the interest in biomass research in the past two decades has been 

being on the rise and more alternative energy development has been invigorated back into the 

research landscape; these include solar, nuclear, and wind. 

As part of this effort, the focus of this research is to develop a process for converting 

agricultural waste residues into biofuel as an alternative and more importantly a renewable 

energy portfolio. The biomass of choice for this research is the Camelina Sativa 

straw/residues from Camelina Sativa Plant.   
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Camelina Sativa is a flowering plant that is grown in some parts of the United States and 

Western Canada as an oilseed crop. The plant has been attracting popularity from farmers 

and researchers in the past few years across USA and Canada due to its high-value oil 

products and residual usability as feedstock for the production of biofuel, McVay et al. 

(2007). In the province of Saskatchewan especially, this plant is gaining robust and 

widespread popularity. In Saskatoon, Camelina Sativa is planted and harvested for seed oil 

manufacturing by Three Farmer (http://threefarmers.ca). It is also planted in Fort Qu’Appelle 

area near Regina by Terramax farms. Currently, the residual straw and other residues that are 

left behind after harvesting this plant is either used as an animal feed or mixed with soil as 

manure, the excess stock is disposed-off by other means, and in most cases, it was burnt 

away. When this plant gained enough and anticipated widespread popularity in the province 

of Saskatchewan, there would be a new frontier of opportunity to develop a strategic 

utilisation of the large quantity of waste residues being left behind after the harvest. At this 

time, this material could become a cheap source of feedstock for the production of premium 

biofuel from a waste and low-valued biomass. The future availability of this material in large 

quantity creates an opportunity for a new invention. The anticipation for future potential is 

therefore the basis for the choice of Camelina Sativa residues as an alternative feedstock of 

choice for this research instead of wood or flax straw that have been previously investigated.  

1.3 Research Objective and Problem Statement 

The objective of this research work is evident and apparent. We want to develop a new 

catalyst-assisted process that would produce biogasoline from waste biomass residues. The 

produced biogasoline will share similar physical properties like boiling characteristics with 

the current petroleum-derived fossil gasoline.  

http://threefarmers.ca/
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To achieve the objective of this research work, the workload was divided into several smaller 

phases as indicated below: 

Phase I: Sub-critical/Hot Compressed Water Liquefaction Process 

In this phase, hot compressed water will be used as a medium for the hydrothermal 

liquefaction (HTL) of Camelina Sativa residues. The process temperature will range from 

200 – 300
o
C and pressure will remain constant at 10 MPa. The residence time will vary from 

zero (0) to 90 minutes. Both gaseous and liquid products will be analysed, and optimum 

conditions will be determined based on the observation. 

Phase II: Near-Critical Water Liquefaction Process 

Unlike Phase I, in this phase, HTL of biomass using Near-critical water to convert Camelina 

Sativa to biofuel will be investigated. The process temperature will be selected close to the 

critical temperature of water. The pressure will also be chosen lower than critical water 

pressure. For this purpose, a temperature of 350
o
C was selected and pressure 19 MPa. The 

residence time was chosen to vary from zero (0) to 90 minutes. Lastly, like the previous 

phase, both gaseous and liquid products will be analysed, and optimum conditions will be 

determined based on observation. 

Phase III: Super Critical Water Liquefaction Process 

This Phase will make use of supercritical water for hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina 

Sativa residues to produce biogasoline range liquid product. The process conditions will be 

selected such that it is above the critical water parameters. For this purpose, a temperature of 

375
o
C was therefore selected and pressure 23 MPa. The residence time was chosen to vary   
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from zero (0) to 90 minutes. Lastly, like the previous phases, both gaseous and liquid 

products will be analysed, and observation will be used to determine the optimum conditions. 

Phase IV: Catalytic Liquefaction Process 

In this phase, four commercial catalysts will be used to improve the process performance and 

enhance the liquid product yield obtained in phases above. These commercial catalysts are γ-

Al2O 3, HZSM-5, SiO2-Al2O3, and SBA-15. The performances of these catalysts will be 

compared to the benchmarked non-catalytic performance. Also, different in-house 

heterogeneous solid catalysts will be prepared and tested. Each of the commercial catalysts 

(otherwise called precursors) named above will be impregnated with cobalt metal. The best 

performing catalyst(s) based on criteria to be discussed later will be selected for the 

development of synergy catalyst(s). The synergy catalyst will contain at least two supports 

(or precursors) with cobalt metal impregnation. The objective of the new catalyst design will 

be to improve the process selectivity and yield of biogasoline. 

Phase V: Upgrading Process by Hydrodeoxygenation 

The biofuel produced during HTL process contains a lot of oxygenated compounds which 

reduces its energy density and combustion efficiency. In this phase, molecular hydrogen will 

be added to the liquefaction process to upgrade and improve the quality of the biocrude. The 

presence of hydrogen will initiate several other reactions that will involve saturation and 

chemical removal of oxygen as water; this method is called hydrodeoxygenation process.  

Phase VI: Process Kinetics and Statistical Analysis 

In this Phase, the process kinetic model will be developed using the overall best catalyst. The 

kinetic parameters will also be determined. A new rate equation will be proposed using a   
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power law model. A statistical analysis will also be developed to investigate the main effect 

and the interaction effect of different factors on the best catalyst’s performance. 

1.4 Novelty 

The novelty of this research is the development of a low-cost Catalyst-Assisted 

Hydrothermal Liquefaction Process (CA-HTLP) that will produce biogasoline range biofuel 

from Camelina Sativa residues. Specifically, the feedstock has never been used for this 

purpose, and no process conditions have hitherto been developed for the conversion of 

Camelina Sativa residues into biogasoline. 

1.5 Original Contributions 

Suitability of some agricultural residues as good feedstocks for renewable biofuels 

production under hydrothermal processes have been well established and investigated, Harry 

(2012), Harry et al. (2014), Basu (2013), Brown (2011). To this fact feedstocks such as 

wood, wheat, flax straw, corn cobs and corn stover have been well investigated in the 

presence of both homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts.  

The current investigation focuses on using Camelina Sativa residues which have not been 

previously investigated extensively as a feedstock for the biofuel production. The objective is 

to produce biogasoline range liquid products from Camelina Sativa residues under 

hydrothermal liquefaction conditions. Furthermore, this process will be assisted by newly 

developed heterogeneous catalysts containing metals supported on single and dual 

precursors. The process will be optimised to determine the optimum conditions to maximise 

the yield of the biogasoline.  
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Chapter 2.0 The Comprehensive Review of Hydrothermal Liquefaction 

Process 

Abayomi Akande, Hussameldin Ibrahim and Raphael Idem 

Process Systems Engineering, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science, the University 

of Regina, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. 

2.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to conduct an extensive and state-of-the-art review of most 

available information relevant to the Hydrothermal Liquefaction (HTL) of lignocellulosic 

biomass. This review will include other relevant or competing technologies, the composition 

and structure of lignocellulosic biomass, conversion chemistry and mechanism, effects of 

process conditions, impacts of dual roles of water as a reactant and an acid-base catalyst. The 

last section of this chapter will cover literature review on recent advances in this research 

area, different solvents that had been and could be used, catalyst selection theories and some 

details of catalyst characteristic behaviours. The purpose is to develop a background into 

current research to enable proper elucidation and interpretation of the experimental data and 

the results from various experiments. 

The HTL of biomass has been studied by many researchers with the focus on producing 

biofuel otherwise referred to as the biocrude by so many authors Pedersen (2015), Harry et 

al. (2014). Biocrude can be described as a lumped liquid product obtained after the 

liquefaction of biomass at high pressure and temperature. Biocrude contains several organic 

compounds; some of these are acids, ketones, ethers, alkyl phenol, aldehydes, phenols and 

alcohols. In some studies, the effects of operating conditions such as temperature, pressure, 

retention time, type of solvents, ratios of solvent to biomass and catalyst loading were 

extensively investigated; these are all done relative to how they all affected the HTL   
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performance. Furthermore, the properties of water as both reactant and catalyst in this 

process have been widely studied. Some of the useful and relevant properties of water are the 

ionic product, dielectric constant and water density.  

Also, several reaction pathways were possible in HTL process, and many of these occur 

concurrently. The operating conditions and physicochemical properties of the reacting 

components determine the major and minor reaction pathways, and the pathways determine 

the type of products which in turn determine the overall yield of the process. The pathway is 

highly influenced by the operating temperature, presence or absence of catalytic agent.  

2.2 Liquid Biofuels Production Technologies  

Different technologies can be employed to produce energy from biomass. The produced 

energy can be in gaseous phase or liquid phase biofuel. The technologies can be divided into 

two categories, namely thermochemical and biochemical technologies. Both of these 

technologies can be further divided into different other processes that are capable of 

producing different types of energy sources, as shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1: Biomass Conversion Technologies, (Bain et al. 2011).  
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According to Christensen, (2014), the composition and the quality of produced biofuel are 

dependent on the type, quantity, and nature of the biomass feedstock. Furthermore, the 

choice of conversion process also has a notable impact on the biofuel composition and its 

quality. While the detailed description of the biochemical process is outside the scope of this 

research a brief description is necessary to support the explanation required for the current 

research. The biochemical conversion of biomass into biofuel involves an enzymic 

degradation of components carbohydrates into first generation biofuels, an example, is 

bioethanol. The first generation biofuel is produced from food crops, e.g., grains, and cereal 

according to Figure 2.2.  

 

Figure 2.2 : Process Schematic: Bioethanol Production, (Alonso et al. 2010). 

Bioethanol is readily available and its production process, the fermentation, is well proven 

and well understood. However, due to direct competition with human food supply such as 

grains or cereal other types of feedstocks which are rich in sugar and starch but inedible for 

human consumption have been used for example, lignocellulosic biomass. 

  

javascript:popupOBO('CHEBI:33290','C004654J','http://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi/searchId.do?chebiId=33290')
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Bioethanol from non-edible sources are commonly referred to as second generation 

bioethanol, the details of these processes are described elsewhere, Alonso et al. (2010). 

Unlike biochemical processes, thermochemical processes operate at several hundred degrees 

celsius and often use catalysts to transform biomass into fuels and chemicals Christensen, 

(2014). 

HTL as a thermochemical processes can be used to processes biomass slurries with solid 

content between with 5–20%. Usually, this process is conducted at an elevated pressure (2 to 

30 MPa) and temperature (200 to 700
o
C). The targeted product of hydrothermal processing is 

highly dependent upon operating conditions, such that by varying temperature and pressure 

the end-product can be tuned to being either solid (Biocoals), a liquid Bio-oil or fuel gas, 

Barreiro et al.( 2013). In comparison with other technologies, it is essential to know that the 

end-products from dry thermochemical processes and wet thermochemical processes could 

be similar. Torrefaction and hydrothermal carbonization, for example, are both low 

temperatures processes which can typically be conducted at the temperature between 200–

300
o
C, they both produce a charry product commonly referred to as bio-coal according to 

Christensen (2014). In a similar version, the hydrothermal liquefaction products are very 

close and similar to pyrolysis products. In fact, the hydrothermal gasification products are 

also close in similarity to gasification products. While several overlaps occur in these 

processes, the selection of a suitable process for the production of automotive transportation 

fuels such as gasoline or diesel is limited to either hydrothermal liquefaction or pyrolysis.  
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2.2.1 Pyrolysis 

By definition, pyrolysis is a thermochemical decomposition of biomass into a range of useful 

products such as bio-oil, charcoal and gas. Usually, this process is conducted in the absence 

of an oxidizing agent such as oxygen, or with a limited supply of oxidizing agent in an 

amount insufficient for gasification to an appreciable extent, Basu (2013), Bridgwater et al. 

(2000). Typical operation temperatures of pyrolysis process range from 300 to 600
o
C. The 

end product of pyrolysis is dependent on process parameters, e.g. temperature, heating rate, 

residence time, and quenching rate. Bridgwater et al. (2000), in their work, observed that 

charcoal was produced at low temperatures, slow heating rates, and long residence times. In 

this manner, the process is referred to as slow pyrolysis. In contrast, fast pyrolysis, on the 

other hand, is a form of pyrolysis process that operates at around 500
o
C with very short 

residence time, typically less than 2 seconds and utilizes high heating rates and rapid 

quenching to facilitate the production of bio-oil, Bridgwater (2012), Basu (2013). Given 

optimal conditions, bio-oil yields of up to 80% can be achieved on a dry feed basis with the 

remainder recovered as gases and char, Bridgwater et al. (2000). 

Chemically, the bio-oil is a complex mixture of water and decomposition products from 

cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, e.g. phenols, furfurals, and organic acids, Mohan (2006). 

Despite significant benefits from pyrolysis process in producing bio-oil, its main drawbacks 

encompass the extensive pre-treatment of the feedstock required before conversion. 

Relatively dry feedstocks are essential in pyrolysis process. However, because biomass 

typically contains significant amounts of moisture, the feedstock needs to be pre-dried; this 

constitutes additional operational burden and cost. The drying process and procedure is 

energy intensive, and evidently impacts the overall energy efficiency of the process, Harry 

(2012), Harry et al. (2014), Basu (2013), Bridgwater et al. (2000).  
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2.2.2 Hydrothermal Liquefaction (HTL) 

Hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) also known as hydrous pyrolysis or liquid phase pyrolysis 

is a process for the degradation of complex organic material such as biomass into bio-oil and 

other chemicals, Hans et al. (2010). This process can be described as the hydrothermal 

equivalent of flash pyrolysis. The HTL experiment is commonly carried out at 200-400°C 

and between 10 and 25 MPa. Different solvents have been used for HTL process. When 

water is used as the solvent, it is usually kept in either subcritical or supercritical state. It is 

well reported that supercritical conditions favour gasification reactions, Peterson et al. 

(2008), Harry (2012), Toor (2012), therefore, keeping water under subcritical state is the 

preferred option to increase the liquid yield and reduce gaseous forming secondary reactions. 

Under these conditions, water possesses properties that facilitate the de-polymerization, 

hydrolysis and decomposition of biomass to produce a water-insoluble bio-oil or biofuel. 

According to Castello (2013), during a hydrothermal liquefaction treatment of biomass, few 

essential reactions take place; these are (a) Hydrolysis and de-polymerisation (b) 

decomposition through cleavage, dehydration, decarboxylation and decarbonylation, also 

long residence time or prolong reaction causes (c) recombination of reactive fragments and 

re-polymerisation. 

HTL process is a robust and feed flexible thermochemical process; it can accept many types 

of wet biomass with high moisture content such as algae, wood, waste biomass like 

municipal waste, industrial by-products or manure Peterson et al. (2008). In a typical HTL 

process, wet biomass is converted under high temperatures and high pressures into liquid 

biofuel that can be upgraded to premium transportation fuel. This process can be enhanced 

with either homogeneous liquid phase catalysts such as mineral acids or solid heterogeneous 

catalyst such as commercial zeolites.  
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2.3 Review of Biomass Structure and Chemistry 

2.3.1 Biomass Components 

The main biomass components are carbohydrates (Cellulose and Hemicellulose), and lignin. 

The carbohydrates are polysaccharides sugars that form the building block of different types 

of biomass, while lignin contains various polymeric aromatic compounds. Biomass that 

contains mainly cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin are commonly referred to as 

lignocellulosic biomass. Other components of biomass which might be present in small 

amount are lipids, protein and starch, Delme (1995), Fiorella et al. (2014). 

According to Pedersen (2016), the choice of a biomass substance as a starting point for 

biofuel production can be evaluated by inspecting the elemental composition of the biomass.  

The effective hydrogen-to-carbon ratio expressed as H/Ceff is often used as the suitability 

measurement index.  

The index number can be calculated with an empirical formula given below in Equation (2-1) 

𝐻/𝐶𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝐻−2𝑂

𝐶
         Eqn (2-1) 

Here, the hydrogen (H), carbon (C), and oxygen (O) are expressed as number of moles of 

each element in the substance. 

The suitability of a biomass for biofuel production can be described in the staircase order 

given Figure 2.3. In this description, carbohydrates (i.e. cellulose, starch, and hemicellulose) 

yield the lowest quality biofuel, while lipid yields the highest quality biofuel. The objective 

of any hydrothermal liquefaction process is to reduce the amount of oxygen, while increasing 

the H/Ceff ratio of the biofuel to be comparable with fossil fuel. Although, it is well known 

that fuels produced from a fossil origin will remain economically favorable for yet a long 

time. However, for emerging biofuel production to be competitive in the nearest future and   
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according to Pedersen, (2016), it has to be adaptable to the sustainable production, based on 

an abundant non-food feedstock or feedstock mixture to have a high impact factor, locally 

and globally. Also, it has to exhibit properties in the sense that the hydrocarbon infrastructure 

remains unaltered and as well obey all current regulations on fuel specifications and 

standards. 

Therefore, the primary objective of biofuel production is to obtain products, which perform 

like the existing conventional hydrocarbons in octane number, energy density, volatility and 

hydrophobicity, Pedersen (2016).  

To achieve these properties biofuel production from hydrothermal liquefaction process will 

progress in two-stage approach which included (1) Biocrude production through 

hydrothermal liquefaction and (2) Hydrotreatment to impact the desired properties. 

 

Figure 2.3: The H/Ceff Staircase of biomass, (Pedersen, 2016). 

The purpose of hydrothermal liquefaction is to chemically alter the molecules in a way that 

moves the products as high as possible on the H/Ceff staircase. The higher on the staircase the 

H/Ceff, the less amount of hydrogen is required to turn the bio-crude into marketable fuels. It 

is thus essential to know the composition of biomass components that would be used for   
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biofuel production since the bio-crude obtained from hydrothermal conversion of biomass is 

directly affected by the biomass composition. 

2.3.2 Carbohydrates 

Carbohydrates constitute the largest portion of biomass, and most common are the 

polysaccharides cellulose, hemicellulose, and starch, Yan et al. (2014) and Yu et al. (2008). 

Biomass readily decomposes under hydrothermal conditions to form different types of 

organic compounds via various chemical reactions. Some of these reactions include water-

induced carbohydrates hydrolysis, de-polymerization, dehydration and condensation. Water 

hydrolysis depolymerises carbohydrates to its constituents’ sugar monomers or 

monosaccharides. The monosaccharides then undergo further degradation - dehydration or 

condensation to form various types of compounds depending on the reaction operating 

condition and the acidity /alkalinity of the medium, Bobleter (1994) and Fiorella et al. 

(2014). 

2.3.3 Cellulose 

Cellulose is the most abundant carbohydrate in nature, and it consists of homogeneous 

glucose monomers units, linked by β-(1→4)-glycosidic bonds, Sudong et al. (2012), Fiorella 

et al. (2014) and Jing (2012). It is a linear chain homopolymer of glucose with a high degree 

of polymerization (DP). Glucose molecules are bonded together by ß –glycosidic bonds and 

the DP values depend on the origin of the cellulose and the pre-treatment of the biomass. 

Figure 2.4 below shows the structure of cellulose, the high degree of hydrogen bonding 

between cellulose chains makes cellulose more stable and resistant to chemical attack in 

comparison with hemicellulose.  
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Figure 2.4: Cellulose Structure 

Cellulose has a high degree of crystallinity, which renders it insoluble in water and resistant 

to attack by enzymes Fiorella et al. (2014). However, it rapidly solubilised and hydrolysed to 

its constituents’ glucose monomers at subcritical water conditions, which then further 

undergoes decomposition to various compounds such as acetic acid, formic acid, lactic acid, 

and levulinic acid. The other dominant products in the liquid phase are ketones, aldehydes 

and aromatic chemicals formed by retro-aldol, dehydration, reactions, Antal et al. (1990a, 

1990b), Harry (2012), Harry et al. (2014), Takeuchi et al. (2008), Kishida et al. (2006), 

Girisuta et al. (2006), Luijkx et al. (1993), Aida et al. (2007), Srokol et al. (2004), and 

Kabyemela et al. (1997 and 1999). 

During hydrothermal processing of cellulose, the first mechanism of degradation is the de-

polymerization by scission of the glycosidic bonds. Fiorella et al. (2014), in their report, 

stated that there are two scission pathways, the first one is the thermal cleavage of C-O and 

C-C bonds via dehydration at reducing end units, the second one is the hydrolysis of the 

glycosidic bonds by which glucose units are obtained. The thermal cleavage of C-O and C-C 

bonds take place at an intermediate temperature and usually low pressures, while the 

hydrolysis of the intermediate products takes place in the near to supercritical region. The 

rates of cellulose de-polymerization are naturally affected by the presence of catalysts.   
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The de-polymerization and degradation of cellulose could be both acidic and alkaline 

influenced. The alkaline medium demonstrates the higher reaction rates of both thermal 

cleavage and hydrolysis, but the acidic conditions promote the further degradation reactions 

of fragmented cellulose, Bobleter (2005). 

Therefore, cellulose reactivity and conversion pathways are heavily dependent on the acidity 

and alkalinity of the reaction medium, which determines the final products as shown in 

Figure 2.5. Harry (2012), Pedersen (2016) and others have reported that under acidic 

conditions, 5-HMF (5-Hydroxymethylfurfural) and Levulinic acid are the main products of 

cellulose hydrothermal liquefaction. Levulinic acid is the result of hydration of 5-HMF.  

 

Figure 2.5: Degradation Pathways and Product of Glucose, (Pedersen, 2016). 

On the other hand, under alkaline conditions, the main conversion products are, acetone, 

acetic acid and lactic acids, which are produced from the intermediates glycolaldehyde, 

glyceraldehydes, and pyruvaldehyde, Jing (2012), Pedersen (2016). While under neutral 

conditions, both acidic and alkaline pathway exists according to Yin et al. (2012).  
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Jing, (2012), in his work, observed that when pure cellulose was used as the feedstock 

without a catalyst, decomposition was quick and it takes place between 240 - 270°C. Also the 

the formation of bio-oil did not commence until temperatures was above 240°C. The bio-oil 

yield reached its highest level at temperature 300°C. The yield then decreased as temperature 

further increased. In the work of Minowa, et al. (1998a), with the addition of 5% alkali 

catalyst, cellulose was decomposed quickly between 260 and 300°C, and the bio-oil yield 

almost kept constant when the temperature was higher than 300°C. 

Furthermore, in the kinetic study carried out by Rogalinski et al. (2008), on hydrolysis of 

different biopolymers, they reported that rapid heating is necessary to avoid premature 

degradation of some de-polymerized biopolymer before the right reaction temperature is 

reached. They also indicated that glucose decomposition rate increased rapidly with a 

temperature between 250 and 270
o
C. When they added carbon dioxide as a reagent, they 

observed a significant increase in the hydrolysis rate; they attributed this to the formation of 

carbonic acid, acting as an acid catalyst. However, the effect got less pronounced above 

260
o
C. Sasaki et al. (1998), in their work subjected crystalline cellulose to subcritical and 

supercritical water (320–400
o
C, 25 MPa). At 400

o
C, main products were glucose monomers 

and oligomers which are hydrolysis products of cellulose, on the other hand, at 320–350
o
C, 

aqueous decomposition products of glucose such as aldehydes and furans were dominant. 

This observation was rationalized with the fact that, below 350
o
C, the cellulose hydrolysis 

rate is slower than the glucose decomposition rates, whereas above 350
o
C, the cellulose 

hydrolysis rate increases and becomes higher than the glucose decomposition rate.   
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2.3.4 Hemicellulose 

Hemicellulose makes up 20–40 % of plant biomass. It is a heterogeneous branched polymer 

with a backbone composed of glucose, mannose and xylose joined by β-(1-4) linkages in an 

equatorial configuration, Fiorella et al. (2014). The structural and physicochemical properties 

of hemicellulose are different from counterpart cellulose. There are various classes of 

hemicellulose as shown in Figure 2.6; they are xylans, xyloglucans mannans, glucomannans, 

arabinoxylans and glucoarabinoxylans.  

 

Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the main types of hemicellulose in plants. a.) 

Glucuronoarabinoxyan, b) Xyloglucan and c) Galactoglucomannan, (adapted from 

Fiorella, 2014). 

When hemicellulose undergoes hydrolysis, it disintegrates into components monomers or 

monosaccharides as shown in Figure 2.7; these include xylose, galactose and arabinose, 

Ayodele et al. (2015), others are mannose, glucose, and galactose. The composition of 

hemicellulose varies significantly between plant types; grass hemicellulose is mainly 

composed of xylan, whereas wood hemicelluloses are rich in mannan, glucan, and galactan. 

Hemicellulose has a much lower degree of crystallinity than cellulose mainly due to the 

abundance of side-groups and the less uniform structure, Ayodele et al. (2015).  
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Ayodele et al. (2015) also reported that under the subcritical condition, hemicellulose is 

easily solubilised and the hydrolysis is both acid and base catalysed. They further concluded 

that close to 100 % of the hemicellulose of various wood and herbaceous biomass materials 

was hydrolysed at 230
o
C, within 2 min and at 34.5 MPa. Sasaki et al. (1998), in their work, 

conducted decomposition experiments of D-xylose in subcritical and supercritical water at 

temperatures 360 to 420
o
C, pressure ranges from 25 to 40 MPa, and residence times of 0.02 

to 1s. The results showed that retro-aldol and condensation of D-xylose was the dominant 

reaction, they further reported that contribution of dehydration was small in subcritical water. 

 

Figure 2.7: Chemical Structure of Hemicellulose Monomers. 

The main degradation products were glycolaldehyde, glyceraldehydes, and 

dihydroxyacetone. The degradation of xylose under hydrothermal conditions has been well 

studied, Aida et al. (2010), Toor et al. (2014) and Hoffmann et al. (2014), in their works, 

suggested that degradation of xylose occurs through two different pathways; the first is the 

alkaline-catalyzed retro-aldol condensation and the second is the acid-catalyzed dehydration. 

The mechanism of degradation is as illustrated in Figure 2.8. The retro-aldol condensation 

reaction leads to the formation of lighter, low molecular weight compounds such as acetic 

acid through C-C bond cleavage. On the other hand, the dehydration reaction leads to the 

formation of furan compound such as furfural. The intermediate compounds can further 

undergo secondary reactions to form a broad range of different compounds.  
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Some of the new compounds have carbonyl functional groups in their structures and these are 

aldehydes, ketones, and carboxylic acid.  

 

Figure 2.8: The Degradation Mechanism of Xylose, (Pedersen, 2016). 

2.3.5 Lignin 

Lignin is the second most abundant substance present in biomass after cellulose. Lignin can 

be described as a complex organic polymer that forms essential structural materials in the 

support tissues of plants, Martone et al. (2009).  

It lends rigidity to the plants and does not decompose easily under ambient conditions. They 

are chemically cross-linked phenolics polymers as shown in Figure 2.9. The chemical 

structure of lignin is more complex than cellulose and hemicelluloses, Jing (2012). It is 

composed of three common monomers; these are paracoumaryl alcohol, confieryl alcohol 

and shinapyl alcohol, as shown in Figure 2.10. The degradation of lignin in an aqueous 

medium progress along two different pathways, the first pathway ionic through hydrolysis of 

ether bonds, this leads to the formation of phenols and the second pathway is the radical 

pathway, in this case, the ether, and C-C bonds are cleaved, Pedersen (2016).  
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Figure 2.9: Chemical Structure of Lignin. 

The radicals intermediates formed in the radical pathway are responsible for the formation of 

high molecular weight compounds. In these processes, side reactions such as re-

polymerization, oligomerization and condensation are all involved. These also led to the 

formation of undesirable solid char which are mainly condensed C-C bonds, (Pedersen, 

2016).  

 

Figure 2.10: Chemical Structure of Unit Structure of Lignin. 

The reaction pathways of lignin were investigated in supercritical water by Fang et al. 

(2008), they proposed that the dissolved lignin was homogeneously converted to single ring 

phenolic oil, which was further hydrolyzed and dealkylated, before it was converted into gas,   
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aqueous products and char. On the other hand, the non-dissolved portion was converted to 

gas, hydrocarbons, water-soluble products; phenolic char and polyaromatic char via free-

radical reactions. 

2.4 Biomass Liquefaction Reactions 

During hydrothermal liquefaction of biomass, some basic reactions take place en route 

biomass conversion to biofuel. As mentioned earlier on, these are (a) Hydrolysis and De-

polymerization, (b) Decomposition through C-C cleavage and Dehydration (c) 

Decarboxylation and Decarbonylation (d) Recombination of reactive fragments and re- 

polymerization. As proposed by Pedersen et al. (2015) and supported by others researchers, 

Harry, 2012, Harry, et al. (2014), Christensen (2014), the first step in biomass hydrothermal 

liquefaction is the de-polymerisation of large complex molecules into constituent’s 

monomers or oligomers by hydrolysis. A generalized reaction pathway and the network is 

given in Figure 2.11. Depending upon the reaction medium, high alkalinity and high 

temperatures favour C-C cleavage and conversion of cellulose and hemicellulose monomers 

to C1-C4 compounds via Retro-Aldol condensation reaction. These compounds include acetic 

acid, formic acid, and acetone.  

Condensation of Retro-Aldo products yield mainly oxygenated hydrocarbon, most of these 

compounds are ketonic, e.g. Cyclopentanone, cyclohexanone and cyclopropanone which can 

be converted to biogasoline by hydrotreatment processes like hydrogenation, hydrogenolysis  

and hydrodeoxygenation. On the other hand, high acidity, relatively lower temperatures 

favour conversion of cellulose and hemicellulose monomers into Furan compounds via 

dehydration. 
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Figure 2.11: Conversion of Biomass to Biofuel and other Chemicals, (Pedersen, 2015). 

Furan products are an important gasoline additive since they have higher octane number 

compared to fossil gasoline and ethanol, Shukla et al. (2015) and Julio et al. (2014). The 

hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) process can be used to convert oxygenated compound like furan 

or oxygenated aromatics like phenols and ketones compounds into cycloalkane, cycloalkene, 

and finally alkenes and alkanes in the presence of a metallic catalyst.  

Fangming (2014), studied the effect of temperature on the liquid product obtained during 

hydrothermal liquefaction. It was reported that at very high temperature close to the water 

critical or supercritical points, the fragmented compounds of hydrothermal liquefaction begin 

to crack and start to re-polymerize. This effect leads to low liquid yield and production of 

solids at higher liquefaction temperatures. The complexity of biomass liquefaction process 

reactions shows that particular reaction pathway is not exclusive. Many pathways, many 

conditions and many reactions are involved. In most cases several of these reactions occur 

simultaneously and most dominant. 
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2.4.1 Hydrolysis 

As shown in Figure 2.12, one of the major reactions in the conversion of biomass to biofuel 

is hydrolysis. In this reaction, the glycosidic bonds between multiple sugar units are cleaved 

thereby producing simple sugars monomers like glucose and or partially hydrolysed 

oligomers. Hydrolysis can take place in both acid and base-catalyzed reactions. Fangming, 

(2014), in his work reported that the acidic reaction condition is more often adopted because 

base catalysis leads to more side reactions. Because cellulose is the primary component of 

plant biomass and its hydrolysis to glucose is an essential intermediate reaction in biofuel 

production, the chemistry of the reaction step has been widely investigated Huang et al. 

(2013). Under hydrothermal conditions, cellulose reacts with water, and it is consequently 

hydrolysed into glucose proceeding through C–O–C bond cleavage. According to Bobleter 

(2005), there are three possible reaction paths of cellulose hydrolysis, these are acid, base and 

water catalysed pathways. 

 

Figure 2.12: Hydrolysis of Cellulose 

The first path is the acid hydrolysis, in this pathway, there is formation of a conjugated base, 

which is then followed by the glycosidic bond cleavage that leads to the formation of two 

glucose units. Water catalysed reaction is characterized by H2O adsorption as the first stage, 

after that is the second stage, whereby, the water and the glycosidic bond split simultaneously 

and form two glucose again.  
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2.4.2 Isomerization 

In the work of Takagaki et al. (2012), it was reported that the isomerization between glucose 

and fructose is very common and has been considered as a key step in biomass conversion as 

shown in Figure 2.13. Also, this reaction is known to be typically catalysed by acidic 

medium at low temperatures and alkaline medium at high temperature. Kabyemela et al. 

(1999), in his work, found that the isomerization from fructose to glucose is negligible 

compared with its reversion under hydrothermal conditions. 

 

Figure 2.13: Isomerization of Glucose to Fructose. 

2.4.3 Dehydration 

The dehydration of biomass is an important reaction in hydrothermal liquefaction process. 

During hydrothermal liquefaction reactions, the cellulose is first hydrolyzed and 

depolymerized into its constituent monomers to form glucose units as explained sections 

above. The glucose then undergoes isomerization to form fructose, which can be dehydrated 

into hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) with loss of three water molecules by acid catalysed 

reactions, as shown in Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.14: Dehydration of Fructose to Hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF). 

2.4.4 Decarboxylation and Decarbonylation 

The decarboxylation and decarbonylation reactions take place in hydrothermal liquefaction 

process as a result of the presence of compounds such as formic acid or alcohol; an example 

is as shown in equations (2.1) and (2.2) below according to Fangming, (2014). 

   (2.1) 

   (2.2) 

Formic acid is a simple acid, and it is a product of acid-base catalysed hydrothermal 

liquefaction process. This reaction is essential in understanding the chemistry of 

hydrothermal liquefaction process. The decarboxylation reaction resulted in in-situ hydrogen 

production, a key component in the hydrogenation process. Furthermore, decarbonylation 

yields CO which undergoes water gas shift reaction (WGSR) to produce even more hydrogen 

for hydrogenation process. The experimental results of Yu (1998) and Saito et al. (1984) 

showed that in the gas phase the decarbonylation dominated, but in the liquid phase, the 

decarboxylation dominated. Akiya et al. (1998) explained that the reason why 

decarboxylation dominated in the liquid phase was due to the presence of water as a 

homogeneous catalyst that can catalyse decarboxylation more than decarbonylation.  
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2.4.5 Retro Aldol Reaction 

Different authors such as, Akiya et al. (1998), Pedersen (2016), Harry (2012), Harry et al. 

(2014), Kabyemela et al. (1999), Saito et al. (1984) and Takagaki et al. (2012), investigated 

biomass conversion using water as solvent in their works, they all reported similar 

intermediate products from the hydrothermal degradation of cellulose some of which are 

formed via retro aldol condensation. Their studies revealed that some compounds such as 

glyceraldehyde, dihydroxyacetone and pyruvaldehyde were formed by the base catalytic role 

of hydrothermal water. Also, they reported that the isomerization occurring between 

glyceraldehyde and dihydroxyacetone was followed by their subsequent dehydration to 

pyruvaldehyde, Kabyemela (1997) also supported this fact. Akiya et al. (2002) also reported 

that retro aldol reaction under hydrothermal conditions was base-catalysed.  

 

Figure 2.15: Retro Aldol Condensation of fructose and glucose.  
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Furthermore, Sasaki et al. (2002) indicated that the retro aldol reaction selectively proceeded 

at higher temperatures above 400
o
C and lower pressure below 25 MPa. At low temperature, 

however, the retro aldol reaction was preferred in alkali environment and they formed 

intermediates from C2–C3 or C3–C4 bond cleavage. 

2.4.6 Free Radical and Ionic Reactions 

Several reactions involved in hydrothermal Liquefaction process can further be divided into 

two broad categories, the free radical and ionic reactions. The ionic reaction is mainly acid-

base catalysed reaction in which water as a reactant or a catalytic agent provides protons 

inform of H
+
 or H3O

+ 
to influence the path of the reaction. Free radical reactions involve 

several other reactions in which there is cleavage of bond such C-C and C-O bond cleavages. 

In these set of reaction, homolytic or heterolytic cleavage occurred, and the lone pair 

electrons involved in the covalent bonds are either shared by the splitting members 

(homolytic) or taken away by only one member (heterolytic). 

 

Figure 2.16: Free Radical and Ionic Reactions Pathway in Biomass Hydrothermal 

Liquefaction process, Harry et al. (2012). 
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The free radicals are usually unstable intermediates; they commonly undergo further 

reactions to form new and stable compounds. In the work of Harry et al. (2012), he identified 

the acid catalysed dehydration of glucose to furfural as the ionic reaction and shown in 

Figure 2.16. The free radical reaction is reported to be promoted by base catalysed C-C 

cleavage of glucose to form acids, aldehydes and gases at high temperatures, Pedersen 

(2015). 

2.4.7 Piancatelli Reaction – Ring Arrangement of Furfural 

As discussed in section 2.4.3 above, the dehydration of glucose leads to the formation of 

heterocyclic aldehyde compound called furfural. Furfural is a member of furan species and 

has 5 carbon atoms in its molecule. During hydrothermal liquefaction process, the ring in the 

furfural can be opened and re-arranged to form different compounds. This process was 

discovered by Piancatelli and was named after him. According to Fabrizio et al. (2016), the 

ring re-arrangement of furfural includes two different steps. The first step involves 

hydrogenation of furfural to furfural alcohol; this step is followed by acid catalyzed ring re-

arrangement of furfural alcohol to stable C5 ketones like cyclopenten-1-one and further 

hydrogenation to form cyclopentanone. In this process, either H2 generation in-situ or 

molecular H2 would be needed to promote and propagate the reaction. After formation of 

furfural alcohol by hydrogenation of furfural, the protonation of OH
-
 group on the furfural 

alcohol to form carbocation is the initial step for the ring re-arrangement as shown in Figure 

2.17. This leads to formation of species A. However, the unstable nature of protonated water 

promotes decomposition of species A to species B. The formation of species B was followed 

by nucleophilic attack of water onto the ring to form species C. 
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Figure 2.17: Furfural Ring Re-arrangement by Piancatelli Reaction, (Fabrizio et al. 

2016). 

Species C then undergoes ring opening to form species D. After species is formed, it further 

undergoes 4π-Conrotatory cyclization to facilitate the ring closure.  

The new compound further undergoes successive deprotonation to yield 4 –hydroxy-

2cyclopentenone (4-HCP). In the presence of metal catalysts and molecular H2, 4-HCP could  

further be converted to 2-cyclopenten-1-one (2-PEN), and much further to 2-cyclopentene as 

shown in Figure 2.17 

2.5 Influence of Operating Conditions 

There are various operating parameters that affect the performance of HTL process. The 

degree of influence varies, and it is dependent on the specific parameters or group of 

parameters. Examples of these parameters are temperature, pressure, retention time, biomass 

content, catalyst loading, and solvent type. Others parameters are the ratio of solvent to 

biomass and the ratio of biomass to the catalyst. These effects will be discussed in this 

section. 
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2.5.1 Influence of Temperature  

In hydrothermal liquefaction process of any biomass, the first step is hydrolysis of complex 

sugar to their constituents’ fragments monomers. As the process temperature increases above 

the bond scission activation energy, the biomass de-polymerization commences, according to 

Christensen (2014). The scission facilitates fragmentation of biomass monomers by 

hydrolysis into various smaller compounds. In this process, water acts as both reactant and a 

catalyst and provides acid-base environment required for the reaction to progress. The 

cleavage of C-C and C-O bonds occur at this condition, and various gaseous compounds are 

formed. At a higher temperature, usually close or above critical water point, thermal 

cracking, condensation and re-polymerisation of fragmented components are promoted. This 

leads to decomposition of liquid components into gaseous products.  

The extended exposure to high temperature causes further re-polymerisation of the 

intermediate products and promotes solids and char formation, Fangming, (2014). 

In the studies of Tushar (2011) and Christensen (2014), they found that that biocrude 

production from biomass occurred at the temperatures between of 200 to 400
o
C. This is also 

consistent with the findings of Jian (2003). At these conditions, the authors reported an 

increase in biocrude production even as the operating temperature increases. At an optimum 

temperature, the production peaks and starts to decline as temperature increased further. This 

phenomenal is common in hydrothermal liquefaction of biomass and has been reported by 

other authors such as Ogi et al. (1994), Harry (2012), Harry et al. (2014), Minowa et al. 

(1998a), Zhong et al. (2004), Qian et al. (2007), Yuan et al. (2007), Xu et al. (2008), Xu et al. 

(2008), Liu et al. (2008) and Jian Gan (2003). According to Yuan et al. (2009), bio-crude 

formation from biomass hydrothermal liquefaction occurred in the temperature range 

between 250 and 300
o
C and the formation of heavy compounds starts at temperatures well   
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above 300
o
C. They concluded that this took place as a result of components re-

polymerisation at higher temperatures. At temperature 380
o
C, it was observed that 

production of biocrude declined appreciably, but this was accompanied by increased 

production of char and gaseous products. The observation was attributed to the condensation, 

re-polymerisation and cracking reaction of the intermediates.  

It was concluded that at temperatures below critical water temperature, the dominant reaction 

was decomposition reaction. While at temperatures near critical and above critical 

(supercritical) temperatures, gasification and re-polymerization reactions are well promoted. 

These conclusions were corroborated by the work of Harry (2012) on hydrothermal 

liquefaction of flax straw. Furthermore, Harry (2012) is his work also concluded that at lower 

temperatures, compounds such as formic acid, acetic acid and phenols were formed. 

However, as the reaction temperature was increased, formic acid disappeared in the product 

mix due to the effect of gasification at a higher temperature. Jian (2003), in his work, added 

that the optimum temperature for bio-crude production from lignocellulosic biomass 

hydrothermal liquefaction process would vary on a case by case basis, due to different 

chemical composition and operating conditions. 

2.5.2 Influence of Retention Time 

The reaction time or the retention time is a key parameter in hydrothermal liquefaction of 

biomass. The economics of the process and key equipment design factor is dependent on how 

fast or slow the reaction proceeds. For successful hydrothermal liquefaction of biomass, the 

reaction time must be short and effective. It must be sufficient to break the biomass structures 

and long enough to ensure complete reaction that enhances formation of biocrude. Harry 

(2012), Carrier et al. (2012), Fang et al. (2008), Knezevic (2009) and Zhang et al. (2012),   
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investigated reaction times that is sufficient for complete dissolution of biomass under sub 

critical and supercritical conditions. While their operating conditions were different, they 

observed that relatively short retention times is needed for conversion of biomass to bio-

crude. However, this appears to depend on the operating temperature. High retention time at 

low-temperature range would have little or no impact on liquid distribution unlike high 

retention time at high temperature. 

In the work of Carrier et al. (2012), they investigated the liquefaction of Pteris vittata fronds 

at 300-400
o
C in the residence time range from 30-480 seconds, they reported that the 

chemical composition of the biocrude varied only marginally, concluding that at low 

retention time, the composition of bio-crude is indifferent. Harry (2012), in his work, 

concluded that higher retention time at high reaction temperatures promotes gasification 

reactions and improves gasification efficiency. The conclusion follows the observation of Xu 

et al. (2008) and Li et al. (2009) in which they concluded that biocrude yield decreased and 

levelled off at a prolonged retention time depending on reaction temperatures. This 

observation was rationalized as the cracking of bio-crude or intermediate products to gases 

and formation of chars by condensation, cyclization, and re polymerisation.  

Zhang et al. (2009), in their report, observed maximum liquid yield at 300 and 374
o
C within 

6 minutes and 1 minute respectively, beyond this retention time, the liquid yield declined. 

They further reported an acceleration of gas and char formation as the reaction time was 

extended due to the occurrence of secondary and tertiary reactions. Prolong reaction times is 

believed to favour decomposition of heavy compounds into lighter compounds and gases 

with possible formation of char. 
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2.5.3 Influence of Catalyst  

Catalyst type and catalyst loading have a significant impact on the performance of 

hydrothermal liquefaction of lignocellulosic biomass. Liquid phase homogeneous catalysts 

like mineral acid and alkaline, as well as solid phase heterogeneous catalysts, have been used 

for hydrothermal liquefaction process to enhance production of biocrude from biomass. In 

the studies conducted by Harry (2012), on hydrothermal liquefaction of flax straw in 

subcritical water at 250
o
C in the presence of HZSM-5 as a catalyst, observed that high acidity 

on the catalyst promotes the production of furfural. Also, in another experiments that were 

conducted using a homogeneous mineral acid such as HCl to lower the medium pH shows a 

high yield of furfural due to dehydration of sugar monomers. Other researchers like Song et 

al. (2004), Srivastava et al. (2015), Ogi et al. (1985), Alonso et al. (2010), and Xu et al. 

(2008) have all tested various catalysts for hydrothermal liquefaction of biomass. 

In the studies of Ogi et al. (1985), they investigated the effect of different alkaline based 

catalysts such as CaCO3, Ca (OH)2, Na2CO3, and NaOH, on hydrothermal liquefaction of 

woody biomass at 300°C with 2.0 MPa. They reported that alkali based catalyst promoted 

biomass liquefaction, except the chloride salts. Furthermore, they also suggested potassium 

and sodium salts had no significant difference in the bio-crude yield. In the studies conducted 

by Karagoz et al. (2004, 2005a, 2005b), they found that both alkali and alkaline salts improve 

the biocrude formation from wood hydrothermal liquefaction at 280°C within 15minutes 

retention time. 

Xu et al. (2008), in their work conducted on woody biomass hydrothermal liquefaction in the 

sub and supercritical ethanol with 5 wt.% FeS and FeSO4 as catalysts, reported that both 

catalysts improved the bio-oil formation when the temperature was increased from 220°C to 

350°C. Christensen (2014), also indicated that alkaline catalysts promote the water-gas-shift   
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reaction, improve gasification, suppress char and tar formation, and increase liquid yield. 

Heterogeneous catalysts have been used by various authors to investigate their influences on 

the performance of hydrothermal liquefaction process. Catalyst such as Ni/SiO2-Al2O3, 

CoMo/Al2O3, Pd/C, Pt/C have been well investigated. Table 2.1 below shows the summary 

of the finding according to Biller et al. (2011).  

Biller et al. (2011), in their catalytic studies, reported the effect of Pt/Al2O3, Ni/Al2O3 and 

CoMo/Al2O3 catalysts on hydrothermal conversion of biomass to liquid bio-crude. They 

observed that Pt/Al2O3 and CoMo/Al2O3 catalysts promote biocrude yields on soy oil and 

Chlorella vulgaris. The catalysts, however, showed different performances on hydrothermal 

liquefaction of Nannochloropsis occulta microalgae as the bio-crude yield reduces compared  

to the non-catalyzed liquefaction. Ni/Al2O3 is the least performing catalyst; the experiment 

carried out using this catalyst resulted in reduced oil yield for all conditions due to increased 

gasification. It should be noted that the presence of any of these catalysts was found to 

enhance the deoxygenation of the bio-crude. Few metallic oxides were identified to show 

suitable catalytic effects in hydrothermal liquefaction performance. These are ZrO2, CeO2, 

and Y2O3. They also reported that base properties of ZrO2 had been known to enhance the 

water-gas shift reaction. According to Watanabe et al. (2006), both CeO2 and Y2O3 have 

been found to promote the decarboxylation of C17 fatty acids to CO2 and C16 alkene. 
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Table 2.1: Heterogeneous Catalysts Influence on Hydrothermal Liquefaction Process. 
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2.5.4 Influence of Solvent  

Several solvents have been used by different researchers as a medium for hydrothermal 

liquefaction. Harry (2012) used water, Demirbas (2000a) used acetate, Heitz et al. (1994); 

and Liu et al. (2008) both used acetone and so on. They all reported that quality of biocrude 

produced during hydrothermal liquefaction process is highly dependent on the type of solvent 

used for the extraction. Furthermore, it was observed that biooil obtained from 

lignocellulosic materials with water is viscous tarry lump oil with high oxygen content and 

low heating value, which cannot be utilized directly. However, researchers who have used 

other solvent (e.g. organic solvent) aside water have generated biocrude with low viscosity 

and high yield, Demirbas (2000a), Heitz et al. (1994), Liu et al. (2008), and Ogi et al. (1994). 

The downside of these solvents is the cost; they are expensive. Water, on the other hand, as a 

solvent has significant advantages as it acts as both reagent and a catalyst and its available in 

abundance and cheap. 

2.5.5 Influence of Pressure 

The effect of pressure on hydrothermal liquefaction performance is directly linked to the 

state and properties of water at the operating condition. Below critical condition, i.e. 

temperature less than 374
o
C and pressure less than 22 MPa, changes in operating pressure 

have little effect on the properties of water. 

In contrast, under supercritical state, when the temperature is above 374
o
C and pressure 

above 22 MPa, water behaves like a gas and like liquid. Under these conditions, the 

temperature is too high to be liquid and pressure too high to be gas. So, the behaviour of the 

new substance is halfway in between liquid and gas. Furthermore, at these conditions, water 

becomes very compressible and according to Sangon et al. (2006) and Kersten et al. (2006)   
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pressure has some imparts on biocrude and gas yield of hydrothermal liquefaction process 

even though it is little. In another study by Kabyemela et al. (1998), he observed no change 

in the hydrolysis of cellobiose when the pressure was increased from 30 MPa to 40 MPa 

when the operating temperature was at 400
o
C. Furthermore, at higher pressures, the authors 

reported a decrease in the rate of C–C linkages breaking. The occurence was attributed to be 

a result of cage effects that suppressed the decomposition reactions. It was explained that as 

the products were contained in the solvent cage, de-polymerisation and decomposition 

reaction were hindered, in this case, the products are likely to recombine and re-generate 

back to the reactant. In conclusion, it was suggested that the solvent cage effect minimizes re 

polymerisation and char formation but instead enhances hydrolysis and water-gas shift 

reactions. With this in mind, higher pressure therefore tends to slow down the free radical 

reactions due to enhanced solvent caging effects, and on the other hand, ionic reaction rates 

tend to increase with an increase in pressure. This occurrence was attributed to either the 

higher dielectric constant stabilising ionic compounds or the higher ionic product promoting 

the formation of ionic intermediates Kruse et al. (2007). High pressure also plays a crucial 

part in the overall energy consumption of the HTL process. To avoid significant enthalpy 

inputs into the HTL process, the pressure needs to be maintained at a suitable value that 

ensures a single-phase medium. 

2.5.6 Influence of Heating Rate 

Most hydrothermal liquefaction processes are conducted in a batch reactor. Most batch 

reactors suffer from slow heating or poorly controlled heating rate. The temperature gradients 

existing from increasing the temperature from room temperature to reaction temperatures 

greatly affect the process chemistry by enhancing secondary reactions that could potentially   
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decompose the bio-crude and promote the formation of char. Zhang et al. (2009) and Faeth et 

al. (2013) conducted their work using various heating rate and it was concluded that when the 

heating rate was increased, it reduces ash and gas yields. Similarly, high heating rates shorten 

reaction times and significantly improve the bio-crude yield. 

2.6 Properties and Characteristics of Water as Liquefaction Medium 

As discussed earlier on, hydrothermal liquefaction is the only thermochemical process that 

operates in a water-rich medium. Water at high temperatures and pressures has various 

degrees of benefits that enhance biomass liquefaction into fuel-rich biofuel. 

In this section, properties and characteristics of water at elevated temperatures and pressure 

will be discussed. The impacts of various properties shall be reviewed and correlated with 

different products categories of liquefaction process. 

As shown in Figure 2.18, water triple point is at very low-temperature 0.01
o
C and pressure 

611 Pa.  

 

Figure 2.18: Phase diagram of water, (Basu, 2013).  
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Under this condition, water co-exists in three phases, liquid phase as – liquid water, solid 

phase as ice and gaseous phase as vapour. As the temperature and pressure increase and up to 

100
o
C and 0.1 MPa pressure, water is said to reach its boiling point or saturated point at the 

corresponding pressure and temperature.  

At an elevated pressure and constant temperature, water stays in the liquid state, even at quite 

high temperatures as long as the pressure is above saturation. Water above its critical 

temperature (374.29°C) and pressure (22.089 MPa) is said to be in supercritical condition as 

shown on the phase diagram in Figure 2.18. Water or steam below this pressure and 

temperature is called subcritical water. The conventional name water may not apply to the 

medium above the critical point anymore except for its chemical formula; H2O. This is 

because above the critical temperature and pressure; water is neither liquid water nor steam. 

While subcritical water is still a two-phase system, supercritical water appears as a 

macroscopically homogeneous state. As the supercritical conditions are achieved, water 

changes its nature from a polar compound to an almost non-polar substance, Kruse et al. 

(2007), Harry (2012) and Basu (2013). This change enables water to solvate many organic 

substances, including those responsible for the formation of char and tar which are mainly 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, Kruse et al. (2007). 

As described in the work of Akiya et al. (2002), and corroborated by Christensen (2014), the 

properties of subcritical and supercritical water are said to be intermediate that of steam and 

liquid. They further agreed that this is an understatement of the actual capability of sub- and 

supercritical water. Furthermore, they said what makes subcritical and supercritical fluids so 

different from any other fluid in conventional chemistry, is the possibility to tune the 

properties of the supercritical fluid by varying either the temperature or pressure.   
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The unique properties of superheated water are strongly related to the microscopical changes 

of the medium. Also, in the subcritical and supercritical water, hydrogen bonding becomes 

less prevalent and reduces the tetrahedral coordination of water molecules. The ordered 

molecular network of water is therefore broken down, and instead, local clusters of 

hydrogen-bonded water molecules are formed. The sizes of these clusters are temperature 

and pressure dependent but vary from 5 to 20 water molecules. The structural changes of 

water consequently affect the dynamics of the water molecules by lowering the energy 

barrier for translational and rotational motion Akiya et al. (2002). They concluded that this 

effect contributes to an increased self-diffusivity of water that is enhanced with increasing 

temperature and decreasing pressure. 

Table 2.2 compares the properties of subcritical water and steam with those of supercritical 

water, indicating that supercritical water’s properties are intermediate between the liquid and 

gaseous states of water in subcritical pressure.  

Table 2.2: Properties of Supercritical and Subcritical, Water (Basu, 2013). 
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Above a critical point, the line separating the two phases disappears, and thereby the division 

between the liquid and vapour phases disappears, Figure 2.18. This point is known as the 

critical point of water. Above these values, water attains supercritical state and hence is 

called supercritical water (SCW). Properties of subcritical and supercritical water relevant to 

hydrothermal liquefaction shall be discussed in the following section.  

2.6.1 Dielectric Constant 

Because of the lower number of ordered hydrogen bonds per water molecule, the relative 

dielectric constant of water decreases with temperature, Basu (2013). As a result, water 

changes from a highly polar solvent at an ambient condition to a non-polar solvent like 

toluene, hexene or benzene, in a subcritical and supercritical condition, Peterson et al. (2008). 

Pedersen (2016) and Christensen (2014), in their work, reported that the dielectric constant 

decreases with increasing temperature as shown in Figures 2.19. 

 

Figure 2.19: Static Dielectric Constant of Water as a Function of Temperature and 

Pressure, (Pedersen, 2016).   
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Because of this level of reduction, water becomes increasingly non-polar at higher 

temperatures and thus more closely resembles organic solvents regarding solvation 

properties. 

At temperatures above supercritical, the dielectric constant drops to approximately 1, 

meaning that non-polar hydrophobic substances such as biomass products can completely 

miscible with water near its critical state or supercritical water. Therefore, sub and 

supercritical water have a high degree of miscibility with hydrophobic organic substances; as 

a result, the aqueous medium can participate in the reactions involving these species, and this 

allows metals and other inorganic substances to precipitate. When the system is allowed to 

reach equilibrium at room temperature, the hydrophobic organics readily separates from the 

aqueous process water phase and a fraction of the precipitated salts re-dissolves in the 

process water. Thereby, allowing the two-phase products, i.e. oily and aqueous phases to be 

recovered by mechanical separation. 

2.6.3 Ionization constant 

The ionic product or ionic constant of water is one of the most important features of 

hydrothermal water that significantly impacts the outcome of hydrothermal liquefaction 

process. It allows water properties to swing and efficiently catalyse acidic or basic enhanced 

reaction. The ionic product can be defined as the product of the molar concentration of ions 

H3O
+
 and OH

-
 which are in equilibrium with non-dissociated water molecules, 

Castello,(2013). As shown in Figure 2.20, the dissociation of water is greatly influenced by 

the variation of temperature and pressure. At ambient conditions, the negative log functions 

of ionic product i.e. pKW of water is (pKW =-log (KW), where KW = [H3O
+
][OH

-
]) is 14. 

According to Christensen (2014), water at ambient condition has pKW of 14 due to the low   
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activity of hydronium and hydroxyl ions. The studies and reports of Basu (2013), Harry 

(2012) and Christensen (2014) further stated that increasing the temperature causes the 

energy of the system to increase and therefore more energy is available for water 

dissociation. The effect is a decrease of pKW from 14 at ambient conditions to 11 at 250
o
C 

and (24 MPa) 240 bar. This indicates an improvement in ionic product from -14 in ambient 

condition to -11 at 250
o
C and 24 MPa). Under this condition, water is an excellent medium 

for acid-base catalysed reactions, because high levels of H3O
+
 and OH

–
 at these conditions 

boost many acid or base catalyzed reactions, such as biomass hydrolysis Akiya et al. (2002), 

Antal et al. (1987), Toor et al. (2012). Furthermore, the transition from subcritical to 

supercritical conditions causes pKW to increase to approximately 19, (this value indicates a 

decline in the ionic product, from -14 in ambient condition to -19) indicating an inhibition of 

the dissociation of water due to the loss of polarity needed to solvate H3O
+
 and OH

–
 ions. 

 

Figure 2.20: Density & Ionic Product and Temperature Plot, (Basu. 2013). 

Antal et al. (1987), suggested that acid and base catalysed reactions are favoured at pKW < 

14. He also postulated that the bonding cleaving reactions are favoured when pKW >> 14.   
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Therefore, it was concluded that bond cleaving free radical reactions would dominate under 

supercritical conditions and induce the gaseous formation, Kruse (2007), Bühler et al. (2002). 

This occurrence implies that temperatures above the critical temperature are favoured for 

hydrothermal gasification, while temperatures below the critical temperature are preferred for 

hydrothermal liquefaction of biomass. When the effect of pressure was analysed, it can also 

be concluded that higher pressure was more suitable for the hydrothermal liquefaction than 

gasification because of the better ionic product. 

2.6.4 Density of water 

The density of water decreases under constant pressure as the temperature increases, as 

shown in Figure 2.20. The density dropped sharply close to the critical point. The density is 

relatively higher at a higher pressure at same temperatures. The high density at higher 

pressure allows homogeneous liquid phase reactions. The homogeneity reduces or eliminate 

mass transfer barrier in two-phase reaction and thus enhance the rate of chemical reaction, 

Castello, (2013). At low pressure, the density of water drops significantly as the temperature 

goes past its saturation temperature. For example, at 1 atm pressure, the density reduces from 

1000 to 0.52 kg/m3 as the temperature increases from 25°C to 150°C. However, at pressure 

and temperature above the critical pressure, there is no barrier between liquid and gas phase 

and the liquid-gas transition ceases. Under this condition, the density of water decreases 

continuously. Subcritical or supercritical water has several properties that differentiate them 

from ordinary water and therefore favours liquefaction process; these properties are as 

follows according to works of Castello (2013) and Basu (2013); 

 Subcritical and supercritical status can change values of dielectric constant; this 

property determines the state of being polar or non-polar.   
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 The polarity changes make water at high temperature and pressures a suitable solvent 

for non-polar organic compounds, and therefore sub and supercritical water can be a 

solvent for hydrothermal liquefaction of biomass. 

 The miscibility of intermediate organic compounds in sub and supercritical water 

allows single-phase chemical reactions during liquefaction. This situation thus 

removes the interphase barrier of mass transfer.  

One of the major drawbacks for supercritical water is such that the ion product drops rapidly 

to values like 24 at 24 MPa, water then becomes a poor medium for ionic reactions.  

2.7 Catalytic Literature Research 

In this section, the background of hydrothermal liquefaction process under the influence of 

different catalysts and solvents will be investigated. The impact of catalyst on product yield 

and selectivity will also be considered. The discussion shall focus on both catalytic 

investigations using homogeneous liquid and heterogeneous solid catalysts. Based on the 

available information, justification for catalyst selection for this research shall be made. 

Ayodele et al. (2015), in their studies on biofuel production, prepared different zeolite 

supported palladium catalysts (Pd/Zs); the catalysts were prepared via various methods and 

had different acidity. The first Pd/Z catalyst was synthesised by incorporation of palladium 

oxalate complex (PdOxC) prepared from the functionalization of H2PdCl4 with oxalic acid at 

pH 5.3 into the zeolite. The PdOxC was further modified with drops of hydro fluoride until 

pH 3.7 and incorporated into zeolite to synthesize zeolite supported fluoride ion modified 

PdOxC catalyst (FPd/Z). Their characterization results showed that there is considerable 

crystallinity loss in Pd/Z, while FPd/Z showed drastic crystallinity loss according to the SEM  
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and XRD results. Also, the specific surface area and porosity of zeolite increased from 

202m
2
/g and 0.13cm

3
/g to 371m

2
/g and 0.23cm

3
/g in Pd/Z, and 427m

2
/g and 0.29cm

3
/g in  

FPd/Z catalysts, respectively. It was observed that Pd/Z catalyst produces 56% n-C18H38 and 

11% iso-C18H38, while FPd/Z produces 58% n-C18H38 and 28% iso-C18H38 in the 

hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) and isomerization (ISO) steps, respectively. They observed that 

the enhancements in the catalysts properties are due to the acidic effect. 

Zerihun et al. (2014), in their study, reported the utilization of solid metal oxides for biofuel 

production from vegetable oil. They investigated the physical and chemical properties of the 

diesel-like products obtained, and the influence of reaction variables on the product 

distribution.  

In their work, several metal oxides were prepared for testing these are Co3O4, KOH, MoO3, 

NiO, V2O5, and ZnO. When these catalysts were employed, the results indicated that the 

metal oxides are suitable for catalysing the conversion of oil into organic liquid products 

(OLPs). The maximum conversion (87.6%) was obtained with V2O5 at 320
o
C in 40 min 

whereas a minimum conversion (55.1%) was achieved with MoO3 at 390
o
C in 30 min. The 

physicochemical properties and characteristics of the product obtained for example, density, 

specific gravity, higher heat value, flash point and kinematic viscosity were consistent with 

ASTM D6751 (B100) standards. The hydrocarbons majorly present in the product were 

found to be methyl and ethyl esters. Furthermore, OLPs obtained were distilled and separated 

into four components. The amount of light hydrocarbons, gasoline, kerosene and heavy oil 

like components obtained were 18.73%, 33.62%, 24.91% and 90.93%, respectively. 

José et al. (2013), in their studies on the liquid product (biocrude) obtained from biomass 

pyrolysis observed that liquid product has a very complicated composition that consists of a   
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mixture of different organic compounds. The liquid biocrude mixture contains a high content 

of oxygenated groups such as aldehydes, acids, esters, etc., that reduced the quality of the 

biofuel product. Furthermore, they opined that deoxygenation of these biocrude improve 

their quality, reduces the viscosity, increases the calorific value and improves their thermal 

stability. Their work specifically involved the deoxygenation of methyl octanoate over 

different catalysts such as zeolites, SBA-15 ordered mesoporous silicate and clays like 

sepiolite and hydrotacite. Among catalysts used, the only zeolites have good activity and 

selectivities to the desired products (C6, C7 and C8 hydrocarbons). Furthermore, the presence 

of caesium hydroxide (10 wt. %) on the zeolite produced significant conversion of methyl 

octanoate (70%) with high selectivity to alkenes (53%) reaching a desired/undesired product 

ratio of 7.3.  

Furong et al. (2011), in their work on catalytic conversion of cellulose to chemicals in ionic 

liquid, developed a simple and efficient route for the production of 5-hydroxymethylfurfural 

(HMF) and furfural from microcrystalline cellulose (MCC). They reported that CoSO4 in an 

ionic liquid, 1-(4-sulfonic acid) butyl-3-methylimidazolium hydrogen sulphate (IL-1), was 

found to be an efficient catalyst for the hydrolysis of cellulose at 150
o
C. They also reported 

that in the presence of CoSO4 catalyst, the yields of HMF and furfural were up to 24% and 

17%, respectively. In their conclusion, they also reported the presence of dimers of furan 

compounds as the main by-products, the components of gas products were methane, ethane, 

CO, CO2, and H2. 

Pan et al. (2011), in their work on the production of 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) from 

cellulose catalysed by solid acids and metal chlorides, conducted their studies in the presence 

of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride ([BMIM] Cl) under microwave irradiation. Among   
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the applied catalysts for the reaction, CrCl3/LiCl resulted in the highest yield of HMF. The 

effects of catalyst dosage (mole ratio of catalyst to glucose units in the feedstock) and 

reaction temperature on HMF yield were also investigated to obtain optimal process 

conditions. With the 1:1 mol ratio of catalyst to glucose unit, the HMF yield reached 62.3% 

at 160
o
C for 10 min. Untreated wheat straw was also investigated as feedstock to produce 

HMF for the practical use of raw biomass, in which the HMF yield was comparable to that 

from pure cellulose.  

Klaus et al. (2012), also reported that d-glucose and cellobiose could be converted into 5-

hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) by rare earth metal chlorides such as LnCl3 (Ln = Sc, Y, La)  

in N, N-dimethylacetamide (DMA). Furthermore, they observed that both conversion and 

selectivity strongly depend on the ionic radii of the rare earth metal centre. They also 

reported that conversion of fructose into HMF proceeds significantly faster and with higher 

selectivity than of glucose, suggesting a mechanism that involves the transformation of 

glucose into fructose as a crucial, rate-determining step. 

Quan et al. (2011), investigated conversion of fructose and glucose into 5-

hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) in various imidazolium ionic liquids, including 1-butyl-3-

methylimidazolium chloride (BmimCl), 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (HmimCl), 

1-octyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (OmimCl), 1-benzyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride 

(BemimCl), 1-Butyl-2,3-dimethylimidazolium chloride (BdmimCl), and 1-butyl-3-

methylimidazolium p-toluenesulfonate (BmimPS). They reported that the acidic C-2 

hydrogen of imidazolium cations played a major role in the dehydration of fructose in the 

absence of a catalyst, such as sulfuric acid or CrCl3.  
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Both the alkyl groups of imidazolium cations and the type of anions affected the reactivity of 

the carbohydrates. Although except BmimCl and BemimCl, other four ionic liquids could 

only achieve not more than 25% HMF yields without an additional catalyst, 60–80% HMF 

yields were achieved in HmimCl, BdmimCl, and BmimPS in the presence of sulfuric acid or 

CrCl3 in sufficient quantities. 

Saikat et al. (2012), conducted their research on the direct transformation of cellulose and 

sugarcane bagasse into 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) in the presence of Dimethyl 

Acetamide (DMA)–LiCl solvent under microwave-assisted heating. In this work, they 

investigated the effect of several single and combined metal chloride catalysts in the 

transformation of cellulose to 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF).  

They reported that amongst all catalysts studied, Zr(O)Cl2/CrCl3 combined catalyst was most 

effective. The catalyst enabled 57% HMF from cellulose fibre. The catalyst was also 

effective for the conversion of sugarcane bagasse to HMF and 5-ethoxymethyl-2-furfural 

(EMF), a promising biofuel. They concluded that catalytic system based on cheap and readily 

abundant zirconium and Chromium salts is an efficient method for EMF and HMF synthesis 

from inexpensive lignocellulosic biomass.  

Yan et al. (2014), in their work on hydrolysis of cellulose in ionic liquids catalysed by a 

magnetically-recoverable solid acid catalyst, reported that catalytic hydrolysis of cellulose 

into reducing sugar (RS) over solid acid catalysts is one of the efficient pathways for the 

conversion of biomass into fuels and chemicals. In this study, they developed a new method 

for the hydrolysis of cellulose into RS in ionic liquids catalysed by a core-shell Fe3O4/SiO2–

SO3H acid catalyst, which was prepared by the immobilisation of sulfonic acid groups on the 

surface of silica-encapsulated Fe3O4 nanoparticles.   
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The effect of various reaction parameters, such as reaction temperature, catalyst loading and 

the amount of water used, were studied. The Fe3O4/SiO2–SO3H catalyst showed a good 

activity with RS yield of 73.2% under the moderate conditions of 130
o
C after 8 hour 

reaction. They concluded that the catalyst (Fe3O4/SiO2–SO3H) showed a high stability during 

the hydrolysis of cellulose, it could be reused several times without significant loss of its 

activity, and it could be easily separated from reaction mixtures by a permanent magnet. 

Shaohua et al. (2014), in their study, developed a new process for the efficient conversion of 

cellulose into 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) by the use of AlCl3 as the catalyst in 

Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO)-ionic liquid ([BMIM] Cl) mixtures. They investigated various 

reaction parameters such as reaction time, reaction temperature, solvent, and catalyst dosage 

in great detail. A high HMF yield of 54.9% was obtained from cellulose at 150
o
C after nine h 

in a mixed solvent of DMSO–[BMIM]Cl (10 wt.%). They concluded that the catalytic 

system could be re-used for several times despite the slight loss of its catalytic activity. 

Amutha et al. (2014) in their studies on dehydration of D-fructose with different types of 

pyridinium based dicationic ionic liquids as catalyst reported that that 1,10-hexane-1,6-

diylbis (3-methylpyridinium) tetrachloronickelate (II) [C6(Mpy)2][NiCl4]
2-

 in DMSO and 

1,10-decane-1,10-diylbis (3-ethylpyridinium) dibromide [C10(Epy)2]2Br without DMSO have 

high catalytic activity. Furthermore, they reported that efficient and selective dehydration of 

D-fructose to 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) was achieved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 

under mild conditions with a fructose conversion of 95.6% and 95.5% HMF yield was 

achieved in 60 min reaction time at 110
o
C and 87.1% yield obtained from [C10 (Epy)2]2Br- 

without DMSO at 100
o
C in 90 min reaction time. 
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Sudong et al. (2012) in their work on hydrothermal liquefaction of cellulose to bio-oil under 

acidic, neutral and alkaline conditions conducted various studies using cellulose as feedstock 

at pH = 3, 7 and 14 at temperatures between 275–320
o
C with reaction residence times of 0–

30 min. Their results showed that chemical compositions of the biooils were different for 

acidic, neutral and alkaline conditions. Furthermore, they reported under acidic and neutral 

conditions, the main composition of biooil was 5-Hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF). On the 

other hand, they found under alkaline conditions, main compounds are C2–5 carboxylic acids. 

For yields, they observed that high temperatures and long residence times had negative 

effects, regardless of the pH levels. They further reported that under acidic conditions, the 

decrease in the biooil yields was mainly caused by polymerization of 5-HMF to solids. While 

under neutral conditions, yields decreased because 5-HMF was converted to both solid and  

gaseous products. Finally, under alkaline conditions, the biooil decomposed to gases through 

the formation of short chain acids and aldehydes. 

The literature search conducted on lignin reactions during hydrothermal liquefaction using 

exhaustive US patents data base shows that lignin can be converted to monomeric and 

oligomeric alkylated phenols, biphenols, alkophenols and other low molecular weight 

hydrocarbons by base-catalysed depolymerisation (BCD) process, Zmierczak et al. (2011). 

Furthermore, the studies reported that in the presence of solid metallic catalysts such as Ni, 

Co and acidic supports, the depolymerised lignin could be converted to C7-C11 alkylated 

aromatics, some C6-C11 alkylated naphthenes and paraffin such as alkylated cyclohexanes, 

naphthenic gasoline (C6-C11) and alkylated decalins. This report was corroborated by the 

work of Shabtai et al. (1999). In addition to that, Shabtai et al. (2001), reported that 

etherification of lignin at 225 to 275
o
C in the presence of Al2O3 resulted into phenyl, methyl   
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and cycloalkyl methyl ethers, C7-C10 alkyl benzenes, C6-C10 multi branch paraffins and poly 

alkylated cycloalkanes. Etherification is the process of dehydration of alcohol to form ethers. 

This is common with both aliphatic and aromatic alcohols (phenols) and in case of simple 

aliphatic alcohols, acid catalyst (H
+
) is sufficient to produce ethers. Examples are methoxy 

ethane, ethoxy ethane etc. 

Adjaye et al. (1996), in their work on the effect of mixtures of HZSM-5 and silica-alumina 

catalysts on the catalytic conversion and product distribution of a biofuel to hydrocarbon 

observed possibility of producing various types of liquid hydrocarbons like aromatics and 

aliphatic, by mixing silica-alumina and HZSM-5 catalysts in different proportions. In their 

report, they found that the yield of the organic product increased with HZSM-5 content in the 

biofuel feed and ranged between 13 and 27 wt.%.  

The breakdowns of the organic products show that aliphatic hydrocarbons were the main 

component between and ranged from 37 to77 wt.% of the total organic liquid, this is 

followed by the aromatic hydrocarbon content, that was 38 wt.% of the organic content. At 

low HZSM-5 content (below 10 wt. %), the major effect of HZSM-5 in the mixture was to 

increase the cracking rate and thereby increase the aliphatic hydrocarbon production.  

In the work of Perego et al. (2011), they reported biomass conversion over different catalysts, 

some of which include H-ZSM-5, H-Y zeolite, H-mordenite, silicalite, and silica/alumina. 

Among these catalysts, the highest liquid yield was reported on HZSM-5 which yielded up to 

34 wt. % of the feed. Upon analysing the liquid products, they concluded that while using 

HZSM-5 catalysts, the products consist mostly aromatics, while silica/alumina catalysts 

produced mostly aliphatic. Other authors like Harry, (2012), Harry et al. (2014), Kaushik, 

2016, and Pathak, 2010, have all reported performances of zeolite catalysts such as HZSM-5,   
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SiO2/Al2O3, and γ-Al2O3 on biomass conversion to biocrude and other value-added 

compounds. In all these cases, surface acidity of the catalysts was correlated to their 

performances and was found to have a direct impact. Likewise, Pedersen, (2016), in his work 

on the hydrothermal processing of biomass, observed that high chemical selectivities are 

obtained with solid heterogeneous catalysts than when the homogeneous catalyst was used. 

Almutairi, (2013), in his work, reported that zeolites catalysts are stable under hydrothermal 

condition; and it is widely used in petrochemical industry for isomerization of light gasoline, 

hydrocracking, alkylation and disproportionation of toluene. 

Mihalcik et al. (2011), in their work on the the screening of the acidic zeolites for fast 

catalytic pyrolysis of biomass and its components; concluded that zeolites catalysts promoted 

cracking reactions during pyrolysis resulting in highly deoxygenated and hydrocarbon-rich  

compounds and stable pyrolysis oil product. While all catalysts tested decreased the oxygen-

containing products in the condensable vapours, the H-ZSM-5 was considered most effective 

at producing aromatic hydrocarbons from the pyrolytic vapours.  

Since the development of solid heterogeneous catalyst was the objective of this research, 

efforts will be focused on developing solid zeolite and other related catalysts like γ-Al2O3 

and SBA-15. Where zeolites and γ-Al2O3 will act as precursor due to their acidity, high 

stability during hydrothermal conditions, high surface area and high reactivity capability. 

SBA-15 was chosen due to high surface area and thermal stability. A metal agent will be 

added to improve the selectively towards the desired product. 
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2.7.1 Catalyst Selection 

To support the objective of this research, a metallic catalyst will be developed to 

economically convert Camelina Sativa residues into biogasoline range liquid product by 

hydrothermal liquefaction process. From an extensive literature search conducted for this 

research, various catalyst components have been identified, out of the lots, different suitable 

active metals such as cobalt, molybdenum and nickel have been identified as useful metals to 

achieve the research objective. Other metals potentially identified are Ru/ Rh/ and Pt. 

Likewise, different supports were also identified as being helpful and could achieve research 

objective, these include aluminosilicates (zeolite) catalysts supports like HZSM-5 and SiO2-

Al2O3; others are pure γ-Al2O3 and SBA-15. All precious metals are already ruled out due to 

possible cost implication, and the search has been streamlined to only within the noble 

metals. Therefore, the metallic agent is limited to cobalt, molybdenum and nickel. Search for 

catalyst support or precursor will also be limited to proven supports that are active for 

catalytic cracking of hydrocarbons. 

There are various reasons by which these materials were selected to achieve the objective of 

this research. These reasons are based on the structural framework, physicochemical 

properties and specific chemical characterization. These reasons shall be discussed in this 

section. Zeolites were selected as catalyst supports due to their unique properties and proven 

performances. Zeolites are well known as porous crystalline aluminosilicates material that 

typically consists of Si, Al, and O atoms; they are solid acid catalyst/catalyst support with the 

vast industrial application, Perego et al. (2011). Most catalytic processes that utilized zeolite 

species are associated with catalysis on acid sites according to Jens (2000), Niwa et al. 

(2010) and Perego et al. (2011). Zeolites are essential components in most acid-catalysed 

reactions, therefore; the inherent strong acidity (Brønsted or Lewis), excellent structural   
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distribution, shape selectivity, mesoporous surface area and high stability for hydrothermal 

processes are all attractive properties for selection of zeolites. According to Niwa et al. 

(2010), the strong acidity of zeolites is generated by the presence of aluminium atoms that 

are incorporated into the T –site (tetrahedral site) of the catalysts’ framework. Also, 

according to the work of Perego et al. (2011), it was understood that the strength of the acidic 

sites depends on the microstructure of zeolite framework, and the acid sites of the catalyst 

material promote series of reactions like dehydration, decarbonylation, decarboxylation, 

isomerization and dehydrogenation. In the chemical process, the zeolite is capable of 

converting most oxygenated products into aromatic compounds, such as naphthalene and 

xylenes. In addition to these, Weitkamp, (2000), in his work also established and considered 

that most essential properties in selecting zeolites catalysts for most chemical reactions are 

the shape selectivity and the surface acid properties. 

The zeolites catalysts that shall be used in this research are HZSM-5 and silica-alumina 

(SiO2-Al2O3). It is well known that catalytic activity of HZSM-5 is attributed to its strong 

acid sites; this property and the positioning of the acid site also contribute immensely to 

catalytic activities of HZSM-5 (Bhatia, 1989, Pathak, 2010). According to the work of Jacobs 

et al. (1981), the acid sites of HZSM-5 lie on the inter-crystalline surface of the framework.  

In addition, Kumar et al. (2002) reported that high silica to alumina ratio and high stability 

under hydrothermal treatment are other two great properties of HZSM-5. The mesoporousity 

and large surface area properties also make HZSM-5 a useful catalyst. Furthermore, in 

another work by Shouyun Cheng et al. (2016) on HZSM-5, observed that HZSM-5 zeolite 

has high potential to catalyse bio-oil upgrading through its acidic sites which promotes 

deoxygenation, decarboxylation, decarbonylation, cracking, oligomerization, alkylation,   
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isomerization, and cyclization of the pyrolytic oil from biomass pyrolysis. Although, while 

they obtained great result upgrading prairie cordgrass to hydrocarbon, they also noted that the 

strong acidity of HZSM-5 leads to a decrease in the yield of the organic fraction in bio-oil 

and coke formation. In their case, they added a new promoter to limit the coke formation 

while taking advantage of all the benefits of HZSM-5. 

Another zeolite catalyst selected for this research is silica-alumina. Silica-alumina has a 

tetrahedral lattice structure in which some of the silicon atoms have been replaced by 

aluminium atoms according to Pathak (2010) and Weitkamp (2007). In the silica-alumina 

structure, each of the silicon atoms is surrounded by four oxygen atoms, unlike in the 

alumina, in which the aluminium atoms are bonded to only three oxygen atoms. The 4+ 

charge on silicon atoms framework and the corresponding 2− charges on the coordinating 

four oxygen atoms lead to the neutral framework of the tetrahedral (SiO4/2).  

However, if any atom of the silicon cation in this framework is substituted by aluminium, a 

cation with a 3+ charge, the charge on that tetrahedron changes from neutral to AlO4/2
−. In 

this case, the negative charge could be balanced by either a metal cation or a hydroxyl proton 

to form either a weak Lewis acid site or a strong Brønsted acid site, Weitkamp (2007).  

The hydroxyl proton that is acting as Brønsted acid sites, i.e., as proton donors, is located on 

oxygen bridges connecting a tetrahedral coordinated silicon and aluminium cation on 

framework positions. The two possible structures of silica-alumina are shown in Figure 2.21. 

According to Niwa (2010), and Pathak (2010), the structural imbalance when aluminium 

substituted silicon in the framework is resolved by silica by accommodating each aluminium 

atom in its four-fold coordination using hydrogen atom derived from residual water content. 

According to Katikaneni et al. (1995) and Adjaye et al. (1996), silica-alumina is an   
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amorphous solid and has both Lewis and Brønsted acidity. In general, the reactivity and 

effectiveness of zeolites toward hydrocarbon cracking are due to the presence of acidity in 

the framework of zeolitic catalysts. Also, since hydroprocessing is a possibility in this 

research, zeolites catalysts is a good choice because the introduction of noble or precious 

metals alters the framework composition and its acidity, therefore improving its catalytic 

properties. The effect of this is the improvement in cracking and aromatization reaction of 

the catalyst, Almutairi, (2013). 

 

Figure 2.21: Typical structure of silica-alumina and the origin of Lewis and Brønsted 

acidity, (Pathak, 2010). 

Gamma-Alumina (γ-Al2O3) is another important solid acid catalyst that was selected for this 

research. The catalyst has well-proven performance and has been adopted in petrochemical 

and oil refining industry. It is useful in hydrocarbon cracking and reforming reactions. 

Alumina is also well known for its stability under severe conditions and high acidity that 

enhances decomposition of hydrocarbon, Wolverton et al. (2000) and Gutiérrez et al. (2001). 

In addition, the physical and textural properties of γ-Al2O3 such as high surface area, the 

pore-size distribution, and the pore volume all play crucial roles in enhancing catalytic   
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properties of γ-Al2O3, these characteristics are mainly determined by the surface chemical 

composition, local microstructure, and phase composition according to Louise et al.(2014), 

Trueba et al. (2005). 

SBA-15 is a mesoporous silica sieve based on uniform hexagonal pores with a narrow pore 

size distribution and pore diameter between 5 and 15 nm. The framework walls thickness is 

between 3.1 to 6.4 nm. These properties give the SBA-15 material high hydrothermal and 

mechanical stability. The availability of large internal surface area makes SBA-15 a well-

suited material for various applications such biomass conversion and hydrocarbon 

hydrogenation. SBA-15 has mainly silica component in its structure and due to lack of 

aluminium atoms in this structure has no acidity compared to other catalysts as described 

above Niwa et al. (2010) and Yufei et al. (2014). However, upon introduction of metallic 

promoters like Ruthenium /Zirconia by Yufei et al. (2014), they observed the presence of  

acidic sites which make the new catalyst active in biomass conversion to hydrocarbon. 

Therefore, SBA-15 was selected as another alternative that would be used for the catalyst 

design in this research. 

In choosing metallic components for the catalyst design for this research, primary 

consideration and the priority was the development of a cracking and hydrogenation catalyst. 

The suitable metallic active agent should be capable of supporting hydrocracking, and 

selective C-O bonds cleavages reactions. Shouyun et al. (2015 and 2016), in their work, 

reported that introduction of Cobalt, Molybdenum into biomass liquefaction catalyst 

increases the liquid yield and promoted formation lighter hydrocarbon in the obtained 

biofuel. Similarly, in the work of Huacong et al. (2014), cobalt metal was used as an active 

agent for hydrogenation of biomass-derived ethyl levulinate to gammavalerolactone, an   
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intermediate product in biofuel production under mild conditions. Furthermore, in the work 

of Sanjay et al. (2016), it was reported that cobalt was a versatile active metallic in 

hydrogenating furfural to 2-methylfuran another intermediate product in liquid biofuel 

production. Cobalt was therefore selected as suitable metallic active material in the 

development of a new catalyst for the hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina sativa residues. 

Cobalt will produce a less expensive catalyst, will promote deoxygenation of biocrude, 

upgrades / hydrogenate bio-crude for quality improvement and will also promote 

polymerization of light hydrocarbon molecules (C3 –C5) to form gasoline range liquid, 

Xiangdong et al. (2015) and Shouyun et al. (2015 and 2016). On the other hand, selection of 

Ni was based on previous work of Yuan-Ying et al. (2016) in which Ni was reported to 

hydrogenate lignin to produce light hydrocarbon. Also, Lili et al. (2015) in their work on 

robust and recyclable non-precious bimetallic nanoparticles on carbon nanotubes for the 

hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis of 5-Hydroxymethylfurfural reported the effectiveness of 

nickel in the hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis of biomass liquid product. Nickel is also a 

popular reforming catalyst. In this PhD research, it is considered that partial reforming of 

some of the organic components might increase the production of in-situ generated hydrogen 

that would be used for the upgrading and hydrogenation process. 
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Chapter 3.0 Experimental Methodology 

This section shall include discussion of the experimental setup, detailed experimental 

procedure, sources of equipment, chemical reagents and purity. Also, feed preparation, 

catalyst preparations, characterization and activation methods shall be discussed. Not only 

that, explanations of operating conditions, product analysis, process chemistry and different 

equation used in calculating and estimating the performance matrix shall be provided. 

3.1 Catalyst Preparation  

The catalyst precursors used for this research are all commercially available materials 

obtained from different sources, these include γ-Al2O3, HZSM-5, SiO2/Al2O3 and SBA-15. 

Commercial catalysts in this work are defined as those catalysts that were not directly 

prepared in our laboratory, but were purchased from a vendor for the purchase of catalytic 

examination. While in-house catalysts on the other hand are those that were prepared in our 

laboratory for the purpose of this research. In-house catalysts were prepared by impregnating 

cobalt by incipient wetness method on the commercial catalysts otherwise called precursors 

or support. To improve the catalyst performance, dual supports were developed using two 

commercial catalysts before the metallic impregnation. Further improvement involved the 

development of a bimetallic catalyst with nickel as second metal and the promoter. Nickel 

was selected as a promoter based on good reports in the literature, Yuan-Ying et al. (2016), 

Lili et al. (2015) and Majid et al. (2014) described the nickel addition in their respective work 

as been beneficial to the biocrude production. The impregnation method involved preparation 

of cobalt nitrate solutions of various targeted concentrations dissolved in a solution 

containing a fixed amount of HZSM-5, SBA-15, SiO2/Al2O3, SBA-15 and γ -Al2O3.  
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The resulting slurry was stirred vigorously for 24 h and then filtered; the filtered sample was 

dried at 110
o
C overnight in air. The dried sample was crushed and calcined. Metal 

impregnated catalysts with one precursor are called bifunctional single support catalysts, 

wherever two supports/precursors are present, such catalysts are called bifunctional dual 

support catalysts. Catalyst with two metallic agents and two precursors are bimetallic dual 

supports catalysts. 

3.2 Calcination  

Catalysts calcination was carried out in a muffle furnace by placing the catalyst samples in a 

crucible. The temperature of the furnace was slowly raised to 600
o
C and maintained at this 

temperature for 4 hours. After calcination, the catalyst was allowed to remain inside the 

switched off the furnace to cool down slowly to room temperature. Due to the loss of 

material during calcination such as moisture, nitrates and carbonates, the catalyst reduced in 

size appreciably. After that, the catalyst was further crushed again, pelletized and screened to 

sizes. 

3.3 Activation 

The catalysts activation was a bit complicated due to the nature of the experimental setup. 

Since a batch reactor was used for this research, the catalysts were activated before the 

performance evaluation by reducing in a stream of 5 % H2 in N2 (obtained from Praxair, 

Regina, SK, Canada) at 600
o
C for 2 hours, after which the system was allowed to cool down 

to room temperature. The reactor was then opened up and charged with reactants. 
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3.4 Composition of Catalysts  

The names and material composition of the calcined catalysts are given in Table 3.1. The 

metal loadings and the precursor amount are as indicated on the table.  

3.5 Commercial Catalysts and Other Chemical Sources 

3.5.1 Commercial Catalyst 

The commercial catalysts used in this research were obtained from different sources. H-

ZSM-5 was purchased from Zibo Yinghe Chemical Company Limited, Zibo City, China.  

H-ZSM-5 is a high-performance zeolite catalyst that is highly acidic and contains high silica 

to alumina ratio (Si/Al =20-50). 

Table 3.1: Name and Chemical Composition Catalysts. 

 

Gamma-Alumina (γ-alumina) was purchased from Zeochem, Louisville, Kentucky, USA. 

SiO2-Al2O3 with Si/Al ratio 0.79, was obtained from Riogen Inc., New Jersey, USA. SBA-15   

Category Catalyst Name γ-Al2O3 wt% HZSM-5 wt % SiO2-Al2O3 wt% SBA-15 wt% Co wt% Ni wt%

Precursor γ-Al2O3 100 0 0 0 0 0

Precursor HZSM-5 0 100 0 0 0 0

Precursor SiO2-Al2O3 0 0 100 0 0 0

Precursor SBA-15
(c) 0 0 0 100 0 0

Bifunctional Single 

Support
5Co/ γ-Al2O3 95 0 0 0 5 0

Bifunctional Single 

Support

5Co/ SiO2-Al2O3 0 0 95 0 5

Bifunctional Single 

Support

5Co/ SBA-15
0 0 0 95 5 0

Bifunctional Single 

Support

5Co/HZSM-5
0 95 0 0 5 0

Bifunctional Dual 

Support

5Co/γ-Al2O3 /HZSM-5
47.5 47.5 0 0 5 0

Bifunctional Dual 

Support

5Co/γ-Al2O3 /SiO2-Al2O3 47.5 0 47.5 0 5 0

Bimetallic Dual 

Support

3Ni/5Co γ-Al2O3 /HZSM-5
46 46 0 0 5 3

Bimetallic Dual 

Support

5Ni/5Co γ-Al2O3 /HZSM-5
45 45 0 0 5 5

Bimetallic Dual 

Support

7Ni/5Co γ-Al2O3 /HZSM-5
44 44 0 0 5 7
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was obtained from Bonding Chemical, Katy, Texas, USA. Nickel was obtained from nickel 

(ii) nitrate hexahydrate, 99.999% pure [Ni(NO3)2. 6H2O; supplied by Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, 

Ma, USA] while Cobalt was obtained from Cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate [ Co(NO3)2. 

6H2O; 98.0-99.99% pure; supplied by Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, Ma, USA]. 

3.5.2 Gases and Equipment 

 Nitrogen and Hydrogen (UHP, Praxair)  

 500-mL Stainless Steel Autoclave Batch Parr Reactor (model 4575)  

 Temperature controller (model 4878, Parr Instrument Co.)  

 GC-MS ( model 6890/5073, Hewlett- Packard Canada Ltd., Canada)  

 Auto injector (model 7683, Hewlett- Packard Canada Ltd., Canada)  

 GC/TCD (Agilent 6890N)  

3.6 Camelina Sativa Feed Stock  

The Camelina Sativa residue was supplied by Terramax Corp Fort Qu’Appelle 

Saskatchewan, Canada. The residue was picked up in the field, physically separated from the 

accompanying weeds and other unwanted materials. The residue was washed with cold water 

to remove dust and other solid contaminants. After that, the residue was chopped and sieved 

into sizes ranging from 0.5 to 4 mm. The chopped residue was dried overnight in an oven at 

temperature 40
o
C. 

Two different batches of samples were sent to two different laboratories for various analyses. 

The first group of the sample was sent to the Loring Laboratories, Calgary, Alberta, Canada 

for proximate and ultimate analysis of the residues. The objective of the ultimate analysis 

was to determine the elemental composition of the feedstock, these include are Carbon,  
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Hydrogen, Nitrogen, Sulphur and Oxygen (CHNSO), the analyses was done using American 

Society for Testing and Materials method, ASTM D5291. The purpose of the proximate 

analysis was to determine the amount of volatile matter, fixed carbon, ash, and the moisture 

content of the feedstock; the analyses was done using American Society for Testing and 

Materials method, ASTM D5865–03. The second batch of the biomass feedstock sample was  

sent to Econotech Laboratory in Delta, British Columbia, Canada for structural analysis to 

determine cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin content of the material. The results of these 

analyses are compared to other biomass and presented inTable 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Proximate and Ultimate Analyses of Camelina Sativa Straw and other 

Biomass. 

 

3.7 Catalyst Characterization 

The primary objective of catalyst characterization is to identify the properties of the catalysts 

that are responsible for the catalyst activity. The bulk of the catalyst characterization 

experiments were conducted at the Chemical Engineering Laboratory of the University of 

Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, except the Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) which was   

Components

Camelina Sativa 

(this Research)

Pine Sawdust 

(Shuna, et al 2010)

Sunflower Stalk

(Jale, et al 2008)

Corncob

(Jale, et al 2008)

Flax Straw

 (Inibehe 2012)

H 6 6.32 5.3 6.4 5.98

C 49.14 52.5 36.1 42.9 49.77

N 0.33 0.1 1.3 0.6 0.70

S 0.1 0.05 0.59 0.29 0.18

O 44.43 40.6 56.71 49.81 43.37

Fixed Carbon 16.73 15.1  - - -

Volatile matter 80.71 84.5  - - -

Ash 2.56 0.4  - - -

Cellulose 34 40.2 43.1 31.7 -

Hemicellulose 19.8 21.9 7.4 31.7 -

Lignin 24.5 28.4 9.7 3.4 -

Ultimate Analysis Weight %

Proximate Analysis Weight %

Structural Analysis Weight %
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performed at the Process Systems Laboratory of the University of Regina, Regina, 

Saskatchewan. The characterization tests were performed on dried and calcined catalysts 

only. Different techniques used for the catalysts characterization include, the 

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), Temperature 

Programmed Desorption-Ammonia (TPR-NH3), and BET surface area, pore volume and pore 

size distribution. The different characterization techniques are briefly described in the 

following sections 

3.7.1 The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) Surface Area Measurement. 

BET, surface area, average pore size and pore volume measurements were obtained using an 

adsorption Micromeritics ASAP 2020 instrument of the University of Saskatchewan 

Chemical and Biological Engineering Laboratory. In the procedure and before the analysis, 

degassing of the sample was carried out at 200
o
C under the isothermal condition for three 

hours. The adsorption and desorption isotherms of the samples were obtained, and they are 

used in the evaluation of these commercially available catalysts. These values are footprints 

for each catalyst; they are distinctive for each catalyst type and are reproducible with a low 

margin of error. 

3.7.2 Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

In catalyst characterization, FTIR measurement is used to identify type of surface acidity 

(Brønsted to Lewis acid) on a catalyst. It can also be used to quantify the amount and the 

ratio of Brønsted to Lewis acid sites present in catalyst sample. These measurements were 

recorded on Bruker Vertex 70 Model equipment. The background scan time, sample scan 

time and resolution were set to 16, 16 and 4 respectively. The scan ranged from 4000 to 400 

cm
-1

, with the aperture set to 6 mm and scan velocity to 10 kHz.  
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Approximately, 0.1 g of each sample was taken and treated with approximately 25 uL of 

pyridine. These samples were left overnight for adsorption to take place. By heating the 

sample to about 115
o
C, excess pyridine was removed, before the samples were examined 

under FTIR.  

3.7.3 Power X-ray Diffraction  

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies were carried out in this research to identify the structure 

of the commercial zeolite base catalysts as well as the new catalysts developed. The studies 

were also useful to determine the crystallinity of the catalyst or if the catalysts is a non-

crystalline amorphous substance. The pulverized powdered sample of each of the calcined 

catalyst was bombarded with x-rays at various angles. The intensity of the reflected x-rays is 

proportional to the relative arrangement of atoms in the crystal lattice. Also, the angle of the 

x-rays reflected from crystal depends on the dimensional characteristics of the solid lattice. 

Therefore, each material has a unique signature x-ray diffraction pattern. XRD analysis was 

carried out at the University of Saskatchewan Chemical Engineering Laboratory to evaluate 

the crystallinity of the catalysts. 

The patterns and the footprint were recorded on a Bruker D8 Advance Series II from 

Detector type using a LynxEye detector. The generator current and voltage were set to 40 

mA and 40 kV, respectively. The intensity data were obtained over a 2Ɵ scan range of 10 - 

90
o
 with a step size of 0.047

o
, using a counting time of 1s in a total number of 1707steps. The 

identification of the crystalline phases was based on the reference data from International 

Center for Diffraction Data (ICDD). 
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3.7.4 Temperature Program Desorption (TPD-NH3)  

The total acid sites, as well as the acid strength distribution for the commercial catalysts 

samples, were determined by the TPD-NH3. The TPD-NH3 analyses of these catalysts were 

measured using an Autosorb iQ from Quantachrome model with a TCD Detector type. The 

samples were conditioned and initially exposed to helium gas while the furnace temperature 

was gradually ramped up to 250
o
C at 20

o
C/min rate. After about 20 min, the temperature was 

reduced to 50 degree Celsius and 3% of the ammonia - helium gas flowed for the next 60 

min. After that, the gas source was then changed to pure helium and kept at an isothermal 

condition at 70
o
C for the next 30 min.  

3.7.5 Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR-H2) 

Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR-H2) objective was to determine the catalysts’ 

reducibility and the optimum reduction temperatures for the catalysts before the chemical 

reaction. The TPR-H2 analysis was performed at the University of Saskatchewan Chemical 

and Biological Laboratory. For the analysis, about 0.2 g of the sample was placed in a sample 

tube that was inserted in an electric furnace with temperature control. The sample tube was 

then heated from 25 to 750
o
C at a rate of 10 

o
C/min and atmospheric pressure. The analysis 

was conducted in the presence of a reducing gas stream of 3 mol% H2 with balanced 

nitrogen. The reducing gas flow was 35 ml/min. The TPR plot was logged using an on-line 

data acquisition system. 

3.7.5 Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

The objective of the Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) analysis was to determine the 

weight loss, rate of weight loss as well as heat effects due to drying or decomposition of the 

catalyst sample with the change of temperature. From the generated profiles, it can be   
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predicted if the weight loss of the sample was caused by drying or decomposition of 

complexes. Catalyst samples were analyzed by the TGA to determine the maximum 

temperature after which the catalyst weight loss was negligible. TGA analyses were 

performed with TGA-50, equipped with TA-60WS Thermal analyzer, supplied Shimadzu 

Corporation, Kyoto Japan. About 50 mg of catalyst sample was placed in a balance inside the 

analyser. The analyser read the weight of the sample automatically. The sample was heated 

in flowing argon from ambient to 700
o
C with a heating rate of 10

o
C / min. This helped to 

determine the approximate temperature of decomposition of constituent carbonates, 

hydroxide and other compounds. 

3.8 Reaction Composition 

In all reactions, 5 g of Camelina sativa straw was used in 50 ml of water. Whenever catalyst 

was used, 1 g of catalyst was added and placed in a catalyst holding basket before inserted 

inside the reactor. 

3.9 Operating Conditions  

Several experimental runs were performed to determine the effect of various process 

parameters such as temperature, pressure, and retention time on the conversion of Camelina 

sativa straw/residues, yield of different liquid products classified as biogasoline, phenolics 

and “others”. The components in “others” are compounds such as ethanoic acid, propanoic 

acid, acetone etc. that were grouped together. Solid biomass conversion and product yield 

were used as major performance parameters to determine the suitability of any of process 

condition for the hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina sativa residues. The retention time 

was another performance parameter that was used to screen different process conditions in  
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this process development. By definition, retention time represents the time from when a set 

temperature is reached and at which the reactor was held for a specific reaction. 

The experimental runs were divided into six parts as described in section 1.3 and summarized 

below. 

 Phase I: Hot Compressed Water Liquefaction Process. 

 Phase II: Sub/Near-Critical Water Liquefaction Process. 

 Phase III: Super Critical Water Liquefaction Process. 

 Phase IV: Catalytic Liquefaction Process Using Commercial Catalyst and in-

house Catalysts. 

 Phase V: Upgrading Process by Hydrodeoxygenation (HDO)  

 Phase VI: Process Kinetics and Statistical Analysis. 

In Phase I, the process temperature will range from 200 – 300
o
C and pressure will remain 

constant at 10 MPa. The residence time will be varied from zero (0) minutes to 90 minutes. 

In Phase II, however, the process temperature will be selected close to the critical 

temperature of water, but lower. The pressure will also be chosen lower than critical 

pressure. For this purpose, a temperature of 350
o
C was selected and pressure 19 MPa. The 

residence time was also selected from zero (0) minutes to 90 minutes. In Phase III, the 

process conditions will be chosen above the critical condition of the water. For this purpose, 

a temperature of 375
o
C was selected and pressure 23 MPa. The residence time was also 

selected from zero (0) minutes to 90 minutes. Same residence time was chosen to provide a 

broad basis for comparing phases I II and III performances. 

In Phase IV, commercial catalysts will be used to improve the quality of the liquid product 

obtained in Phases I, II and II and increase the biogasoline yield.   
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Also, in-house heterogeneous catalyst will be prepared and will be used to improve the 

process performance and increase the selectivity towards the desired product. In phase V, 

partial upgrading process will be conducted in-situ by adding molecular hydrogen to improve 

the quality of the obtained biofuel. Finally, in phase VI, the process kinetics will be 

determined, rate equation will be proposed using power law and model parameters will be 

solved.  

The statistical modelling will also provide inter-relationship between some pameters and how 

they affected the desired product yield. A model equation will be generated to provide an 

empirical relationship. Future direction and suggestions towards pilot /commercial 

development will be provided. 

3.10 Experimental Setup and Procedure 

 

Figure 3.1: Experimental Setup, (Harry, 2012). 

A special safety procedure provided in appendix A was developed to operate this system. It is 

essential to get familiar and be safe. As shown in Figure 3.1, the reaction was carried out  
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using a using a 500 mL stainless steel batch reactor model 4575, manufactured by Parr 

Instrument Co., Moline, IL United States. Figure 3.2 shows the experimental rig and the 

details of the reactor vessel. The removable reactor head assembly consisted of a magnetic 

drive connected to a stainless steel (T316) stirring shaft. The reactor also had a 0-5000 psi 

Bourdon-type pressure gauge; gas inlet, gas release, and liquid sampling valves; a preset 

safety rupture disk; a J-type thermocouple; a dip tube for gas introduction and sample 

removal; and a cooling coil for maintaining the process at a constant temperature irrespective 

of the temperature rise caused by overshooting.The cooling system was regulated by a 

solenoid valve. The heat was supplied to the reactor by a furnace in which the reactor vessel 

was inserted and regulated by a temperature controller model 4848, manufactured by Parr 

Instrument Co., Moline, IL United States, whereas the temperature of the reaction mixture 

was measured by a J-type thermocouple.  

 

Figure 3.2: Experimental Rig and Reactor Vessel.  
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The temperature accuracy of the controller was within (0.1%). The UHP nitrogen and 

hydrogen gas were supplied by Praxair, Regina office. 

3.11 Typical Experimental Run  

In a typical experimental run, 5 g Camelina sativa straw was added into the reactor and 50 ml 

water was added to achieve approximately 9.1 weight percent of Camelina sativa straw in the 

suspension. After loading the reacting samples, the autoclave reactor was purged with 

nitrogen gas for 15 minutes to remove the air in the reactor.  

All catalysts were activated before the performance evaluation by reducing in a stream of 5 

% H2 in N2 (obtained from Praxair, Regina, SK, Canada) at 600
o
C for 2 hours, after which the 

system was allowed to cool down to room temperature. The reactor was then opened up and 

charged with reactants. The reactor again was heated to a specified temperature and was held 

at this temperature for a given retention time (0, 30, 60, and 90 mins). At the end of the 

reaction, the reactor was cooled to room temperature under atmospheric conditions. Glycerol 

heat exchange medium was used for accelerated cooling. After cooling, the amount of gas 

formed was measured, and the gas composition was analyzed online with an online gas 

chromatograph equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (GC-TCD). The aqueous 

solution was filtered from the char and analyzed with a GC-MS. For most catalytic 

experimental runs, 1 g of catalyst was added into the above composition before starting the 

runs.  

Figure 3.3 below shows a typical temperature profile when the reactor was loaded with 5 g 

Camelina Sativa residues sample and 50 ml of water. At a heating rate of 5
o
C/min, it can be 

seen that it takes about 56 min for the reactor to be heated to 280°C during the heating cycle.  
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When the temperature reaches the required experimental temperature, which in this example 

is 280
o
C, this is considered time zero of the experimental run. The retention time shown 

below is the holding time, whereby, the reaction temperature was held constant. This time is 

also considered the reaction time. After that, after the sufficient retention time, the reaction 

was quenched with cooling system (glycol), and it took about 40 minutes to return to room 

temperature during the cooling cycle. 

 

Figure 3.3: Temperature Profile for Hydrothermal Conversion 

3.12 Product Analysis  

3.12.1 Gaseous Products Analysis:  

A gas chromatograph (Agilent Technologies 6890) equipped with two columns (Hayesep Q 

and molecular sieve) and a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) was used for analyzing the 

gases. For calibration of the GC, standard gas mixtures were used. Helium was used as the 

carrier gas.  
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3.12.2 Liquid Products Analysis: 

The amounts of organic acids compounds, ketones, aldehydes, furfural, and phenolics were 

measured with a gas chromatograph coupled with a mass selective detector (GC-MS). 

Combination of GC-MS was used to quantify the amount of liquid product produced. GC 

alone would have the capability to separate compounds in a mixture with an excellent 

resolution. However, it would be difficult identify them. On the other hand, an MS cannot 

separate the products but can provide detailed structural information for most compounds. 

Therefore, a combination of these two techniques would provide the required quantitative 

and qualitative measurements within a single run.  

The GC-MS instrument (model 6890/5073) was obtained from Hewlett-Packard Canada, 

Ltd., Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Chromatographic capillary columns of different stationary 

phases and polarities were tested to see which one gives a better separation of the liquid 

products. These columns were HP-Innowax (high-polarity) and HP-35MS (intermediate-

polarity) having cross-linked poly (ethylene glycol) and 35% phenylmethylsiloxane, 

respectively, as stationary phases. Both columns had the same dimensions of 0.25 m 

thickness x 0.25 mm i.d x 30 cm length and were obtained from Hewlett-Packard Canada, 

Ltd., Montreal, Quebec, Canada. After several tests, the HP-35 column was found to give a 

better separation of the liquid product from water. 

The introduction of the sample was done using an autosampler/auto-injector (model 7683, 

Hewlett-Packard Canada, Ltd., Montreal, Quebec, Canada). The auto-injector volume was 

reproducible to within 0.3% relative standard deviations (RSD) regarding percentage area of 

the peaks. Identical GC-MS operating conditions were applied to all columns.  
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For a typical run, a 1 µL sample was injected at the GC inlet set at 240ºC using a split 

injection mode with a split ratio of 5:1. The GC oven was initially set at 37ºC and ramped to 

240ºC at a rate of 10 C/min. The temperature was kept at 210°C for as long as 24 min to 

ensure complete elution of all degradation products of flax straw.  

Ultra-high-purity (UHP)-grade helium was used as the carrier gas and was regulated at a 

constant flow rate of 1 mL/min. The GC-MS interface, MS quadrupole, MS source, and EM 

voltage were kept at 250ºC, 150ºC, and 230ºC, and 1858 V, respectively. MS scan mode was 

used with a mass range from 10 to 300. The products were identified by matching the mass 

spectra of the chromatographic peaks with commercial mass spectra of the National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST) database (1998 version). 

3.12.3 Liquid Products Categorization 

As described in section 3.12.2 above, the GC-MS was used to qualitatively and quantitatively 

analyze the liquid products from these experiments. Figure 3.4 shows typical GC-MS 

chromatogram of non-catalytic hot compressed water HTL process. It is evident from the 

Figure that apart from the aqueous phase, there are three different categories of liquid 

product. The first groups of compounds are ketones, aldehydes and their derivatives. 

Examples are cyclopentanone, cyclohexanone, cyclopenten-1-one, as well heterocyclic 

aldehydes like furfural and its derivatives. The next grouping of the identified compounds is 

phenolic compounds. These are mainly compounds with aromatic rings. Each of these 

compounds has at least one benzene ring in its molecule. Examples are phenols, alkylated 

phenols, methoxylated phenols, benzoic acid etc. The next group of compounds is called 

“others”; this group contains all other identified compounds that are not within the categories  
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classified in first or second groups. These are several types of compounds like ethanoic acid, 

acetone, acetic acid, pyridine, vanillin, pyridine etc. 

Figure 3.5 shows the typical GC-MS chromatogram of an experiment with catalyst loaded 

and also in the presence of molecular hydrogen pressure. This is a catalytic HTL process with 

upgrading effect due to the presence of molecular H2. The paradigm shift here is the 

appearance of new products like cyclopentane, cyclopentenes, cyclohexane, cyclohexene 

with alkylated derivatives within the retention times of corresponding ketone and aldehydes. 

 

Figure 3.4: Typical Liquid Products Chromatogram 

To quantify these compounds, combinations of peak areas ratios and standard concentration 

calibration curves were used. A matching technique that compared the mass spectra of the 

GC-separated components with the NIST database was used for the initial product 

identification. Verification of some of the species was subsequently performed by comparing 

both the mass spectra and the GC retention time of commercially available pure standards   
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with those of the initially identified components. The mass spectral pattern of the sample was 

found to be in excellent conformity with those of the NIST database and the pure standard. 

 

Figure 3.5: Typical Liquid Product Chromatogram in the presence of Catalyst and 

Molecular H2 

3.12.4 Biogasoline Definitions 

Definitions of biofuel and yield measurement methods differ among different researchers. In 

some cases, water-soluble light oil, or water-insoluble heavy oil were used, while in some 

other cases, free-floating oil, or their combinations were taken into account. In this work, the 

term “biogasoline” refers to the combination of compounds that can either be used directly as 

a potential replacement or blended with fossil gasoline, an example of these are cycloolefins 

such as cyclopentene, cyclohexene, cycloparaffin such as cyclopentane and cyclohexane as 

well as some hexane. Oxygenated 5-Hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF) or dimethyl furfural 

are also included in the biogasoline definition. 
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3.13 Performance Criteria 

The performance criteria in this research are solid biomass conversion, liquid product 

distribution and liquid product yield. These parameters will be defined below. 

Solid biomass conversion = (
𝑊𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑−𝑖𝑛𝑊𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑−𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑊𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑−𝑖𝑛
)    3.1 

 

Liquid Product distribution = 
𝑉𝑜𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
 𝑋 100% 3.2 

 

Liquid Yield = 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑
 𝑋 100%    3.3 

 

Gas Yield = 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑎𝑠

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑 
𝑋 100%     3.4 

 

3.14 Data Reproducibility 

The reproducibility of the experimental data in most cases are shown via the error bars on the 

charts. In this research, several blocks of experiments were performed and for each group or 

block of experiment, about 30% of the runs were repeated for reproducibility tests. In 

general, most of the repeated experiments were within +/-3 to +/-5% variance. These errors 

are then applied across the group as indicated by the error bars. 
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Chapter 4.0 Results and Discussion 

The results and discussions of all experiments, analyses, findings and other things achieved 

in this research are discussed chapters 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

4.1 Catalyst Characterization 

In this section, the characterization results of the catalysts will be extensively discussed. 

Relevant information from journal papers and other literature sources will be used in 

extension with other characterization results performed at Process Systems Engineering 

Laboratory of the University of Regina, together with other results obtained from the 

Chemical Engineering Laboratory of the University of Saskatchewan. The catalysts arrays 

are divided into two broad groups. The first category is the commercial catalyst/precursors, 

these include HZSM-5, SiO2/Al2O3, γ-Al2O3 and SBA-15. The second group is the in-house 

prepared catalysts, these are catalysts prepared by cobalt impregnation on commercial 

precursors.  

4.1.1 BET surface area and pore analysis 

The BET surface area characteristic of any catalyst is very important in understanding and 

correlating its specific activities and performance. Other physical properties such as pore 

volume, pore distribution and average pore sizes are also of great value and importance in 

understanding the catalyst performance. In this research work, these physical properties were 

measured for both commercial catalysts/precursor and selected in-house prepared catalysts. 

The results of these analyses are presented in Table 4.1. 

The results on the table show general trend as commercial catalysts transitioned into 

bifunctional catalysts with addition of metallic components and as they were hybridized with   
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a combination of two supports. The catalysts’ BETS surface areas, pore sizes and pore 

volumes all show declining values as more components were added to the base catalysts; this 

shows an indication of reduced space due to gradual deposition of new materials that now  

occupy erstwhile free spots on the base catalysts’ pore surfaces. A similar trend was obtained 

by other authors like Shouyun et al. (2016b), Shouyun et al. (2016a). To understand the 

distribution of the catalyst pore sizes and volumes Figures 4.1and 4.2 were made for both 

base catalysts and in-house catalysts respectively.  

Table 4.1: Structural Properties of Catalyst. 

 

Figure 4.1 shows the pore size distribution of commercial catalyst, the mesoporousity of the 

catalysts were indicated by the pore size being greater than 2 nm but less than 50 nm.  

  

Category Catalyst Name
BET Surface Area 

(m
2
/g)

Pore Volume 

(Cm
3
/g)

Pore Size 

(nm)

Crystal Size 

(nm)

Precursor γ-Al2O3
(a) 381 0.47 4.54 -

Precursor HZSM-5
(a) 414 0.29 3.11 -

Precursor SiO2-Al2O3
(b) 613 0.79 5.79 -

Precursor SBA-15
(c) 600-800 0.9 - 1.06 5.0 – 15.0 -

Bifunctional Single Support 5Co/ γ-Al2O3 374 0.43 4.4 27.75

Bifunctional Single Support 5Co/ SiO2-Al2O3 473 0.65 5.51 42.34

Bifunctional Single Support 5Co/ SBA-15 765 0.95 5.01 44.06

Bifunctional Single Support 5Co/HZSM-5 - - - -

Bifunctional Dual Support 5Co/γ-Al2O3 /HZSM-5 357 0.34 3.77 29.58

Bifunctional Dual Support 5Co/γ-Al2O3 /SiO2-Al2O3 - - - -

Bimetallic Dual Support 3Ni/5Co γ-Al2O3 /HZSM-5 338 0.3 3.48 42.85

Bimetallic Dual Support 5Ni/5Co γ-Al2O3 /HZSM-5 - - - -

Bimetallic Dual Support 7Ni/5Co γ-Al2O3 /HZSM-5 330 0.28 3.44 47.09

(a)      Akachuku, 2016, (b) Kaushik, 2016, (c) Junjiang Z et al (2011), Bonding Chemical, TX, USA and Jorg et al (2011).
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Similar trends were reported by Pathak, (2010) and Kaushik, (2016). Figure 4.2, on the other 

hand, shows the pore size versus pore volume distribution plot of the in-house developed 

catalysts.  

The result from the plot shows that except from 5Co/SBA-15 which indicates properties of 

catalyst’s macroporousity, having some particles with pore sizes larger than 50 nm, other 

catalysts indicate the state of mesoporousity with particle sizes below 50 nm and with some 

having pore sizes even closer to 2 nm.  

 

Figure 4.1: BET surface area and pore size distribution of Zeolites, (Akachuku, 2016). 

This results are similar to those obtained with catalysts precursors without additional 

substances added. The implications of this observation is that the structural properties of the 

commercial catalysts are relatively preserved, such that the incorporation of metallic active 

promoter or incorporation of additional precursor does not have a deteriorating effect on the 

structural composition or framework of the base catalysts. SBA-15 is functionally macro 

porous catalyst as shown on Table 4.1, therefore it is not surprising that the corresponding 

5Co/SBA-15 also has macro porous framework. The larger pore volume and pore size 

obtained on SBA-15 and 5Co/SBA-15 might be an advantage during chemical reaction as it   
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can offer less mass transfer limitation for production and desorption of biofuel components, 

due to its shape selectivity properties, Weitkamp, (2000). 

 

Figure 4.2: BET surface area and pore size distribution of in-house catalysts. 

The BET isotherms obtained through adsorption and desorption of nitrogen adsorbent are 

presented in Figure 4.3 (a-f). These isotherms are similar to the type IV isotherm as classified 

by IUPAC classification, Sing et al. (1985). 

The obtained type IV isotherm is the characteristics of mesoporous catalysts indicating the 

presence of mesopore area in the catalysts. This fact is particularly evident with pore sizes of 

the catalysts ranging from about 3 to 15 nm. A microporous catalyst usually will have a pore 

size less than 2 nm, while mesoporous catalysts will have a pore size greater than 2 nm but 

less than 50 nm. Catalysts with a pore size larger than 50 nm are usually referred to as being 

microporous. 
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3Ni/5Co/γ-Al2O3 / HZSM-5 (a) 

 

7Ni/5Co/γ-Al2O3 / HZSM-5 (b)  
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5Co/γ-Al2O3 / HZSM-5 (c) 

 

5Co/γ-Al2O3 (d)  
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5Co/SBA-15 (e) 

 

 

5Co/SiO2-Al2O3 (f) 

Figure 4.3: BET Isotherm of in-house Catalysts.  
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In catalysis, combinations of physical and chemical properties are often needed to evaluate 

catalysts’ behaviour and performance. There is always a need for few physical and chemical 

properties to be determined in other to fully understand catalyst behaviours. In this case, 

usually, one would be able to argue beyond doubts and explain why a catalyst is behaving in 

such a specific way.  

A key chemical property that would be considered in this research in combination with other 

physical properties is the Brønsted/Lewis acid content of the catalyst. The acidic site strength 

of the catalysts will also be considered. Therefore, in this research, combination of the 

Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), Temperature Programmed Desorption of 

ammonia (TPD-NH3) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies were carried out to identify and 

quantify the Lewis (L) and Brønsted (B) acid sites in all of the catalysts, XRD results were 

used to determine the crystallinity of the catalyst and also to estimate the crystallite size 

using Scherrer’s equation in combination with the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM). 

To achieve desired results especially for comparison sake, the characterization results of 

commercial catalysts were obtained from available journals via an extensive literature review 

as well as characterization results available within research team members. These results 

form the basis for comparing the commercially obtained catalysts and in-house prepared 

catalysts.  

4.1.2 Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

As discussed earlier in section 3.7.2, FTIR measurement is used to identify type of surface 

acidity (Brønsted to Lewis acid) on a catalyst. It can also be used to quantify the amount and 

the ratio of Brønsted to Lewis acid sites present in catalyst sample. In the FTIR analyses for 

acidic site identification, the adsorption of pyridine was used as an indication to detect the   
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presence of both Brønsted and or Lewis acid sites on the surface of a catalyst. The FTIR 

analyses of commercial catalysts were obtained from both literature searches and other works 

conducted in our group. Figure 4.4 shows the FTIR results obtained for γ-Al2O3, HZSM-5 

and SiO2-Al2O3 by Pathak, (2010). 

From the figure, the presence of both Brønsted acid sites (B) and Lewis acid sites (L) were 

shown on HZSM-5. These sites are indicated by the peak presence at 1560 cm
-1

 and 1510 

cm
-1

, respectively. These results are similar to those obtained by Adjaye et al. (1996), in 

which three peaks were observed at 1630,1550 and 1490 cm
-1

, the first peak was attributed to 

Lewis and a small fraction of Brønsted acid, second peak was assigned to Brønsted and third 

peak was assigned to combination of Brønsted and Lewis acid. In conjunction with TPD 

analyses, Adjaye et al. (1996) concluded that HZSM-5 has larger number of Brønsted acidity 

than Lewis acidity.  

 

Figure 4.4: FTIR Spectra of Base Zeolite Catalysts, (Pathak et al.,2010).  
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This result is in contrast to the result obtained on γ-Al2O3 which has only Lewis acidity site 

as demonstrated by Pathak (2010), and Akachuku (2016). The site is indicated by the peak 

presence at 1650 cm
-1

. According to the work of Yan-Fei et al. (1994), the absence of peak at 

band between 1540 and 1550 cm
-1 

is an indication of the lack of Brønsted acidity on γ-Al2O3. 

On the other hand, SiO2-Al2O3 has only Brønsted acid sites as shown by the peak presence at 

1560 cm
-1

. However, in the work of Adjaye et al. (1996), the SiO2-Al2O3 catalyst was 

observed to have moderate strength Brønsted and Lewis acidity. Leydier et al. (2011), 

conducted extensive experiment on acidity of SiO2-Al2O3 and they concluded that the surface 

acidity is Brønsted. 

Figure 4.5 shows the FTIR spectra of SBA-15. According to Gomez-Cazalilla et al. (2007), 

the calcined samples of SBA-15 shows the spectra in the range 400–2000 cm
-1 

of bands 

resulting from a typical lattice vibration of silica-containing material.  

 

Figure 4.5: FTIR Spectra of SBA-15, (Gomez-Cazalilla et al. 2007). 
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The main band was at 1080 cm
-1 

together with a shoulder at 1227 cm
-1

, these peaks were 

attributed to asymmetric Si–O–Si stretching modes, while the weaker band at 800 cm
-1

 was 

attributed the Si–O–Si symmetric stretching modes and the strong band at 458 cm
-1

, was 

attributed to the rocking Si–O–Si. SBA-15 generally is not acidic, but it has some other 

benefits like high mesoporous surface area, high hydrothermal stable; it also has ordered 

porous structure and possesses uniform hexagonal channels Srivastava et al. (2015). Also, it 

also exhibits acidic properties when incorporated with metals and enhances cracking reaction 

Srivastava et al. (2015). With these understanding about the commercial base catalysts, 

further analyses were conducted on in-house developed catalysts over a wider range between 

400 and 4000 cm
-1 

to study the surface acidity of the new catalysts.  

The absorption of pyridine was used as a means to determine the presence of both the 

Brønsted and Lewis acid sites on the catalysts’ surface as shown in Figure 4.6.  

 

Figure 4.6: FTIR Spectra of in-house Prepared Catalyst.  
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The peaks between 480 to 1100 cm
-1

 which are mostly assigned to vibrational stretches are 

common in all cases. Other peaks indicating the presence of both Brønsted and Lewis acid 

sites appears on different locations on the catalysts. Three of the catalysts namely, 3Ni5Co/ 

γ-Al2O3 /HZSM-5, 7Ni5Co/ γ-Al2O3 /HZSM-5 and 5Co/ γ-Al2O3 /HZSM-5 all have peaks at 

1650cm
-1

and 1550 cm
-1

  These peaks are respectively assigned to Lewis and Brønsted acidity 

presence on the surface of these catalysst. This result is similar to the work of Gomez-

Cazalilla et al. (2007), Pathak (2010) and Adjaye et al. (1996). Comparing these three cases, 

the addition of nickel does not seem to have any impact on the surface acidity of the catalysts 

as no new peak was observed that could be rationalized was due to the presence of nickel. 

The catalyst, 5Co/γ-Al2O3 only show one strong peak at 1650Cm
-1

, the peak was assigned to  

the Lewis Acid site, a similar peak was also obtained on the pure γ-Al2O3 and was identified 

by Pathak, (2010), Rui et al. (2014) and Gomez-Cazalilla et al. (2007). 

For SBA-15 catalyst, the appearance of peak at band wavenumber around 1537 cm
-1

 shows 

the presence of Brønsted acid site. The development of new low intensity Brønsted acidic 

site could be rationalized due to the metallic interaction with the surface whereby cobalt 

molecule replaces the silica atom in the solid lattice structure or framework. Similar result 

was observed by Garg et al. (2009), when they added zirconia into SBA-15 and obtained 

Brønsted acidity at band 1535cm
-1

, Koekkoek et al. (2012) and Klimova et al. (2008) also 

observed similar result by adding aluminium to the SBA-15. This is expected to play a role in 

the performance of the catalyst compared to conventional SBA-15.  

Lastly, SiO2-Al2O3 also shows peak at 1537 cm
-1

 that was assigned to the Brønsted acid site. 

The presence of Brønsted acidity on SiO2-Al2O3 is consistent with results obtained by 

Leydier et al. (2011), Hensen et al. (2010). It should be noted however that the type of acidity   
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obtained on SBA-15 is very similar to the acidity obtained on amorphous SiO2-Al2O3, which 

is mainly Brønsted; this fact was also noted by Koekkoek et al. (2012). 

In all cases tested, the peak at around 1,000 cm
-1 

was common and was assigned to the 

deformation vibration stretching of Al-OH-Al and/or Si-OH-Si. The peak obtained around 

400-500cm
-1 

is similar to one obtained by
 
Rui et al. (2014) and was assigned to the rocking 

mode of Al-OH-Al. The low-intensity peak at 2400cm
-1 

was assigned to the hydroxyl group 

vibrational stretching; again, this is consistent with the findings of Rui et al. (2014) Gomez-

Cazalilla et al. (2007).  

4.1.3 Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD) 

Most of the information used for the TPD studies were either obtained from the literature 

search or obtained from the works of other research team members. In all these cases, the 

studies of the acidic properties of the catalysts were carried out by means TPD experiments. 

In these experiments, ammonia molecule was adsorbed on the acidic sites of the catalysts. 

The acidic strength of the samples was measured as a function of their desorption 

temperature. The acid strength increases as desorption temperature increases. Therefore, the 

higher in temperature of ammonia desorption, the higher is the strength of acidity of catalysts  

Akachuku (2016), Pathak (2010). From the extensive literature search conducted in this 

research work, it was confirmed that there are three ranges for the desorption of ammonia on 

the listed zeolite catalysts, namely, 20-200, 200-350 and 350-550
o
C, which correspond to 

weak, intermediate and strong acid centres, respectively Akachuku (2016), Pathak (2010), 

Lewandowsky et al. (2000). The desorption intensity also shows an important characteristics 

of a catalyst. A high desorption intensity indicates a large number of acid sites and low  
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desorption intensity shows small number of acid sites. In the work of Pathak (2010), the TPD 

curve for HZSM-5 consists of two major peaks as illustrated in Figure 4.7.  

 

Figure 4.7: Temperature Programmed Desorption-NH3 of Base Zeolite Catalysts, 

(Pathak et al. 2010). 

The first peak at 250
o
C was assigned to the intermediate acid sites whereas the peak around 

500
o
C was assigned to strong acid sites. Also, the intensity of the peak at 250

o
C was 

relatively higher as compared to the one beyond 500
o
C. The implication of this is that for 

HZSM-5, the number of intermediate acid sites is larger compared to the strong acid sites, 

similar results were reported by Anderson et al. (1979). 

Silica-alumina has only major TPD curve peak at a temperature less than 200
o
C and a minor 

peak at around 580
o
C with lower intensity. This result shows that the number of weak acid 

sites present in silica-alumina was more compared to strong acid sites. Lastly, the TPD-NH3 

profile for γ-Al2O3 indicates the presence of weak acid centres at peak temperature ~130
o
C 

and strong acid sites at peak temperature ~620
o
C. The intensities of these peaks are relatively  
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similar, which indicates the number of acid sites of both weak acid centre and strong centres 

are somewhat similar. 

 

Figure 4.8: TPD-NH3 pattern of γ-Al2O3 and HZSM-5 catalyst, (Akachuku, 2016). 

In the TPD-NH3 plots for both HZSM-5 and γ- Al2O3 obtained by Akachuku, 2016, Figure 

4.8, three major peaks were identified. The first peak was at 130
o
C, while the second and 

third peaks were at 320
o
C and 430

o
C. As expected, these locations correspond to the 

presence of weak, intermediate and strong acid sites respectively. From this plot, it can be 

observed that the intensity of the peak at 150
o
C is lower than at 340

o
C and 450

o
C. This 

shows the presence of a smaller number of weak acid sites as compared to the number of 

intermediate and strong acid sites present in HZSM-5. Also for the γ- Al2O3 the TPD result 

shows the presence of low intensity weak acid sites peak at 150
o
C, medium intensity 

intermediate acid site at 320
o
C and high intensity strong acid sites peak at 430

o
C. For both 

catalysts, the intensity increases as the strength of the acidic sites increases. 
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4.1.4 X-Ray diffraction (XRD) 

The X-ray diffraction studies were carried out in this research to identify the purity, 

composition and crystalline structure of some of the catalysts. The result was also used to 

estimate the crystallite sizes of the cobalt oxide phase. The XRD patterns for HZSM-5, silica-

alumina and γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂3  and SBA-15 were obtained from literatures and are shown in Figures 

4.9 and 4.10.  

 

Figure 4.9: X-ray Diffraction Pattern of Base Zeolite Catalysts (Pathak et al. 2010). 

 

Figure 4.10: The XRD pattern of SBA-15, (Jing et al. 2012).  
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For HZSM-5 and γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂3  catalysts, crystalline structures were observed as shown on the 

plot, whereas no crystalline structure was observed for silica-alumina and SBA-15, these 

results are consistent with cited authors, Pathak (2010), Akachuku (2016), Szostak (1992), 

Zhong et al. (2001), Rinaldi et al. (2004). 

With these as basis, XRD scans were carried out for all in-house developed catalysts which 

were prepared by impregnating metallic agents on precursors and mixture of precursors. The 

results of these are shown in Figure 4.11. 

In all cases, the XRD spectral shows peaks corresponding to crystalline Co3O4 phase at angle 

2θ = 36 and 60
o 
and crystalline γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂3  phase showing up at angle 2θ = 45 and 65

o 
 this

 
is  

consistent with observation of Oliveira et al. (2014), Pathak, (2010), Srivastava et al. (2015), 

Garces et al. (2015), Olusola et al. (2015). For those catalysts containing HZSM-5,with the 

exception of 7Ni/5Co/ γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂3 / HZSM-5, have peaks corresponding to the base peaks at  

angle 2θ = 22
o
, assigned to Co3O4, lack of this peak on 7Ni/5Co/ γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂3 / HZSM-5 may be 

attributed to the large concentration of nickel which could led to scattering and dispersion of 

Co3O4 on the surface of the catalyst, similar result was observed by Srivastava et al. (2015). 

SBA-15 and SiO2-Al2O3 both show a dramatic change from amorphous material to 

crystalline after metal incorporation. Crystalline phase peaks were observed that were 

attributed to the presence of Co3O4 and alumina. A similar result was also obtained by 

Srivastava et al. (2015). 

The crystallite sizes of the cobalt crystal were also calculated using Scherrer’s equation, 

equation (4.1) and the values are given in Table 4.1. 

Particle Size (nm) = (0.9 x λ)/ (d cosθ),     (4.1) 

hereby: Θ = 2θ/2, d = the full width at half maximum intensity of the peak (FWHM) in Rad.  
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Figure 4.11: The XRD pattern of in-house Developed Catalysts. 

4.1.5 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

TGA studies were conducted to evaluate the weight loss or the rate of weight loss of dried 

solid catalyst samples due to drying or decomposition. The weight loss analyses were carried 

out as a function of temperature. This characterization is important as it helps in determining 

the maximum temperature beyond which catalyst weight is stable, and further weight loss 

under temperature is negligible. The purpose of this is to assist in establishing the minimum 

temperature at which catalyst becomes thermally stable. This value would then be used as the 

minimum temperature for catalyst calcination. The TGA profiles for all dried and calcined 

catalysts are provided in Figures 4.12, and it can be concluded that the appropriate 

calcination temperature for these catalyst is 600
o
C. Therefore, all in house prepared catalysts 

were dried and calcined at 600
o
C for 4 hours.  
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Figure 4.12: The TGA profile of new Catalysts. 

4.1.6 Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR-H2) 

The primary objective of Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR-H2) was to determine 

the catalysts’ reducibility. It can also be used to determine the optimum reduction 

temperatures for the catalysts before any chemical reaction. Figure 4.13 shows the TPR-H2 

for some of the catalysts prepared for this research. The bimetallic dual supports catalysts are 

those catalysts that contain both cobalt and nickel metals with double supports. The spectral 

for 3Ni/5Co /γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂3/HZSM-5 which has 3% Ni and 5% Co, shows two major peaks at 245 

and 285
o
C, these peaks are considered to be associated with the two-step reduction of Co3O4 

→ CoO → and CoO → Co, consistent with results obtained by Lendzion-Bielun et al. (2011, 

2013), van Blik et al. (1986), Oliveira et al. (2014), Garces et al. (2015) and Srivastava et al. 

(2015). The peak at 430
o
C is associated with strong NiO interaction on the catalyst surface; 

similar peak was obtained by Akande (2005) in the same temperature range. When Ni 

content was increased to 7%, the reducibility of the catalyst increased as evident by the lower   
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temperature peak, and the oxide appears more tightly bonded to the precursor as indicated by 

the low-intensity peak. The first of the two characteristics cobalt oxide phases has its 

reduction peaks shifted to lower temperatures and was observed at 220
o
C. The second phase, 

which was considered tightly bonded with the catalyst support and more difficult to reduce, 

gave a somewhat broad peak at 265
o
C. Similarly, NiO with strong interaction with the 

support gave a low-intensity peak at 435
o
C. Lack of any peak between 500 to 600

o
C shows 

the absence of Co-Al2O3 interaction according to similar results obtained by Olusola et al. 

(2015). The catalyst 5Co /γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂3/HZSM-5 shows single stage reduction at 305
o
C. This peak 

corresponds to direct reduction of Co3O4 to Co, although in this case, Olusola et al. (2015) 

who obtained similar peak in his work argue that this phase could have been influence by the 

presence of CoO-Al2O3. Other catalysts, such as 5Co/SBA-15, 5Co/SiO2-Al2O3 and 5Co /γ-

𝐴𝑙2𝑂3 all show two peaks which again indicates presence of a number of reducible cobalt 

species on the catalyst precursor. Specifically these peaks correspond to two stage reduction 

of Co3O4 → CoO → and CoO → Co.  

 

Figure 4.13: Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR-H2) Profile of in-house 

Developed Catalysts.  
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Chapter 5.0 Non-Catalytic Hydrothermal Liquefaction 

Production of Biogasoline Range Liquid Fuel by Non-Catalytic and Catalytic 

Hydrothermal Liquefaction of Camelina Sativa Residue 

Abayomi Akande, Hussameldin Ibrahim and Raphael Idem 

Process Systems Engineering, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science, the University 

of Regina, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. 

 

Abstract 

The modern world is experiencing severe challenges in energy security, unstable oil prices, 

and devastating climate change. As a result of these challenges, there have been reasonable 

advances in research and development of biomass-derived energy and fuels. Liquid biofuels 

produced from biomass are good alternative to petroleum-based liquid fuels, especially 

gasoline or diesel. Biomass relative abundance and availability also makes it an excellent 

resource for the production of biofuels. Besides these, biomass is carbon–neutral and 

renewable. It is therefore not only a good alternative for the production of renewable and 

environmentally friendly energy, but it is also an energy resource of the future relevance. 

This paper shall investigate the conceptual and propensity of conversion of Camelina Sativa 

residues – a biomass waste from Camelina Sativa plant, into biogasoline range liquid biofuel 

using sub and supercritical water. A conceptual process shall be developed to cover wide 

range possibilities in the process conditions design. Parameters such as temperature, pressure, 

and residence time shall be investigated. The process temperature shall vary from 200 – 

375
o
C and pressure from 10 to 13 MPa. The residence time shall also vary from zero to 90 

minutes. The effect of catalysts addition on the conversion and yield of biogasoline will also 

be investigated.  
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5.1 Introduction 

The current world energy crisis is a product of high pressure on global fossil fuel supply and 

demand. This fact is supported by the progress in economic developments in countries such 

as China and India, among others, which are net importers of fossil fuels. This development 

has indirectly contributed to the rise in fossil fuel unit prices in the recent years and also 

stimulated a positive drive for the development of biomass-based fuel options that could be 

very competitive during peak demand periods or serve as a great alternative at any other 

times. Furthermore, the increasing concern over climate change is another important factor 

that has highlighted the environmental benefits (reduced net greenhouse gas emissions) of the 

biomass utilisation, Perego et al. (2011).  

In this paper, a new biomass material which has not been extensively investigated for biofuel 

production will be used as a feedstock to evaluate its potential for conversion into 

biogasoline range liquid biofuel. Although, the definitions of biogasoline differ among 

different researchers, in some cases, water-soluble light oil or water-insoluble heavy oil were 

used, while in some other cases, free-floating oil, or their combinations were taken into 

account. In this work, the term “biogasoline” refers to the combination of compounds that 

can either be used directly as a potential replacement or blended with fossil gasoline, an 

example of these are cycloolefins such as cyclopentene, cyclohexene, cyclo-paraffin such as 

cyclopentane and cyclohexane. Oxygenated compounds such as heterocyclic aldehyde, for 

example, 5-Hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF) and other furan derivative are also included in  

this definition. In contrast to fossil gasoline which comprises of naphthas and aromatics with 

C5-C10 carbon atoms in each of their molecules, examples include isoparaffin, olefins, n-

butane, isopentane, n-butane, benzene, toluene and naphthenes.   
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A key property in both fossil gasoline and biogasoline is that they both have comparable 

boiling points. Figure 5.1 shows typical fossil gasoline distillation curve. The proposed 

gasoline from biomass should have a similar composition with a similar boiling range that 

would match what is displayed on the chart. 

 

Figure 5.1: Typical Fossil Gasoline Distillation curve. 

In this work, we will test various experimental conditions with the aim to improving the 

production of liquid biofuel. The first stage of this work involves non-catalytic conversion 

process; in this case, hydrothermal liquefaction process will involve only the addition of 

water to the test medium containing the biomass. The second stage involves the addition of 

commercially available catalysts such as HZSM-5, γ-Al2O 3, SiO2-Al2O3 and SBA-15 to 

stimulate an improved performance over a non-catalytic performance. Lastly, the third stage 

will involve the addition of in-house developed catalysts (outside the scope of this paper).  
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In this case, several bifunctional catalysts will be prepared with zeolite and other oxides 

supports and active metallic agent; hydrogen will also be added for upgrading and 

hydrogenation process. While these are beyond the scope of this specific paper, they form 

part of the overall scope of this research. In the current Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 of this thesis, 

analysis and evaluation of all experimental runs conducted under non-catalytic and 

commercial catalysts’ aided process regimes will be presented. 

The results and the discussion will form the baseline assessment of the non-catalytic 

hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues for the production of biogasoline 

using hot compressed water, near critical water and supercritical water. The purpose of 

baseline results is to establish a framework for comparison with commercial catalysts-

assisted process. In the nearest future, these will also help as a benchmark to evaluate the 

performance of the in-house prepared catalysts. Furthermore, it will also serve as a useful 

baseline test for assessing the impact of proposed hydrogenation reactions for the upgrading 

of the produced biocrude. Commercial zeolites and some other oxides have been selected as 

catalysts of choice for this research. The purpose for this choice is to take advantage of 

acidity inherent in most of the selected catalysts, which in combination with water acidity at 

the reaction operating condition is expected to form an advantage that would improve the 

production of targeted liquid for this research. Other selected catalysts also have different 

properties that are suitable and would support the objective of this exercise. 

5.2 Hot Compressed Water Hydrothermal Liquefaction (HTL) 

The initial Hydrothermal Liquefaction (HTL) process using hot compressed water was 

carried out at temperatures between 200 and 300
o
C, 10 MPa pressure and retention time 60  
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minutes to investigate the impact of temperature on solid biomass conversion at these 

operating condition.  

As shown in Figure 5.2, the conversion of solid biomass increases from 32% to 70% as the 

temperature increases from 200 to 300
o
C. The conversion was due to the thermal degradation 

and decomposition hydrolysis of the biomass molecules. A similar trend was obtained by 

Tushar (2011), Christensen (2014) and Harry et al. (2014) in their respective works. As the 

process temperature rises and above the structural bond scission activation energy, the de-

polymerization of biomass by hydrolysis commences. In this reaction, complex multi-

structure biomass components are converted to simpler oligomers structure which further 

depolymerises to single unit monomers Christensen (2014). 

 

Figure 5.2: Conversion of solid biomass under Hot Compressed Water. 

The conversion of biomass was also enhanced and catalyzed by water during hydrolysis 

reaction. It is well known that subcritical water ionizes and acidifies hydrolysis reactions, 

Basu (2013), Harry (2012), Harry et al. (2014) and Christensen (2014).   
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In this process, complex polysaccharides cellulose and hemicellulose are hydrolyzed into 

oligomers and single units monomers of glucose, pentose, hexoses.  

At a lower temperature, the conversion of the Camelina Sativa was lower compared to 

conversion obtained at a higher temperature. This was due to the lower energy available for 

the process that was insufficiently low. Abatzoglou et al. (1999), and Christensen (2014), 

reported a similar trend in which they rationalized that biomass conversion is affected by the 

process severity. The severity was considered a function of process temperature and reaction 

holding time. The higher the process severity, the higher was the conversion observed.  

Furthermore, at a lower temperature, the ionization product was too low, and dielectric 

constant of water was too high compared to these properties at higher temperatures. All these 

factors would contribute to the low conversion of the biomass at a lower temperature. 

Therefore, based on this observation and reports of other authors, it can be said that the 

conversion of Camelina Sativa residue like any other typical biomass is energy driven, and 

high temperature is required to convert the biomass into the liquid components.  To exhibit 

the impact of the process temperatures on product yield, Figure 5.3 was developed. In Figure 

5.3, the plot of liquid and gas yield at different operating temperatures were shown. It can be 

observed from the figure that as the reaction temperature increases from 200 to 300
o
C, the 

propensity for gas production also increases. This also coincides with increase in biomass 

conversion. Ogi et al. (1994), Zhong et al. (2004), Qian et al. (2007), and Xu et al. (2008) 

reported similar trends in their work. It should be noted although that at higher temperatures, 

the gasification efficiency of the biomass liquefaction would increase and produced liquid are 

easily converted to gases as reported by Harry et al. (2012). 
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Figure 5.3: Product Yield: Hot Compressed Water @ 60 min Residence Time and 10 

MPa. 

Also, the alkaline-acid nature of the water after ionization at high temperature also influenced 

this process by catalyzing the radical reactions which promote the C-C and C-O bonds 

cleavages. This process also leads to the formation of several other functional groups like 

aldehyde, ketone and carboxylic acid, which decompose to form gaseous products like CO2, 

CO, CH4 and H2, Pedersen,(2016).  

Therefore, a careful balance is needed not to sacrifice the high conversion at high 

temperature for low liquid yield because of gasification process. 

In this process, the produced liquid is a lumped composition of several hydrocarbons which 

are aldehydes, ketones, acids, ethers and phenolic compounds. These compounds are 

produced from different reactions of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin as explained 

elsewhere, Pedersen (2015, 2016). 

The process of liquid bio-crude formation during Camelina Sativa liquefaction process has 

been well investigated. During hydrolysis and dehydration of hemicellulose and cellulose,   
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there are two scission pathways for the de-polymerization of the cellulosic component of 

Camelina Sativa residues according to Fiorella et al. (2014). The first is the hydrolysis of the 

glycosidic bonds by which glucose units are obtained and the second is the thermal cleavage 

of C-O and C-C bonds. 

In the presence of ionized water acidity, the sugar monomers formed during hydrolysis are 

catalysed in a dehydration reaction to form 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) and Levulinic 

acid, the latter being the product of further hydration of 5-HMF, Pedersen, (2016).  

Other possible products under alkaline conditions are formic acid, acetic acid and lactic 

acids, which are produced from the intermediates glycolaldehyde, glyceraldehydes, and 

pyruvaldehyde Jing (2012), Harry, et al. (2014). Under neutral conditions, both acidic and 

alkaline pathway exists according to Yin et al. (2012), and mixtures of the entire product will 

be produced, this is what happens in most cases. Some of these intermediate products are 

transformed into a pool of oxygenated ketones, aldehydes and oxygenated aromatics by aldol 

and retro-aldol condensation. These products are building blocks for biogasoline. 

Table 5.1, provides a list of few possible liquid products obtained during HTL of Camelina 

Sativa residues. Key intermediate products for the development of biogasoline proposed in 

this research are cyclopentanone, a ketone and furfural, e.g. 5-HMF and other furan 

derivatives which are aldehydes. These products have been reported to have high octane 

number similar to fossil gasoline and can be converted to cycloalkene or cycloparaffin 

components similar to components of fossil gasoline by the addition of hydrogen, Eric et al. 

(2015) and Majid et al. (2014). 

However, in the current process, the relatively high quantity of cyclopentenone and 

cyclopentanone unlike what other authors have reported for example Harry (2012),   
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Harry et al. (2014), Pedersen, (2015, 2016), Christensen (2014) brought a suspicion of 

possible in-situ hydrogenation process taking place, since these are always products of 

hydrogenation of furfural.  

Table 5.1: Liquid Products of Hydrothermal Liquefaction of Camelina Sativa Straw. 

 

The formation of methyl-cyclopentanone for examples is usually via hydrogenation of 5-

HMF according to Figure 5.4 below by Eric et al. (2015). This reaction could only be 

possible in the presence of hydrogen molecules, and the sources of hydrogen could be 

external or in-situ. Without an external source of hydrogen, the only other possible source of 

hydrogen is through an in-situ generation source.  

  

Acetic Acid Propanone Formic acid

1- Propanol 1,4-Benzenediol, 2-methoxy Butanoic acid

1,2 Benzendiol 4-Methoxybenzene-1,2-diol Acetic acid

2-Cyclo-Pentene Phenol, 2-(methylthio)- 2-Butanol, 3-methyl

2-CycloPentene - 2,3 dimethyl 2,6-Dimethoxyphenyl-.beta.-phenylpropionate Butanoic acid

2-furnacarboxyaldehyde Benzene, 1-methoxy-3 2-Pentanol

2-Propanone Propanoic acid 2-Propanone, 1-hydroxy

3-hydroxy-4 methoxy benzoic acid 1,2-Benzenediol Diisopropyl ether

3-Pyridinol Phenol, 4-(pentyloxy)- 1,2-Ethanediol

Acetic Acid 2-Isopropoxyphenol Phenol

Cyclo-Pentanone Phenol, 2,6-dimethoxy Benzene, ethoxy

Furfural Benzene, 1-methoxy-2-(methylthio)- Cyclopropan

Methyl cyclopentene Phenol, 3,4-dimethoxy Cyclopentene, 1-methyl

Phenol and derivatives 1,2-Cyclopentanedione 2-Cyclopenten-1-one, 2,3-dimethyl-

Ethanediol Piperidine, 1,2,6-trimethyl 2,4-Hexadiene

Formic acid Furan, 2-methyl Cyclopentane

Propanoic acid Imidazole-2-carboxaldehyde, 1-methyl 1,2-Cyclopentanedione

Hydroxypyridine Benzenethiol 2-Cyclopenten-1-one, 2-hydroxy-3-methyl

Benzene Benzenemethanol, 3-hydroxy-5-methoxy 1,2-Cyclopentanedione, 3-methyl

Pyridine Dimethoxybenzoic acid ,4-Cyclohexanedione

Hydroxypyridine Hydroquinone Phenol, 4-fluoro

Ethanone Phenol, 2,6-dimethoxy-, acetate Phenol, 3-fluoro

Cyclopenten-1-one Phenol, 2,4-dimethoxy-, acetate Butanal, 

Cyclopropane Phenol, 3,4-dimethoxy Butanal, 3-methyl

Hexadiene Phenol, 2,6-dimethoxy Pentanal

Benzenediol Benzene, 1-methoxy-2-(methylthio)- Benzeneethanamine

Cyclohexanedione Phenol, 2-methoxy Phenol, 2,6-dimethoxy

2-Furancarboxylic acid Mequinol Phenol, 3,4-dimethoxy

Compounds
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The hydrogen generated in-situ could either be by steam reforming of light hydrocarbons 

and/or via decarboxylation and decarbonylation of other organic compounds like formic acid. 

Another plausible theory for this observation is the conversion of 5-HMF to 

methylcyclopentatone by ring opening reaction; this is otherwise called Piancatelli Reaction, 

Fiorella (2014). In this case, 5-HMF can undergo Piancatelli Reaction which is ring 

arrangement of furfural component to form 4 –hydroxy-2cyclopentenone (4-HCP), which in 

turn in the presence of metal catalysts and H2 could further be converted to 2-cyclopenten-1-

one (2-PEN), and much further to 2-cyclopentene a bio-gasoline components, Fiorella 

(2014). 

 

Figure 5.4: Conversion of HMF to Methylclopentanone, (Eric et al. 2015). 

The phenolics are compounds of phenol and its derivatives as well as any other compounds 

with benzene rings. These are by-products of lignin degradation. In the hydrothermal 

liquefaction of lignin, the polymerics components are degraded into monomeric and 

oligomeric alkylated phenols, biphenols, alkylphenols and alky-aromatics by de-

polymerization. These compounds have been identified as building blocks for producing 

paraffin and alkylated naphthenes (C6-C11) hydrocarbons which are an essential component 

of biogasoline, Wlodzimierz (2011). With the results obtained in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, above,   
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operating conditions temperature,300
o
C, pressure 10MPa and 60 minutes residence time, the 

next set of experiments will be performed to study the effect of residence time, on the 

conversion, and the products yield using the established reaction conditions for hot 

compressed water hydrothermal liquefaction.  

In the following experiments, zero retention time will be defined as the time the system 

temperature reaches the reaction temperature, and it was the reference time from which the 

experimental run resident time will be counted. In Figure 5.5, zero retention time was the 

time the reactor temperature reaches 300
o
C for each experimental run. 

 

Figure 5.5: Conversion of Solid Biomass: Hot Compressed Water. 

Furthermore, the resident time was defined as the retention or holding time, which was the 

time the reactor, was held at the operating temperature. In these cases, the reaction was held 

at 300
o
C for 30, 60 and 90 minutes. 

As shown in Figure 5.5, at time zero, 62% of Camelina Sativa residue was already converted, 

this conversion was an indication of an initial rapid de-polymerization of Camelina Sativa   
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residues by hydrolysis in the presence of water and heat energy at the prevailing temperature. 

At this operating condition, the dielectric constant and water ionization constant are good 

enough to facilitate rapid de-polymerization and hydrolysis of biomass, Basu (2013), 

Pedersen (2016) and Christensen (2014). Due to the nature of Camelina Sativa residue 

macromolecules with its structural low density and composition, the degradation is rapid and 

fast. A similar rapid hydrolysis was obtained by Pedersen (2015). Like other biomass, 

Camelina Sativa has abundant ether bonds and the cleavage of these bonds by hydrolysis is 

usually the primary pathway for degradation of its macromolecules, Bobleter (2005) and 

Pedersen et al. (2015). 

The solid biomass conversion increases with temperature from time zero minute until 30 

minutes retention time, beyond this time the conversion was plateaued. The conversation at 

this time increased from 62 to 72%. Beyond this retention time, there was no significant 

conversion of Camelina Sativa biomass that was observed. 

Figure 5.6 shows the product yield as a function of the retention time. Like in conversion, 

total liquid yield increases with time until after 30 minutes beyond which it began to drop 

and somewhat plateaued. As the liquid yield drops, it was compensated by the corresponding 

increase in gas yield. The extended resident time increases the process severity which leads 

to an improved gasification efficiency of the process as observed previously by Jiechen et al. 

(2016). 

Also, Xu et al. (2008), reported that prolonged resident time enhanced other side reactions 

like decarboxylation reaction during hydrothermal liquefaction which increases the 

gasification rate. The increase in gas yield is detrimental to the objective of this research 

which seeks to maximize the liquid yield.   
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Figure 5.6: Product Yield: Hot Compressed Water @ 300oC and 10 MPa. 

Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 below illustrate the product distribution as well as the liquid yield 

respectively for hydrothermal liquefaction under hot compressed water. It can be observed 

that bio-gasoline component in the product reduces as the residence time increases.  

As the biogasoline components of the product decreased, it was compensated by changes in 

both phenolic and other compounds. In this case, it is plausible that prolonged retention time 

and process increased severity stimulates condensation and re-polymerization of other 

functional groups in the product mixtures. This occurence would lead to the formation of 

large molecular weight hydrocarbons with gas evolution. At the highest retention time, the 

gasification reaction was high enough to cause significant reduction in the liquid yield.  

This observation is consistent with the observation of Harry et al. (2014) and Pedersen et al. 

(2015).  
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Figure 5.7: Liquid Products Distribution – Hot Compressed Water HTL. 

 

Figure 5.8 : Liquid Products Yield – Hot Compressed Water HTL. 
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5.3 Near-Critical Water Hydrothermal Liquefaction (HTL) 

Under near critical condition, process temperature and pressure were raised to near water 

critical points. Figure 5.9 shows the results obtained for conversion of Camelina Sativa 

residues at different retention times under near critical condition. At this condition, the 

process temperature was 350
o
C, and the pressure was 19 MPa. The trend of the results 

obtained was similar to the one obtained under hot compressed water HTL, the conversion of 

solid biomass increases with increase in retention time due to contributory thermal effect and 

prolonged resident time. This trend is common and has been reported by different authors 

under similar condition David, (2010), Pedersen et al. (2015), Yoshida et al. (2001). 

 

Figure 5.9: Conversion of Solid Biomass: Near-Critical Water HTL. 

In this particular case, at zero minute retention time, the conversion of solid biomass was 

66% compared to 62% under hot compressed water HTL. The slight improvement in 

conversion was noticeable over the range of retention time used within the similar margin of 

experimental error. The effect of higher temperature could be linked with the change in   
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dielectric number of the medium and the increase in water ionization constant which improve 

the acid-base content of the medium. The resultant effect is the shifts in the reaction to higher 

conversion. This occurence is also consistent with the finding of Basu, (2013). Also, there 

was a marginal improvement in conversion between 30 minutes and 60 minutes retention 

time, beyond which the conversion starts to decline due to process severity caused by 

prolonged exposure to higher temperature. 

In Figure 5.10, the liquid and gas yield for this process also gave a similar trend with the hot 

compressed process. While the conversion has slight improvement as the retention time 

increases compared to hot compressed process, the liquid yield decreases, and the gas yield 

increases.  

 

Figure 5.10: Product Yield: Near-Critical Water @ 350oC and 19 MPa. 

As discussed in the previous case under the hot compressed water hydrothermal liquefaction 

process, the prolonged exposure of reacting medium to high temperature stimulates side   
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reactions like the thermal cracking of light hydrocarbon, gasification, condensation and re-

polymerization, the combination of these side reactions reduces liquid yield and promote 

gaseous products formation. 

Again, this observation points in the direction of high process severity as discussed by 

Abatzoglou et al. (1999). The prolonged retention time and high temperature, would result in 

gasification of hydrocarbon, similar observation was also reported by Harry et al. (2014) and 

Harry (2012).  

The plots of liquid products distribution in Figure 5.11 show a general decline of the 

biogasoline in the liquid as the retention time increases. This decrease can be explained by 

well-established fact that at a higher temperature, the rate of condensation and re-

polymerization of the reactive intermediate components increases with time, this occurrence 

leads to the formation of several other oxygenated pentanones and other oxygenated 

aromatics Pedersen et al. (2015).  

 

Figure 5.11: Liquid Products Distribution - Near-Critical Water HTL.  
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This fact resulted in lower biogasoline component in the liquid product distribution but 

higher phenolics components. Besides this, other reasons such as possible reforming and 

gasification of lighter components could have converted some component into gaseous 

product as explained in the previous section above. These results are reflected in the products 

yield as shown in Figure 5.12, and as expected; the yield of biogasoline reduces continuously 

from zero minute retention time to 90 minutes retention time, while other components and 

phenolics increase.  

 

Figure 5.12: Liquid Products Yield – Near-Critical Water HTL. 

5.4 Supercritical Water Hydrothermal Liquefaction (HTL) 

In this section, the hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues was conducted 

above water supercritical condition whereby the reaction temperature was 375
o
C and 

pressure 23 MPa. The purpose of this test is to evaluate the extent and the impact of 

conducting hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues under conditions   
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favourable for gasification of the biomass. The result of this exercise will help in formulating 

limiting conditions and parameters for the new process development. At supercritical 

condition, water is neither liquid nor gas, this is a well established fact. The prevailing 

temperature at 375
o
C is too high for water to remain liquid and the prevailing pressure at 23 

MPa is too high for steam to remain in gaseous phase according to Basu (2013). 

Under these conditions, Figure 5.13 shows solid biomass conversion with retention time. The 

conversion increases with retention time like in other cases considered above. The optimum 

solid biomass conversion was very similar to those obtained under near-critical conditions.  

 

Figure 5.13: Conversion of Solid Biomass: Super Critical Water HTL. 

The solid conversion reaches its peak of 77% after 60 minutes before it declined to 72%.  

As explained in previous section, the apparent decline in conversion after prolonged resident 

time was due to high process severity and enhancement of side reactions such as thermal   
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cracking, re-polymerization, condensation and possibly other char forming reactions in which 

their an increase in solid material obtained after the reaction increased. This result can be 

correlated with the plot in Figure 5.14 where the gas yield increased with resident time 

corresponding to decline in liquid yield. The gas yield in this case was also observed to be 

higher than what we obtained in previous cases under near-critical condition. The plausible 

reason for this scenario is the fact that as the reaction temperature increases, it promotes 

radical reactions that gasifies the liquid intermediate products. This gasification process 

reduces the liquid yield and increases the yield of the gaseous products, Pedersen, (2014), 

Harry, (2012), Harry et al. (2014).  

 

Figure 5.14: Product Yield: Super Critical Water @ 375oC and 23 MPa. 

Also, the higher rate of condensation and re-polymerization under supercritical condition also 

led to a high yield of other products category in the product distribution. These liquid 

products include mainly ethers, ketones and aldehydes. 
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The Supercritical condition for hydrothermal liquefaction is a spectacular case that promotes 

gasification reactions according to Basu (2013), Harry (2012), and Harry et al. (2014). 

Figure 5.15 shows the product distribution under the supercritical conditions. Like product 

distribution under previous conditions, the distribution of biogasoline components declines as 

the retention time increases. This decline is due to strong competing side reactions at a 

supercritical temperature as discussed in the previous sections. Supercritical environment 

offered a medium of higher reaction temperature that promotes thermal cracking and 

gasification of biogasoline component to form gaseous products. Furthermore, condensation 

and re-polymerization reactions at high temperature also lead to the formation of other high 

molecular weight compounds with aromatic rings; these are all lumped together and grouped 

into phenolics components. 

 

Figure 5.15: Liquid Products Distribution –Super Critical Water HTL.  
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Figure 5.16 shows the liquid product yield as a function of retention time. An apparent result 

is this case is the significantly lower biogasoline component yield under supercritical 

condition than those obtained in the previous two instances.  

This trend is not too surprising as we have discussed. The decline of biogasoline component 

in the product distribution was due to gasification and other competing sides reactions under 

the supercritical condition. The supercritical condition as we know facilitated gasification of 

the reactive intermediates and other liquid products. This is well supported by other authors 

like Pedersen et al. (2014), Pedersen (2016) and Basu (2013). 

 

Figure 5.16: Liquid Products Yield – Super Critical Water HTL. 
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5.5 Summary of Non-Catalytic Hydrothermal Liquefaction 

Table 5.2 : Biomass Conversion and Biogasoline Yield  

 

 Hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) process was conducted under three different 

regimes, hot compressed Water HTL @ 300
o
C and 10 MPa, near Water Critical 

Condition @ 350
o
C and 19 MPa, and super Critical Water Condition @ 375

o
C and 23 

MPa. 

 Biomass conversion increases as the temperature increases from 200 to 375
o
C, 

however, little increment was observed beyond 300
o
C.  

 In all cases considered, liquid yield declines as the retention time increases; this was 

compensated by corresponding higher gas yield. 

 At temperatures above 300
o
C, the solid recovery/collection after the reaction 

increases and conversion reduces, based on definition of conversion. 

 There is no beneficial increase in conversion or yield after 30 minutes retention time 

 The prime product (Biogasoline) yield decreases with increase in temperature and 

retention time. The higher the process severity, the lower the biogasoline yield. 

 Supercritical Water HTL will be eliminated due to low liquid product yield. 

 Both Near-Critical Water HTL and Hot Compressed Water HTL are two competing 

processes for producing biogasoline from Camelina sativa residues. 

Conditions
Biomass Conversion

wt.%

Biogasoline Yield

wt.%

Hot Compressed

/Sub-critical
72 12

Near-Critical 73 8

Super-Critical
73 4
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 Future experiments will be limited to Hot Compressed Water HTL and Near-Critical 

Water HTL for further investigation.  

 The next phase will impose commercial catalysts otherwise called precursors, these 

are γ-Al2O 3, HZSM-5, SiO2-Al2O3 and SBA-15 on Hot Compressed Water HTL and 

Near Critical Water HTL Processes for further investigation. 
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Chapter 6.0 Catalytic Hydrothermal Liquefaction 

Production of Biogasoline Range Liquid Fuel by Non-Catalytic and Catalytic 

Hydrothermal Liquefaction of Camelina Sativa Residue 

Abayomi Akande, Hussameldin Ibrahim and Raphael Idem 

Process Systems Engineering, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science, the University 

of Regina, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. 

6.1 Solid Conversion 

The basis for the selection of the catalysts’ precursors and active metal for the design of a 

new catalyst to achieve the objective of this paper was well discussed in section 2.7.1. 

In this section, different selected commercial catalysts (precursors) will be tested in pure and 

original form. The results will be evaluated and will be used as the basis for subsequent 

development of the improvement strategies of the new catalysts design. The objective of this 

section is therefore to identify the best performing precursor(s) that could be used as a 

baseline catalyst(s) upon which noble metallic material would be incorporated for an 

improved and advanced performance. 

For this purpose, the commercial catalysts materials (or the precursors) that were identified 

for use are HZSM-5, γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂 3, SiO2-Al2O3 and SBA-15. These catalysts precursors will be 

tested under different experimental conditions to evaluate their performances. The best 

performing catalysts based on defined performance criteria will be selected for further 

investigations. As mentioned in the previous section, supercritical HTL would be eliminated 

due to the propensity for gasification and lower liquid yield which contrasts the objective of 

this work. Therefore, in the current section, to conduct a comprehensive review and wide 

scope coverage of experimental analysis, two experimental categories will be evaluated, 

these are 1.) Hot compressed water HTL and 2.) Near-critical water condition HTL.  
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Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 show the performances of all the commercial catalysts on Camelina 

Sativa residues conversion under hot compressed water and near critical water conditions 

respectively. The results were also compared with the results obtained with non-catalytic 

experimental run on the same plot.  

 

Figure 6.1: Solid Biomass Conversion in the Presence of γ-Al2O3, HZSM-5, SiO2-Al2O3 

and SBA-15 Catalysts: Hot Compressed HTL @ 300
o
C and 10 MPa. 

In all cases, as we observed, the Camelina Sativa residue conversion with retention times 

were largely similar over the range of the experiment, regardless whether it was catalytic or 

non-catalytic. The initial observation over the experimental range and results obtained shows 

that under the selected operating condition, the addition of catalysts is not beneficial to the 

conversion of Camelina Sativa residues. 

Under hot compressed water condition, the conversion of Camelina Sativa residues at zero 

minute retention time in both non-catalytic and catalytic cases was between 62%-65%. The 

conversion at zero minute indicates the beginning of rapid depolymerization of biomass to 
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glucose, and the subsequent hydrolysis to smaller hydrocarbon products like furans 

compounds Harry, (2012), Pedersen, (2016), Christensen, (2014).  

 

Figure 6.2: Solid Biomass Conversion in the Presence of γ-𝐀𝐥𝟐𝐎 𝟑, HZSM-5, , SiO2-

Al2O3 and SBA-15 Catalysts: Near Critical HTL @ 350
o
C and 19 MPa. 

 

The conversion increased slightly between 30 and 60 minutes retention time and reaches 

approximately 75% in these cases, beyond which the conversion stalled and in some cases 

declined after 60 minutes retention time (SBA-15). The maximum conversion of 75% was 

obtained using HZSM-5 and γ-Al2O 3 catalysts. 

Similarly, under near-critical water condition, as shown in Figure 6.2, at zero minute 

retention time, the conversion of Camelina Sativa ranges from 66%-70%. The peak 

conversion of 78% was obtained at 60 minutes retention time, before the conversion 

plateaued. The conversions obtained under near-critical water condition in all cases were 

slightly higher than those obtained under hot compressed water HTL. These higher 

conversions obtained under near-critical water HTL compared to hot compressed HTL could 

be rationalized as the thermal effect on the decomposition of Camelina Sativa residues.   
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At higher temperature, and as mentioned previously, the structure of biomass, in this case, 

the Camelina Sativa residues rapidly decomposed into different components, Christensen, 

(2014). Comparing both scenarios again, while there was a marginal incremental conversion 

from zero minutes to 60 minutes retention times in both cases as indicated above, there was 

no difference in conversion at 60 and 90 minutes retention time. 

The reason for this observation is that the soluble content of the biomass that can be 

converted to liquid component or gas is just about 78-80% of the biomass, with the balance 

being fixed carbon and ash. Therefore, at 78% of the Camelina Sativa conversion, we have 

achieved a conversion close to 100% of the useful content of the biomass. The details of the 

composition of Camelina Sativa residues and its structural analysis are available in Table 6.1.  

Table 6.1: Proximate and Ultimate Analyses of Camelina Sativa Residues and Other 

Biomass 

 

With this type of results, it can be said that the influence and the benefits of the added 

catalysts to the hydrothermal conversion of Camelina Sativa residue under the selected 

operating conditions were difficult to track and no significant impact could be obtained from  
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their application. This observation is similar to the one reported by Barreiro et al. (2016), on 

the type of biomass they have used. 

Therefore, the uncatalyzed reactions provided results as good as the catalyzed reactions over 

the given experimental range. The key outcome of the investigations above is that the 

hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues to liquid and gaseous products at 

temperatures 300
o
C and above is not significantly affected or influenced by the presence of 

these commercial catalysts.  

Based on these observations and a similar observation obtained by Barreiro et al. (2016), it is 

evident that nature and structural composition of Camelina Sativa residues allowed the 

biomass to be easily decomposed, de-polymerised and hydrolysed into several hydrocarbon 

compounds in the presence of high temperature and mild pressure.  

This process conditions provided a suitable environment for the breakdown of rigid 

glycosidic bonds and other structural supports present in the Camelina Sativa residues 

framework. Under these circumstances, Camelina Sativa residues would rapidly disintegrate 

and converted into intermediate glucose/fructose, carboxylic acids, ketones, aldehydes and 

phenolic compounds, this is consistent with results obtained by Fiorella et al. (2014), and 

Harry, (2012, 2014) in their various works on biomass liquefaction.  

6.2 Effect of Catalyst Addition 

Despite similarities in the conversion of Camelina Sativa residue between non-catalytic and 

catalytic experimental cases, the addition of solid acid catalyst brings the desired 

improvement in the quality of liquid products and therefore has an advantage over the non-

catalytic process. In all cases considered, the evidence from liquid phase analyses of the 

obtained liquid products using GC-MS shows that the addition of solid catalysts to the   
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hydrothermal liquefaction conversion of Camelina Sativa residues improves the formation of 

the desired liquid components within the boiling range of fossil gasoline. 

The catalyst addition shifted the reaction mechanism to support rapid hydrolysis of the 

complex polysaccharides sugar and polymeric lignin to simple sugar and other oxygenated 

hydrocarbon relevant to biocrude production, followed by liquid phase conversion of bio-

crude to biofuel in the range of biogasoline, this observation is similar to those reported by 

Pedersen et al. (2015), Pedersen (2016) and Christensen (2014).  

The presence of solid catalysts enhances reactions such as hydrocarbon cracking, 

isomerization, alkylation and aromatization, as reported by Galadima et al. (2015) to improve 

the quality of liquid products. In addition, the presence of catalysts also facilitates mild 

hydrogenation and cyclization reactions that led to the production of some cycloolefins, like 

cyclopentene, cyclohexane and other compounds that increase the yield of biogasoline. 

The reactions and performances of these commercial catalysts were influenced not just by the 

presence of acid sites, but also by the strength of acidic sites present on the catalyst surface, 

as observed by Niwa et al. (2010), Pedersen et al. (2015). In order to examine the 

contribution of the catalyst added to this process, it is essential to evaluate the incremental 

benefit of liquid product quality and quantity as a function of catalyst addition. In the next 

two sub-sections, these benefits shall be discussed in details based on properties of individual 

catalysts and benefits it brings to improving the quality of products obtained during 

hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues. 

6.3 Hot compressed Water HTL: Liquid Product Distribution and Yield 

In this section, the effect of commercial catalysts on liquid product distribution and liquid 

product yield obtained under hot compressed water HTL will be presented and discussed.  
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Figures 6.3 and Figure 6.4 show the liquid product distribution and liquid product yield 

obtained using an acidic γ-Al2O 3 catalyst. There is a noticeable improvement in both product 

distribution, and yield obtained using γ-Al2O 3-supported HTL process compared to the 

counterpart non-catalytic process product distribution in Figure 5.5 and product yied in 

Figure 5.6. 

 

Figure 6.3: Liquid Products Distribution: γ-Al2O3 Supported Hot Compressed Water 

HTL @ 300oC, and 10 MPa. 

For the retention times investigated,the alumina-assisted process under hot compressed HTL 

shows higher and relatively stable biogasoline product distribution compared to non-catalytic 

process. The product yield in Figure 6.4 also shows higher biogasoline yield than counterpart  

non-catalytic process. The peak biogasoline yield was 15 wt. – 16 wt. % with corresponding 

phenolics 26 and 27% and other components 21 and 18% at the retention times 30 minutes 

and 60 minutes respectively. The plausible reason for the improved performance observed on 

γ-Al2O 3-assisted process over the non-catalytic counterpart can be attributed to the an   
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enhanced hydrocarbon cracking as well as the improved isomerization of glucose to either 

fructose or mannose as expected on the catalyst. 

 

Figure 6.4: Liquid Product Yield: γ-𝑨𝒍𝟐𝑶 𝟑, Supported Hot Compressed Water HTL @ 

300
o
C, and 10 MPa. 

Also, the presence of strong Lewis acidity on γ-Al2O 3 that facilitates ionic reactions that 

converts glucose and xylose to 5-HMF and other biogasoline related compounds. 

In Figure 6.5, it is evident that the glucose formed during cellulosic hydrolysis of biomass 

can be isomerized into fructose by been catalysed by the presence of Lewis acid, Climent et 

al. (2014) and Choudhary et al. (2013).  

 

Figure 6.5: Dehydration of Carbohydrates to Furfural.  
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Fructose formed in this process can undergo dehydration (catalyzed by Bronsted acidity) to 

5-Hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) and further  

hydrolyzes to levulinic acid - major building blocks for producing biogasoline range 

products, a by product of this process is the formic acid, which can be reformed or under go  

decarboxylation/decarbonylation to produce in-situ hydrogen for hydrogenation and 

improved biogasoline production. 

Furthermore, the increased quantity of cyclopentanone and cyclopenten-1-one in the liquid 

products indicates the possibility of hydrogenation taking place as a side reaction with 

hydrogen generated from in-situ steam reforming. Gamma-alumina, γ-Al2O 3, being a 

reforming catalyst can promote steam reforming of light hydrocarbon to produce hydrogen 

for hydrogenation, Akande (2005).  

The side hydrogenation (Figure 6.6) process could convert part or all of 5-HMF to 

oxygenated ketones like cyclopentanone and cyclopenten-1-one which are both biogasoline 

components, via steps below. 

 

Figure 6.6: Conversion of HMF to Cyclopentene and Cyclopentanone. 

Also, γ-Al2O 3-assisted hydrothermal liquefaction shows lower phenolic product distribution 

compared to the non-catalytic counterpart. To this effect, the analysis of the liquid product 

indicates a high presence of cyclohexane in the mixture, the rationale for this observation   
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was attributed to possible Lewis acid promoted conversion of lignin-derived phenolics by 

hydrogenation to naphthenes such as cyclohexane, another biogasoline component as given 

in Figure 6.7. With all these facts, the increase in biogasoline components of the liquid 

products did not come as a surprise. 

 

Figure 6.7: Conversion of Phenol to Cyclohexane, Majid et al. (2014). 

Figures 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show the impact of HZSM-5 on hydrothermal liquefaction of 

Camelina Sativa residues under hot compressed water conditions. The maximum biogasoline 

yield of 12 to 14% with corresponding phenolics of 29 and 26% and other components 23 

and 21% were obtained at retention time 30 and 60 minutes respectively. 

 

Figure 6.8: Liquid Product Distributions: HZSM-5 Supported Hot Compressed Water 

HTL @ 300
o
C and 10 MPa.  
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HZSM-5 offered significant improvement compared to non-catalytic process at higher 

retention time. In this case, it can be postulated that combination of both Lewis and Brønsted 

acidity on HZSM-5 also promote lignin hydrogenation to naphthenes and other compounds 

in biogasoline range products. The overall effect of HZSM-5 on conversion of Camelina 

Sativa residues to biogasoline is similar to γ-Al2O 3 in terms of liquid product yield as shown 

in both Figures 6.4 and 6.9.  

 

Figure 6.9: Liquid Product Yield: HZSM-5 Supported Hot Compressed Water HTL @ 

300
o
C and 10 MPa. 

This is attributed to the presences of acidity on both catalysts, and propensity for 

hydrocarbon cracking. Despite these similarities, γ-Al2O 3 has a slightly better conversion 

efficiency compared to HZSM-5. The marginal improvement obtained on γ-Al2O 3 can only 

be attributed to difference in the type of acidity which is mainly Lewis on γ-Al2O 3 and 

Bronsted on HZSM-5 and the structural framework.  

Also because of shape selectivity of zeolite catalysts like HZSM-5, it can be postulated that 

mass transfer effect could have played a role. HZSM-5, even though has larger surface area  
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(414 m
2
/g) compared to γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂 3 (381 m

2
/g), the latter has large pore volume and pore size 

of 0.47 cm
3
/g and 4.54 nm respectively compared to HZSM-5 0.29 cm

3
/g and 3.11 nm 

respectively. The smaller pore volume and pore size of HZSM-5 would create a diffusional 

mass transfer barrier against large phenolics molecules from reaching the catalysts active site 

which are inside the pore areas, compared to smaller pore size γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂 3 in which the 

molecules would have lower resistance. This restriction would only allow small fraction of 

the available phenolic to reach the active site for the surface reaction on HZSM-5. This 

limitation would prevent the reaction of available phenolic compounds on HZSM-5 

compared to γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂 3. This fact is evident in the production distribution of both catalysts that 

shows γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂 3 has lower phenolics than HZSM-5. This result is consistent with the report of 

Weitkamp, (2000). In addition to this, large pore size of γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂 3 will also allow effective 

desorption of product molecules with less restriction unlike HZSM-5 with smaller pore size 

and potentials for mass transfer limitation. The biogasoline yield on the HZSM-5-assisted 

process is a little better compared to the non-catalytic process. However, the amount of 

phenolic compounds are much lower, and “other” components are higher on HZSM-5-

assisted compared to non-catalytic. This occurrence is an improved benefit of HZSM-5-

assisted process over the non-catalytic process, as the liquid product shows an indication of 

components that are closer to biogasoline range products. Although, in this case, the 

naphthenes components were not as significant as we obtained under γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂 3–assisted 

process. Therefore, in this scenario, we can postulate that both the phenolics and its 

derivatives were partially hydrogenated or that HZSM-5-assisted process lowers the phenolic 

yield because the catalyst hinders condensation of reactive intermediates that would have  
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resulted into more phenolics. These intermediates then accounted for a higher yield of 

“other” components in the product distribution. 

For the SBA-15-assisted process, the effects of the catalyst on hydrothermal liquefaction of 

Camelina Sativa residues under hot compressed water are shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11.  

 
 

Figure 6.10: Liquid Product Distributions: SBA-15 Supported Hot Compressed Water 

HTL @ 300
o
C and 10 MPa. 

These figures show the impact of the catalyst on the liquid distribution and product yield 

respectively. SBA-15 is a neutral silicate catalyst with large surface area and pore structure. 

Compared to the results obtained from non-catalytic process, SBA-15 had low yield of the 

desired product and produced more phenolic compounds than counterparts’ γ-Al2O 3 and 

HZSM-5 over the same range experimental conditions. The maximum biogasoline yield 

obtained after 30 minutes retention time was 9% with corresponding 39% phenolics and 22% 

of “other” components. SBA-15 has a large surface area and large pore volume, so mass 

transfer limitation cannot be used to justify the behaviour.  
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However, since this is a non-acidic catalyst we lost the benefits of acid promoted 

performances associated with HZSM-5 and γ-Al2O 3. It is, however, a great catalyst that 

supports condensation and polymerization of reactive intermediate components and the 

formation of oxygenated phenolic derivatives. 

 
 

Figure 6.11: Liquid Product Yield: SBA-15 Supported Hot Compressed Water HTL @ 

300
o
C and 10 MPa. 

Similarly, Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the impact if SiO2-Al2O3 catalyst on the product and 

yield of hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues. SiO2-Al2O3 catalyst has 

moderate Brønsted acidity; this is unlike SBA-15 that is neutral. 

However, the performances of both catalysts are similar, SiO2-Al2O3 has maximum 

biogasoline yield of 9% with corresponding 26% phenolics and 22% “other” components 

after 30 minutes retention time. 

The product distribution over the entire experimental range and the liquid yield are 

comparable. While SBA-15 is mainly silica (i.e. 100%), SiO2-Al2O3 has Si/Al ratio of 0.79.  
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Therefore, SiO2-Al2O3 has relatively low alumina content, which accounted for the acidity of 

this zeolite catalysts. Hence, low acidity on this catalyst is therefore attributed to being 

responsible for the similar behaviour with SBA-15. 

 
 

Figure 6.12: Liquid Product Distributions: SiO2-Al2O3 Supported Hot Compressed 

Water HTL @ 300
o
C and 10 MPa. 

The physicochemical properties of both SBA-15 and SiO2-Al2O3 also show that both 

catalysts have somewhat similar properties, SBA-15, average surface area 700 m
2
/g, pore 

volume 0.98 cm
3
/g, and pore size 10 nm, while SiO2-Al2O3, surface area 613 m

2
/g, pore 

volume 0.79 cm
3
/g, and pore size 5.79 nm. The approximate similarities in the 

physicochemical properties of these catalysts could modify their respective peformances in 

the same way. To properly identify and explain other undelaying factors that affect 

performances of these catalysts under hot compressed water conditions during hydrothermal 

liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues, it important to examine some other 

physicochemical properties that could impact on their behaviours.  
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Figure 6.13: Liquid Product Yield: SiO2-Al2O3Supported Hot Compressed Water HTL 

@ 300oC and 10 MPa. 

 

Table 6.2: Commercial Catalysts Acidity 

 

Hot compressed water at 300
o
c and 10 MPa has a low log ionic product (pkw) of water, ~ 11, 

compared to ambient conditioned water which had an ionic product of ~14. At such low 

value, water itself acts as a catalyst, and it catalyzes both acid/base reactions, Castello, 

(2013), Harry et al. (2014), Christensen, (2014), Basu, (2013).   

Catalyst

Total Acidity 

(Arbitrary Unit, 

Pathak et al., 2010)

Bio-gasoline Range

 Product wt.% 

Phenolic 

Derivatives wt.%
Others wt.% Pore Size (nm)

γ-Alumina 17,529 15 26 21 4.54

HZSM-5 70,248 12 29 23 3.11

SiO2-alumina 21,518 9 26 22 5.79

SBA-15 0 9 39 22  5 - 15

Non-Catalytic 0 12 37 20 NA

 Liquid Products at 30 minutes Retention Time
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Therefore, without external catalyst addition, the process is self-catalyzed. However, external 

catalyst addition brings further benefits to enhance ionic reaction needed to promote 

dehydration of sugar monomers to form biogasoline building block compounds such as 5-

HMF and its derivatives.  

According to the work of Pathak et al. (2010), high total acidity does not translate into high 

activities. Structural parameters such as catalyst pore volume and pore size also play 

significant roles as it creates a diffusional limitation for either the reactant absorption or the 

product desorption if it is too small.  

In the case of γ-Al2O 3, a Lewis acid catalyst with a total acidity of 17,529 a.u, surface area 

381 m
2
/g and pore size 4.54 nm, it produced biogasoline yield of 15 wt. % after 30 minutes 

retention time during hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residue. Comparing the 

performances of γ-Al2O 3 with SiO2-Al2O3, a zeolite catalyst that has Brønsted acidity, with 

higher surface area 613 m
2
/g, higher total acidity, 21,518 a.u, and higher pore size 5.79 nm, 

the yield of desired biogasoline declined to 9wt. %. Despite better physical properties like as 

indicated that tends to reduce mass transfer limitation within the catalyst pore areas, the 

nature of the acid site seems to outweigh the benefits of physical parameters, such that the 

higher total acidity does not enhance better performance due to the differences in the 

specificity of the acidic sites.  Also, HZSM-5, another zeolite catalyst has both Brønsted and 

Lewis acidity and total acidity of 70,248 a.u., with pore size 3.11 nm and surface area 414 

m
2
/g. The yield of desired product was 12 wt. %, a little less than what was obtained with γ-

Al2O 3. The smaller pore size of 3.11 nm of HZSM-5 would probably have impeded products 

desorption from catalyst pore areas after reaction according to Weitkamp (2000).  
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The higher surface of HZSM-5 catalyst compared to γ-Al2O 3 catalyst does not translate to 

better performance either.  

SBA-15 performance can also be explained in like manner. Although SBA-15 lacks acidity, 

it has a high surface area (average 700 m
2
/g) and pore size average 10 nm. However, the 

framework is similar to that of SiO2-Al2O3; therefore the performance is very comparable. 

The maximum biogasoline yield was 9 wt. % after 30 minutes retention time. 

In conclusion, in this work, it appears Lewis acidity dominate catalytic performance 

regardless of the other physicochemical properties. 

6.4 Near-Critical Water HTL: Liquid Product Distribution and Yield  

In this section, the operating conditions of the hydrothermal liquefaction process changed, 

and the experiments were conducted at 350
o
C and 19 MPa. At these conditions, the results 

obtained for all catalysts considered are discussed below. 

Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show the impact of γ-Al2O 3 – assisted catalyst under the new 

experimental conditions on the hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues. 

Compared to the non-catalytic hot compressed water HTL, the biogasoline distribution in the 

product was higher over the range of the experiment. However, the corresponding 

biogasoline yield did not increase as some of the useful products were converted to gas. In 

comparison to the γ-Al2O 3 – assisted hot compressed water HTL, the biogasoline in the 

product distribution and biogasoline yield reduced, this is expected as higher temperature 

enhances process severity that promotes gasification of lighter components, Jiechen et al. 

(2016) and Abatzoglou et al. (1999). 
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Figure 6.14: Liquid Products Distribution: γ-Al2O3, Supported Near-Critical Water 

HTL @ 350oC, and 19 MPa. 

 

Figure 6.15: Liquid Product Yield: γ-𝑨𝒍𝟐𝑶 𝟑, Supported Near-Critical Water HTL @ 

350
o
C and 19 MPa.  
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This result is consistent with the result of Chunbao et al. (2008) in which the oil yield is 

higher at lower temperature and declines as the temperature increases, although their 

experiment was conducted at a fixed residence time. The biogasoline yield, in this case, is 

12%, and the total oil yield is 57% after 30 minutes residence time, compared with hot 

compressed water HTL with the same catalyst the same retention time of 30 minutes, where 

biogasoline yield was 15%, and oil yield was 62%. It is well known and well reported that 

during hydrothermal liquefaction process at high temperatures above 275-300
o
C, the 

cleavages of C-O and C-C bonds increases, this gives rise to radical reactions that enhance 

gasification, Pedersen (2015), Harry (2012), Harry et al. (2014).  

These occurrences justify lower liquid yield and high gaseous product obtained under near-

critical process condition. Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show the impact of HZSM-5-assisted 

catalyst on hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues under near-critical water 

condition.  

 

Figure 6.16: Liquid Product Distributions: HZSM-5 Supported Near-Critical Water 

HTL @ 350
o
C and 19 MPa.  
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In comparison to the non-catalytic hot compressed water HTL, the HZSM-5-assisted process 

has better biogasoline range liquid distribution and yield.  

The biogasoline yield of 12 and 14% at 30 and 60 minutes respectively are better than those 

obtained under hot compressed HTL which are 8 and 5% respectively after 30 and 60 

minutes. When compared with hot compressed HTL process using the same catalyst, the 

biogasoline range liquid in product distribution and yield are somewhat similar. In this 

scenario, the HZSM-5 catalyst would have acted as an inhibitor to the gasification of lighter 

hydrocarbon and the conversion to gaseous components.  

 

Figure 6.17: Liquid Product Yield: HZSM-5 Supported Near-Critical Water HTL @ 

350
o
C and 19 MPa. 

This phenomenon is unlike usual trend but, it can be postulated that the temperature is not 

sufficiently high enough to initiate the gasification process in this process. On the other when 

compared to the γ-Al2O 3-assisted process under similar experimental condition, HZSM-5-

assisted showed an improved performance. The biogasoline distribution and yield were on 

the higher side than those obtained using γ-Al2O 3 catalyst. The reason for this observation   
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would be similar to the one above in which the rate of gasification is perceived lower than 

what we have obtained in most cases. Again, as expected, the high temperature favours the 

gasification of liquid product, and more gaseous products were also formed as the retention 

time increases, this process is therefore responsible for the apparent decline in the liquid 

product formed with increase in retention time.  

For SiO2-Al2O3–assisted process, the impact of the catalyst during near-critical water 

condition are shown in Figures 6.18 and 6.19.  

 
 

Figure 6.18: Liquid Product Distributions: SiO2-Al2O3 Supported Near-Critical Water 

HTL @ 350
o
C and 19 MPa. 

When compared with non-catalytic hot compressed water HTL, SiO2-Al2O3 –assisted process 

did not offer better performance in both biogasoline range liquid distribution and the product 

or yield. Similarly, when compared with hot compressed water HTL with the same catalyst, 

the biogasoline yield declined marginally from 9% to 8% after 30 minutes of residence time 

and from 9% to about 6% after 60 minutes of residence time. These results indicated SiO2-

Al2O3 reduced propensity for biogasoline production under near-critical condition.   
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The plausible reason for these occurrences can be attributed to the lack of acidity on this 

catalyst compared to other catalysts earlier considered and possible gasification at a higher 

temperature. 

 
 

Figure 6.19: Liquid Product Yield: SiO2-Al2O3 Supported Near-Critical Water HTL 

@ 350
o
C and 19 MPa. 

Figures 6.20 and 6.21 show the performance of SBA-15-assisted HTL process under near-

critical water condition during hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues.  

In comparison to the non-catalytic HTL process, the performance of SBA-15 is again like a 

mirror image of SiO2-Al2O3, the biogasoline product distribution is similar to the non-

catalytic process without much improvement. Also, in like manner, when the performance of 

SBA-15 under near-critical condition was compared to same catalyst performance under hot 

compressed HTL process, the propensity for biogasoline production decreased. The 

biogasoline yield decreased from 9 to 7% after 30 minutes of residence time, while the yield 

decreased from 7 to 6% after 60 minutes of residence time. The lack of improvement and the 

marginal decrease in the biogasoline production on this catalyst can be attributed to lack of   
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strong acidic activities on this catalyst compared to other catalysts such as HZSM-5 and γ-

Al2O 3 earlier considered and possible gasification at a higher temperature. 

 
 

Figure 6.20: Liquid Product Distributions: SBA-15 Supported Near-Critical Water 

HTL @ 350
o
C and 19 MPa. 

 
 

Figure 6.21: Liquid Product Yield: SBA-15 Supported Near-Critical Water HTL @ 

350
o
C and 19 MPa.  
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6.5 The Summary of Commercial Catalysts Performance Evaluation 

Table 6.3: Biogasoline Yield Using Commercial Catalysts 

 

1 Most useful reaction products i.e. the biogasoline was obtained at 30 minutes 

retention time 

2 Near-critical water HTL process at 350
o
C and 19 MPa has no significant benefit over 

hot compressed water HTL process at 300
o
C and 10 MPa. 

3 γ-Al2O 3and HZSM-5 are the most suitable catalysts with biogasoline yield of 15% 

and 12% respectively at 30 minute residence time and temperature 300
o
C and 

pressure 10 MPa. 

4 These catalysts, γ-Al2O 3 and HZSM-5, would be used for further investigation in this 

research.  

Y-Al2O3

Biogasoline Yield

wt.%

Sub-Critical 15

Near-Critical 12

HZSM-5
Biogasoline Yield

wt.%

Sub-Critical 12

Near-Critical 12

SBA-15
Biogasoline Yield

wt.%

Sub-Critical 9

Near-Critical 7

SiO2-Al2O3

Biogasoline Yield

wt.%

Sub-Critical 9

Near-Critical 8
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Chapter 7.0 Catalytic Hydrodeoxygenation and Upgrading of Biocrude 

Catalytic Hydrodeoxygenation and Upgrading of Biofuel Produced During 

Hydrothermal Liquefaction of Camelina Sativa Residues. 

 

Abayomi Akande, Hussameldin Ibrahim and Raphael Idem 

Process Systems Engineering, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science, the University 

of Regina, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. 

 

Abstract 

There is a high motivation for the past few decades to use renewable energy sources as a 

parallel or replacement energy portfolio to fossil-based energy sources. The motivation is due 

in part to having a sustainable energy resource and also to reduce the environmental impact 

of fossil energy consumption. For this purpose, lignocellulosic biomass plays an important 

role. Subcritical hydrothermal liquefaction of lignocellulosic biomass can produce several 

hydrocarbon liquid mixtures that can be catalytically upgraded into biogasoline range liquid 

products. In this work, commercial and in-house prepared catalysts were used to convert 

Camelina Sativa residues (lignocellulosic biomass) into biogasoline range liquid product via 

hydrothermal liquefaction in subcritical water. Several bifunctional catalysts were prepared 

using cobalt metal as hydrogenating catalyst and zeolites plus other oxides as precursors. The 

yield of biogasoline range liquid product was investigated using a high-pressure autoclave 

reactor, and the process conditions were optimized. The liquefaction process was conducted 

at a fixed temperature of 300
o
C and fixed pressure of 10 MPa (without H2 pressure). For the 

hydrodeoxygenation process, the hydrogen pressure used was between 2 and 7 MPa, and the 

process retention time varied between of 0 - 90 minutes. Biomass and catalyst weight of 5 g 

and 1 g respectively was used for all analyses. The amount of water used in all scenrios was 

50 ml.  
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The best performing catalyst was the 5% cobalt promoted γ-Al2O 3/ HZSM-5 with both 

Lewis and Bronsted acidity. At a fixed reaction temperature of 300
o
C, the optimum 

parameters obtained were 30 minutes retention time, 5 MPa of H2 pressure, biomass size 1.0 

mm, catalyst loading 5%, and catalyst weight/biomass ratio 0.2. These combinations 

produced 79 wt. % biomass conversion and 43 wt. % biogasoline liquid product yield. 

7.1 Introduction 

The demand and consumption of fossil energy have increased significantly in past few 

decades mainly due to rapid world population growth. The enormous consumption of the 

fossil energy for heating, transportation and industrial activities have also led to increasing 

environmental concern, which include release of greenhouse gas such as carbon dioxide to 

the atmosphere. According to Shouyun et al. (2015), more than 80% of the world primary 

energy consumption is derived from the fossil fuels. The effect of this large number of fossil 

energy consumption has led to the worldwide phenomena and concern such as climate 

change and global warming, Srokol et al. (2004), Saikat et al. (2015). The attendant concerns 

of using fossil energy have created an interest in the development of a new portfolio of 

energy sources that are renewable and have no environmental footprint. For this purpose, a 

renewable biomass, especially of lignocellulosic origin that is also carbon neutral is a 

promising resource that can reduce the world’s dependence on fossil fuels and equally 

protect the environment from pollution, Ranzi et al. (2008). Therefore, to create a world with 

less dependence on fossil energy and achieve a green future of our dream, renewable biomass 

energy is an excellent alternative that stands as a parallel alternative and could in the nearest 

future be a possible replacement for the fossil fuel.  
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Several reasons have been identified by different authors for selecting hydrothermal 

liquefaction process over other thermochemical processes; this is well documented in chapter 

1 of this thesis. In addition, section 2.7.1 of this thesis documented selection preferences for 

the precursor and metallic active agent used for the preparation of different catalysts that 

were used for this research. 

Non-catalytic and commercial catalyst assisted HTL processes conducted using Camelina 

Sativa residues as biomass in chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis showed that operating 

temperature of 300
o
C and retention of 30 to 60 minutes are appropriate for the conversion of 

Camelina Sativa to bio-crude. These process conditions serve as basis for the development of 

in-house catalysts that would be screened for performance evaluation. 

The biocrude produced during hydrothermal liquefaction has high oxygen content which 

reduces its effectiveness and its energy density. As a result, this bio-crude exhibit relatively 

low higher heating values compared to conventional petroleum-derived fossil gasoline. This 

fact makes biocrude unusable as transport fuels, Shemfe et al. (2015). Therefore, biocrude 

upgrading by hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) process would be required to reduce the oxygen 

content, increase the olefinic and paraffinic components and stabilize the produced 

biogasoline fuel. Hydrodeoxygenation process involves selective removal of oxygen by 

various methods from produced biocrude. It can be done as a separate process after raw 

biocrude is produced by hydrothermal liquefaction process and separated, or it can be carried 

out in-situ in a single stage process through catalytic reaction in the presence of molecular 

hydrogen, Shemfe et al. (2015), Zhang et al. (2013). The HDO process is enhanced in the 

presence of metallic agent on a solid-acid catalyst and for this reason, many catalysts such as  
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Ru/C, Pd/C, Rh/ZrO2 and Pt/C, have been well investigated under different conditions 

according to work of Popov et al. (2013), Xu et al. (2013), Zhao et al. (2011), Gutierrez et al. 

(2009) and Centeno et al. (1999). This paper will investigate the performance of cobalt 

promoted solid-acid catalysts for performance evaluation. The basis for the selection of 

cobalt is well documented in section 2.7.1 of this thesis. 

In chapters 2 of this thesis, basic steps, reactions and mechanism involved in hydrothermal 

liquefaction process of biomass were discussed. Major intermediate compounds of particular 

importance are furan products obtained from biomass carbohydrates. They are essential 

building blocks for the production of biogasoline. They can also be used directly as 

oxygenated additives because of their high octane number, Serrano et al. (2017). In the 

presence of hydrogen, furan compounds can be converted to several other compounds with 

reduced oxygen content such as cyclo-olefin and other C5 compounds by dehydration, 

oligomerization and decarbonylation reactions according to Pedersen, (2015) and 

Asadieraghi et al. (2015). Similarly, lignin-derived oxygenated aromatics compounds such as 

phenol compounds can be converted to into cycloalkenes, naphthenic cycloalkanes, aliphatic 

alkanes and alkenes in the presence of hydrogen and metallic catalyst. 

In this publication, commercially available zeolites catalysts like HZSM-5 and SiO2/Al2O3 as 

well as other solid catalysts like γ-Al2O3, and SBA-15 shall be used as precursor catalysts for 

developing a new catalyst that is capable of effectively converting Camelina Sativa residues 

to biogasoline-rich liquid by hydrothermal liquefaction process. Except for SBA-15, other 

precursors were selected because of the inherent acidity on their surface framework which is 

characterized by either Lewis or Brønsted acid.  
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SBA-15 was selected because of its high surface area and large pore size which can lower 

diffusion barrier during reaction, Srivastava et al. (2015), selection details are contained in 

section 2.7.1.  

The selected catalysts surface area, acidity and the acidic strength are key considerations for 

this research. The strength of the acidic sites depends on the microstructure of catalyst’s 

framework, and it promotes series of reactions like cracking, dehydration, decarbonylation, 

decarboxylation, and isomerization. In these chemical reactions the acidic precursors are also 

capable of converting most oxygenated products to aromatic compounds, such as naphthenes, 

xylenes, and benzene as discussed by Majid et al. (2014), Fangming (2014), and Weitkamp 

(2000). 

The selected cobalt was reported to improve biomass liquefaction process by increasing the 

liquid yield and promoting formation of lighter hydrocarbon in the biogasoline range, it is 

also an active agent for the hydrogenation of biomass-derived ethyl levulinate to 

gammavalerolactone an essential intermediate product in the biofuel production under mild 

conditions as reported by Shouyun et al. (2015, 2016a), Huacong et al. (2014). Furthermore, 

in the work of Sanjay et al. (2016), it was reported that cobalt was a versatile and active 

metal in hydrogenating furfural to 2-methylfuran, another essential intermediate product in 

liquid the biofuel production.  

In this work, the preliminary results obtained in chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis shall provide 

the baseline results for further improvement The results shall be used as a standard and a 

benchmark to compare and evaluate the performances of catalytic activities of in-house 

prepared catalysts. Some of the high performing precursors evaluated in chapter 6 of this 

thesis may be selected to develop hybrid catalysts that will possess combined properties of   
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original precursors. The purpose of the proposed dual precursors hydrid catalyst is to 

maximize the effect of the surface acidity and other characteristics present on the precursors 

for efficient catalytic cracking and conversion of the biocrude into biogasoline range liquid 

products. The best performing hybrid catalyst shall be selected and optimized for biomass 

size, metal loading, catalyst loading and biomass/catalyst weight ratio.  

Lastly, to further improve the performance of the synergy/hybrid catalayst, nickel will be 

added as a promoter. The purpose of this step is to assess if nickel addition will increase the 

biogasoline liquid yield as reported in some literatures. 

7.2 Hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) 

In order to meet similar requirements of the fuel properties and be compatible with current 

fossil gasoline infrastructure, biocrude produced during biomass liquefaction has to be 

upgraded to reduce its oxygen content, Majid et al. (2014), Shouyun et al. (2015, 2016a). The 

upgrading can be achieved by hydrodeoxygenation, a chemical conversion process that takes 

place at high H2 pressures and high temperatures to remove oxygen mostly in the form of 

water, carbondioxide and carbonmonoxide. 

Hydrothermal liquefaction of biomass at subcritical water condition will produce liquid 

products with high oxygen content mainly due to hydrolysis and dehydration reactions. 

However, to produce desirable quality hydrocarbon with fuel properties similar to fossil fuel, 

hydrogen is required to be present in the process; this could be an in-situ generated hydrogen 

or externally added molecular hydrogen. Different intermediates products from 

carbohydrates (cellulose and hemicellulose) and lignin hydrolysis have different chemical 

routes by which they can be deoxygenated in the presence of hydrogen into a more suitable 

hydrocarbon.   
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Carbohydrates hydrolysis during hydrothermal liquefaction produced compounds such as 

glucose, xylose and pentose. These components can be dehydrated to form furfural and other 

furan species in an acid catalyzed medium as discussed earlier. The intermediate furfural and 

furan species according to Fabrizio et al. (2016) can undergo specialized reactions like 

Piancatelli ring arrangement to form cyclopetenone or cyclopentanone and subsequently 

cyclopentene or cyclopentane depending on experimental conditions as described section 

2.4.7 of this thesis. 

In addition to these, the lignin-derived components of the biocrude like anisole, phenol and 

guaiacol as shown in Figure 7.1 can be hydrodeoxygenated by noble or non-noble metals to 

produce naphthenes and water through different reactions routes.  

 

Figure 7.1: Major Component of Lignin Liquefaction. 

One of the reactions routes by which these components can be converted to biogasoline range 

liquid is direct hydrodeoxygenation. This reaction can lead to the formation of aromatics and 

water as shown in Figure 7.2 route number 1. These steps occur through hydrogenolysis and 

hydrogenation, as reported by Majid et al. (2014) and Xinli et al. (2011).  
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Figure 7.2: Reaction Network of Phenol Conversion, (Majid et al. 2014). 

Also, in route number 2, the hydrogenation of the phenolic ring of the lignin-derived 

components was followed by combination of hydrodeoxygenation and dehydration, these 

steps lead to the formation of cyclohexene derivatives which can be re-hydrogenated to form 

cyclohexane. In the like manner, the conversion of anisole involves demethylation, 

hydrogenation, hydrogenolysis and methyl group transfer or transalkylation to remove 

oxygen molecules. As shown in Figure 7.3, anisole has C-O-C bonds which are characterized 

by a Caromatic-O and a weaker Cmethyl-O, the preferential demethylation through rupture of 

Cmethyl-O is well favoured kinetically, according to Kelun et al. (2011). Although, when a 

solid acid catalyst such as gamma-Al2O3 is used as the support, methyl group transfer 

reactions are kinetically significant, Xinli et al. (2011). 

 

Figure 7.3: Reaction Network of Anisole Conversion, (Majid et al. 2014).  
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In Figure 7.3, the first pathway is the demethylation process, this often takes place on the 

surface of the metal catalyst, as reported by Majid et al. (2014). The second pathway is the 

direct deoxygenation of the anisole, which leads to methanol and benzene formation. The 

first and second pathway can occur simultaneously on the metallic catalyst with acidic 

support. In addition, an acidic support can also catalyze through the third pathway that 

involves methyl group transfer, followed by hydrodeoxygenation.  

In the current work, the presence of benzene, cyclohexane and other intermediates in the 

liquid products indicate that combination of some of these reactions would have taken place.  

To support this fact, it is well known that during hydrothermal processing of biomass in 

subcritical water conditions, hydrogen is produced in-situ mainly from steam reforming of 

lighter hydrocarbon compounds. The steam reforming process is further enhanced in the 

presence of metallic oxides catalyst as reported by Huber et al. (2006), Vardon et al. (2014). 

The produced hydrogen during steam reforming may participate in the hydrogenation 

reactions because hydrogen is very reactive. Yoshida et al. (2001) and Fisk et al. (2009), in 

their work reported that hydrogen produced from cellulose and xylan hydrothermal 

liquefaction process could participate in the reaction and hydrogenate some of the 

intermediate components to stable compounds. Yin et al. (2012), in their work reported the 

formation of biogasoline compounds from hydrothermal liquefaction of lignocellulosic 

biomass through this process also. They rationalized that the production of highly valued 

biogasoline range liquid products was due to dehydration/hydrogenation processes, where 

hydrogen was supplied by in-situ steam reforming.  

In the work of Pedersen (2015) and Pedersen et al. (2016), they proposed a classical in-situ 

reforming and hydroprocessing of biomass during hydrothermal liquefaction process.   
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In this report, they proposed selective steam reforming of the carbohydrate fraction of 

lignocellulosic biomass. The products of the selective steam reforming include hydrogen and 

carbondioxide. The formation of in-situ hydrogen they claimed promotes hydroprocessing 

reaction which is needed for stabilizing lignin fragments and also for mild hydroprocessing 

of stabilized fragments. As discussed earlier, hydrolysis of cellulose and hemicellulose in 

hydrothermal process yield glucose and xylose and other lighter hydrocarbon compounds, 

some of these compounds can be partially converted by steaming reforming to hydrogen and 

carbondioxide as shown in equations 7-1 and 7-2 respectively.  

𝐶6𝐻12𝑂6 +  6𝐻2𝑂 → 12𝐻2 + 6𝐶𝑂2      Eq (7-1) 

𝐶5𝐻10𝑂6 +  5𝐻2𝑂 → 10𝐻2 + 5𝐶𝑂2      Eq (7-2) 

Under suitable experimental conditions and a suitable hydrogenation catalyst, these hydrogen 

molecules could be available for hydroprocessing. For example, an aromatic compound from 

lignin can be saturated to cyclic alkanes according to Figure 7.4 below.  

Hangliang et al. (2015), and Dhrubojyoti et al. (2014) reported catalytic depolymerization 

and hydrodeoxygenation process in which lignin was converted in the presence of noble 

metals catalysts Ru/ Rh/ and Pt over Al2O3 and acidic zeolite (H+-Y) to jet fuel range 

hydrocarbons, the number of carbon atoms of the produced biofuel ranges from C7 to C18. 

The results from their work showed that biomass-derived lignin could be converted to C7–C18 

jet fuel range hydrocarbons through catalytic hydrothermal liquefaction by a noble metal 

catalyst such as Ru/Al2O3 and acidic zeolite at hydrogen pressure 4 MPa and reaction 

temperature 250
o
C.  
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Figure 7.4: Lignin Components a) Sinapy alcohol, b) Coniferyl and c) Coumaryl alcohol 

Hydrogenation, (Pedersen, 2016). 

In the work of Shouyun et al. (2016a), they conducted hydrodeoxygenation of bio-oil 

obtained from pyrolysis of prairie cordgrass over nickel-based activated carbon catalysts 

combined with different metals at 350
o
C and 500 psig of hydrogen pressure. They obtained a 

refined biooil with higher heating value, reduced oxygen content, and high gasoline range 

hydrocarbon. Furthermore, Shouyun et al. (2015), produced biooil with less ketone and 

aldehydes when the s biooil was treated with Ni/HZSM-5 and HZSM-5 catalysts. Cheng et 

al. (2016), in their work on converting prairie cordgrass to hydrocarbon biofuel by pyrolysis 

developed several Ni/HZSM-5 catalysts of different composition, they also reported that light 

hydrocarbon (C4-C12) fraction in the biofuel increased from 2.37% in a non-catalytic reaction 

to 32.45% on 12%Ni/HZSM-5. They also reported other catalysts such as 1%Ni/HZSM-5 

and 6%Ni/HZSM-5 that gave comparative results in which light hydrocarbon components 

were 28.27 and 30.42% respectively. Hydroprocessing of raw biocrude from pyrolysis or 

biofuel from hydrothermal liquefaction processes is, therefore, an essential component of 

biogasoline range liquid production.   
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The primary objective of this paper is therefore to produce a new low-cost catalyst that is 

capable of converting Camelina Sativa residues into biocrude and the subsequent upgrade of 

the biocrude by hydrodeoxygenation into biogasoline range liquid products. 

7.3 Catalyst Performance Evaluation 

As explained earlier on, different stages were involved in the development of a suitable 

catalyst for the hydrodeoxygenation of Camelina Sativa residues-derived biocrude to 

biogasoline. In the first stage of this process covered in chapter 5 and 6 of this thesis, 

hydrothermal liquefaction process was performed using Camelina Sativa residues as 

biomass, under non-catalytic and commercial catalyst-assisted environment. Thereafter, 5Co/ 

γ-Al2O3  catalyst was introduced into the system. Figure 7.5 shows the results of comparison 

of Camelina Sativa conversion for the non-catalytic, pure γ-Al2O3 and 5Co/γ-Al2O3 catalysts. 

It was observed that the biomass conversion almost remains constant regardless if a catalyst 

was present or not.  

 

Figure7.5: Camelina Sativa Residue Conversion @ 300oC, 10 MPa and RT 30 minutes.  
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With this type of results, it can be said that the influence and the benefits of the added 

catalysts to the hydrothermal conversion of Camelina Sativa residue under the selected 

operating conditions were difficult to track and no significant impact could be obtained from 

their application. Therefore, the observed result shows that the conversion of Camelina 

Sativa residues is essentially thermal dependent and the catalytic influence at this stage is 

minimal. This observation is similar to the one reported by Barreiro et al. (2016), on the type 

of biomass they used.  

Even though it appears neither the commercial catalyst nor the in-house prepared catalyst 

have an encouraging influence on the biomass conversion, the catalytic influence on this 

process is apparent in the liquid product quality. The catalysts addition caused a shift in the 

liquid and gaseous product distribution and yield as shown in Figures 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8. 

 

Figure 7.6: Liquid Product Distribution Comparison: Non-Catalytic, pure γ-Al2O3 and 

5Co γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂 3 @ 300
o
C, 10 MPa and RT 30 minutes. 
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It is well known that the Lewis acidity on γ-Al2O 3 catalyst promotes the production of 

lighter hydrocarbon by catalytic cracking of heavier hydrocarbon, this is evident by the 

gradual reduction of phenolic components in the liquid product as shown in Figure 7.6. 

In addition to this, γ-Al2O 3 can also catalyze reforming and water gas shift of lighter 

oxygenated hydrocarbon like alcohols and ketones, as described by Akande (2005). This fact 

is evident is high CO2 and CO production in the gas phase as shown in Figure 7.7 . 

 

Figure 7.7: Gas Production Comparison: Non-Catalytic, pure γ-Al2O3 and 5Co γ-𝐴𝑙2𝑂 3 

@ 300
o
C, 10 MPa and RT 30 minutes. 

Gradual reduction of hydrogen in gaseous phase in the presence of catalysts is an evidence 

that any hydrogen formed is consumed for the hydrogenation reaction and the hydrogen 

being a very reactive gas is all used up for the stabilization of other reactive radicals. Lack of 

hydrogen and reduction in high molecular weight hydrocarbon in the liquid products in the 

presence of cobalt is consistent with the findings of Harry et al. (2014).  
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The detection of cyclohexene, cyclohexane and reduction in the distribution of phenolics 

when catalysts were added also support the fact that some phenolic compounds must have 

been either cracked to lighter cycloolefin/parafin or hydrogenated to form other compounds 

or probably both occurrences are taking place simultaneously. This result is evident in the 

liquid product yield plots as shown in Figure 7.8, whereby there is a noticeable gradual 

increase in biogasoline yield at different stages of the process. While the non-catalytic 

process produced only 12 wt.% biogasoline, pure γ-Al2O 3 produced 15 wt.% and 5Co/ γ-

Al2O 3, produced 23 wt. %. 

 

Figure 7.8: Liquid Product Yield Comparison: Non-Catalytic, pure γ-Al2O3 and 5Co/ γ-

𝐴𝑙2𝑂 3 @ 300
o
C, 10 MPa and RT 30 minutes. 

The addition of pure γ-Al2O 3 brought a new reaction dynamics into the process by 

promoting heavier hydrocarbon cracking, decarboxylation, cyclization and oligomerization 

due to its Lewis acid sites and cobalt presence on the other hand promoted hydrogenation 

process by providing hydrogenating sites capable of utilizing in-situ hydrogen for the   
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hydrogenation process. In these reactions, the products of de-polymerized and cracked 

lignins such as monomeric and oligomeric alkylated phenols, biphenols, alkoxyphenols as 

described by Wlodzimierz (2011), as well as other hydrocarbons that were produced due to 

the actions of hydrothermal environment and in the the presence of γ-Al2O 3 were 

hydrogenated to form lighter hydrocarbons. The in-situ hydrogen possibly produced by steam 

reforming and water gas shift reactions of other hydrocarbon like alcohols, acetic acids and 

ethanoic acid enhanced the hydrogenation and transformation of phenolics into naphthenic 

hydrocarbon like, cyclohexenes and cyclopentene. This is responsible for the high yield of 

biogasoline range liquid as shown in Figure Figure 7.8.  

The introduction of cobalt to the catalyst system also added new benefits to the 

hydrogenation activities. Cobalt selectively promotes C-O bonds cleavage and supports 

hydrodeoxygenation reactions as described by Shouyun et al. (2015 and 2016), Shouyun et 

al. (2016b). Also, cobalt promotes deoxygenation of biocrude for quality improvement and 

also promotes polymerization and alkylation of light hydrocarbon molecules (C3 –C5) to form 

gasoline range liquid, as described by Xiangdong et al. (2015). Therefore, the addition of 

cobalt to pure γ-Al2O 3 continues the cracking and de-polymerization of more lignin 

components and more biogasoline range liquid products were produced. 

In the contrast observation, comparing non-catalytic process to both catalytic processes, the 

total liquid yield declined from 69% under non-catalytic process to 62% in both catalytic 

cases. This reason for this decline was the effect of catalytic cracking of some liquid products 

and steam reforming by both catalysts. This result is also consistent with the findings of 

Shouyun et al. (2016b). As mentioned earlier on, the Lewis acidity on γ-Al2O 3   
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promotes decarboxylation and decarbonylation of the functional groups to produce CO2 and 

CO gases, while this helped to reduce the oxygen content of the liquid product; the trade-off 

is a reduction in the volume of the liquid product, this result is also consistent with the 

findings of Majid et al. (2014). 

To conclude this segment of the development process, it is evident that the presence of pure 

γ-Al2O 3 or 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3 does not influence the conversion of Camelina Sativa residue into 

liquid product. However, they both have noticeable impacts on the liquid product and high 

propensity and selectivity towards biogasoline production. Therefore, the next stage of this 

development will include investigation of other catalysts that are similar in nature and 

characteristics to evaluate the relative impact on the biogasoline production improvement. In 

addition to this, molecular hydrogen will also be included to ensure complete stabilization of 

fragmented radicals and also improve the hydrogenation reactions for the conversion of 

biocrude to useable biogasoline liquid. 

7.4 Bifunctional Single Support Catalysts 

In order to improve the quality of liquid yield for this process, an array of bifunctional 

catalysts with cobalt metal was developed. These catalysts are bifunctional because they 

combine the catalytic cracking activities of the precursors and the hydrogenating effect of the 

cobalt metal. 

In this section, several experiments were performed using all in-house catalysts prepared for 

the hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues at temperature 300
o
C, 10 MPa 

pressure and 30 minutes retention time. In addition to the conventional hydrothermal 

liquefaction process, for further improvement, the produced liquid will be upgraded in a 

single stage process by addition of 5 MPa hydrogen pressure.  
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Figure 7.9 shows the results of the experiments conducted to evaluate Camelina Sativa 

residues conversion on different catalysts used at this stage of the development. The result 

was plotted and compared with the result obtained previously using 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3. Like in 

the previous cases, the Camelina Sativa residues conversion is somewhat similar to those 

obtained under similar experimental conditions without catalyst and hydrogen. This 

observation and fact reinforces the theory that the presence of catalyst does not greatly 

impact Camelina Sativa residues conversion at the prevailing operating conditions, but rather 

the conversion is dependent on thermal effect and water hydrolysis as discussed earlier and 

supported by the work of Barreiro et al. (2016).  

 

Figure 7.9: Comparison of Solid Biomass Conversion. 

In fact, the conversion was lower on certain catalysts like 5Co/SBA-15 and 5Co/Si-Al2O3, 

which are characteristically Brønsted acidity catalysts. The lower conversion was attributed 

to the higher than expected solid biomass recovery at the end of the experiment. Bronsted 

acidity according to Shouyun et al. (2016b), promotes re-polymerization that leads to   
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char formation. Higher solid biomass recovery was further attributed to multiple alkylation 

and over re-polymerization of phenolic products as a result of Brønsted acidity. This result 

and observation is consistent with the finding of Weitkamp (2007). 

In this group of catalysts, 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3 and 5Co/HZSM-5 were the competing catalysts that 

can produce the highest conversion of the biomass within experimental error of +/-3%. 

Furthermore, in Figure 7.10, the biogasoline product yield obtained from this group of 

catalysts shows that the best biogasoline yield was obtained on 5Co/γ-Al2O 3. The 

biogasoline yield on this catalyst was 28 wt. %. This is followed by the second best 

performance, where 5Co/ HZSM-5 catalyst also gave a close range 26 wt. % of biogasoline 

yield.  

 
 

Figure 7.10: Product Yield (wt. %) on Bifunctional Single Support Catalysts. 

It is plausible to state that while cobalt has improved the catalysts performance by improving 

the hydrogenation of phenolic and oxygenated compounds like furfural and other furan 

derivatives, to lighter alkanes and naphthenes, the high acidity on both 5Co/γ-Al2O 3 and   
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5Co/HZSM-5 catalysts have also promoted some relevant reaction such as cracking, 

dehydration, cyclization and polymerization of lighter components into biogasoline range 

hydrocarbon compounds. The marginal advantage of γ-Al2O 3 over HZSM-5 catalyst again 

could be attributed to its higher Lewis acidity density that promotes decarboxylation and 

decarbonylation reaction, producing CO2 and CO gases, reducing the oxygen content of the 

liquid product and improving the hydrocarbon phase production; this is consistent with 

findings of Majid et al. (2014).  

The other catalysts, 5Co/SiO2-Al2O3 and 5Co/SBA-15, have similar performance and 

selectivity for biogasoline production; while these catalysts improved the process compared 

to non-catalytic process, their performances were lower, and the relative biogasoline yield is 

lower than counterparts 5Co/γ-Al2O 3 and 5Co/HZSM-5, this could be as a result of weak 

Brønsted acid sites of both 5Co/SiO2-Al2O3 and 5Co/SBA-15 compared to Lewis acid site 

dominated 5Co/γ-Al2O 3 as well as combination of Lewis and Brønsted dominated 

5Co/HZSM-5. This observation is consistent with the observation of Adjaye et al. (1996) on 

SiO2-Al2O3. In addition, the acidity characteristics of 5Co/SBA-15 according to the FTIR 

scan shows Brønsted acidity very similar to the 5Co/SiO2-Al2O3. Not only that, the results of 

BET surface and pore structure analysis show that both catalysts also have similar pores sizes 

and distribution, the cobalt crystallite size which is an indication of metallic dispersion on the 

catalysts’ surface is also very similar. Due to these similarities, 5Co/SBA-15 below par 

performance may be due to same weak Brønsted acidity as well. Based on the information 

above, 5Co/γ-Al2O 3  with marginal performance over 5Co/HZSM-5 was selected as the best 

performing catalyst in this category to optimizing the hydrogen pressure. 
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7.5 Effect of Hydrogen Pressure 

In order to further evaluate the effect of hydrogen pressure on the performance of 5Co/γ-

Al2O 3 catalyst, experiments were conducted at two other hydrogen pressures, namely 2MPa 

and 7MPa. Figure 7.11 shows the variation of key performance indicator - the biogasoline 

yield, as a function of hydrogen pressure using 5Co/γ-Al2O 3 as a catalyst for hydrothermal 

liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues at 300
o
C, 30 minutes retention time (RT), and 

autogenic process pressure, while varying hydrogen pressure from 2 MPa to 7 MPa.  

The liquid product yield varied slightly as the pressure changes from 2 MPa to 7 MPa. At 

5MPa hydrogen pressure, the biogasoline liquid product appears to be optimum while it 

lowered slightly at 2 and 7 MPa hydrogen pressures. Although these results are within +/-3% 

experimental error, it shows the differences between these pressures are not significant. Since 

there is no apparent benefit at 5 MPa hydrogen pressure, further investigations should will be 

conducted at 2 MPa hydrogen pressure. 

 

Figure 7. 11: Product Yield (wt. %) on Bifunctional Single Support Catalysts at 

Different Hydrogen Pressure. 
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In this case, it is rational to say that hydrogenation reaction is pressure sensitive; the 

biogasoline yield is dependent on certain degree of hydrogen pressure which reaches an 

optimum value at higher a pressure and then decline afterwards. The decline in biogasoline 

yield at higher hydrogen pressure is an indication of thermodynamic equilibrium limitation as 

hydrogen no longer able to diffuse into the reaction medium. Therefore, as the pressure was 

further increased from 5 MPa to 7MPa, the productivity declined.  

7.6 Bifunctional Dual Support Catalysts 

The objective of this section is to modify the components of the previously developed 

catalyst with the aim of improving its performance for biogasoline range liquid production. 

Two different catalysts will be prepared and tested and there performances evaluated and 

compared with others. To achieve this objective, SiO2-Al2O3 will be added to HZSM-5, to 

produce 5Co/ HZSM-5/SiO2-Al2O3, while HZSM-5 will be added to the 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3 to 

produce 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3/ HZSM-5. The reason is to evaluate the impact of all-zeolite dual 

support catalyst and zeolite-modified γ-Al2O 3 dual support catalyst. This combination of 

precursors could allow synergy opportunities whereby different surface characteristics of the 

precursor can be combined efficeintly for an anticipated improved catalytic performance.  

Adjaye et al. (1996) in their work observed that combination and HZSM-5/ SiO2-Al2O3 have 

a significant impact on the product distribution of biooil conversion to hydrocarbon, although 

no molecular hydrogen was used in their work, and they used raw biooil obtained from fast 

pyrolysis of wood. They obtained more aliphatic liquid yield at low HZSM-5 composition 

and more aromatic at high HZSM-5 due to cracking and shape selectivity of the catalyst. 

In the previous cases above, we have witnessed how Lewis acid-rich 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3 had a 

marginal edge over counterpart HZSM-5 due to a more effective decarbonylation and   
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decarboxylation reactions that reduce oxygen content and improves the biogasoline range 

liquid yield of the product. HZSM-5 on the order hand was considered a suitable catalyst as 

well due to it rich Brønsted acidity that enables fast cracking reactions and conversion of 

biocrude to biogasoline rich product. The synergy produced by this combination will be 

evaluated and compared with other catalyst to be able to clearly have a case for overall best 

performing catalyst. The combination of HZSM-5 and SiO2-Al2O3 which are all-zeolite dual 

support are Brønsted acid dominated precursors; they were purposely selected to act as 

control reactions catalysts. This process will enable proper assessment and performance 

evaluation of rich-Lewis acidity and rich-Brønsted acidity precursor. 

 

Figure 7.12: Product Yield (wt. %) on Bifunctional Dual Support Catalysts. 

Figures 7.12 and 7.13 show Camelina Sativa residue conversion and biogasoline yield 

respectively of the new catalysts along with other in-house developed catalysts.  
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The current two bifunctional dual support catalysts were added to the previous plots to allow 

a general overview of the performances of all in-house developed catalysts up to this stage.  

Figure 7.12 shows that 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3 / HZSM-5 gave the highest conversion of biomass, 79 

wt. % and biogasoline liquid yield of 43 wt. % as shown in Figure 7.13. The biomass 

conversion is an improvement over previous individual performances of 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3 and 

5Co/HZSM-5 which were 73 wt.% and 70 wt.% respectively. 

 
 

Figure 7. 13: Gasoline Yield (wt. %): Bifunctional Dual Support Catalysts.  

This improvement could be explained by so many factors. The improvement in the biomass 

conversion could have been much influenced by the combined effect of catalytic activities 

due to strong presence of both Lewis and Brønsted acidic sites on 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3/HZSM-5 

catalyst, the rate of biomass hydrolysis would have been enhanced by the presence of large  
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number of acid sites, besides this, the decarboxylation and decarbonylation reactions were 

also enhanced by the presence of large number of acid sites as discussed by Majid et al. 

(2014). The large number of acid sites was introduced by both γ-Al2O 3 and HZSM-5 

presence in the catalyst which facilitates better conversion. In addition to this, while the 5Co/ 

γ-Al2O 3/HZSM-5 catalyst and its precursors all have relatively high surface areas (as shown 

in Table 4.1), their performances are also affected by characteristically shape selectivity of 

this type of catalysts. The catalyst has excellent characteristics as its pore structure was 

preserved. The smaller pore size opening of 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3/HZSM-5 catalysts restricts the 

desorption of branched and cyclic hydrocarbon from pores of the catalyst due to mass 

transfer limitation, it, however, allowed other lower molecular weight hydrocarbon in the 

boiling range of biogasoline to desorb, this observation is consistent with the work of Adjaye 

et al. (1996), and Pathak et al. (2010), this occurrence could have responsible for higher 

biogasoline yield on 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3 / HZSM-5 compared to other catalysts. The metallic 

crystallite size of the catalyst is also small size which would facilitate high dispersion of 

metals on the precursor for an improved hydrogenation of components. 

This is unlike the other catalyst which is another synergy catalyst that contains 5Co/ SiO2-

Al2O3/HZSM-5. In this case, lower biomass conversion was possibly due to effect of 

dominant acid sites which are mainly Brønsted, which have been investigated to promote re-

polymerization and char/coke formation and also weak in support of biomass hydrolysis, 

Shouyun et al. (2016b), Climent et al. (2014).  

In this research, we have shown that the conversion of Camelina Sativa residues is better 

enhanced by Lewis acid site than Brønsted acid sites. Also, of all precursors used in this 

synergy catalyst, SiO2-Al2O3 has largest pore size of 0.79 nm which by virtue of the shape   
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selectivity properties of this type of catalyst will offer little restriction to the desorption of 

unwanted large molecular weight aromatics. The apparent formation of these unwanted 

products would have the potential to reduce the chances of premium biogasoline liquid 

product. The consequence of this is the reduction in biogasoline production. Following the 

explanation above, the best synergy catalyst is the 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3/HZSM-5 which has overall 

biomass conversion of 79% and biogasoline yield of 43 wt. %. In the next stage of this 

development program, the best synergy catalyst will be optimized by varying appriopriate 

process parameters that can improve the production of biogasoline. 

7.7 Optimization of the Synergy Catalyst - 5Co/γ-Al2O3/HZSM-5 

In this section, the best performing synergy catalysts shall be optimized by investigating the 

sensitivity to different process parameters. The best performing catalyst was selected under 

experimental conditions whereby temperature was 300
o
C, hydrogen pressure 5 MPa, process 

pressure autogenic, 14 MPa, biomass size 1.0 mm, catalyst/biomass ratio 0.2 ( 1 grams of 

catalyst / 5 grams of biomass) and catalyst metal loading 5% (cobalt loading). These 

parameters shall be varied over the different range to determine an optimum process 

condition that produces the highest biogasoline range liquid product from hydrothermal 

liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues. 

7.7.1 Effect of Biomass Size 

In Figure 7.14 below, Camelina Sativa residue size was varied to investigate the effect on the 

conversion and biogasoline yield under hydrothermal Liquefaction process with conditions as 

stated above. As the particle size of the biomass increased from 0.5 mm to 3.0 mm, it was 

noticeable that there was decline in biomass conversion.   
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This results was attributed to the fact that as the biomass sizes increases, and the biomass 

becomes large, its density reduces and the surface area of the particle that is exposed to the 

chemical reaction reduces, therefore, the effectiveness of the chemical reaction and its 

conversion efficiency was reduced. Larger biomass particle also reduces the molecular 

contact between the biomass and other reacting masses in the system. These factors, 

therefore, contributed to the decline in biomass conversion as the biomass size increases. The 

biogasoline yield is a function of biomass conversion and selectivity toward biogasoline 

liquid product. Therefore, the lower the conversion the lower is the biogasoline range. 

 
 

Figure 7.14: Catalyst Optimization: Effect of Biomass Size.  

However, this logic could not be used to completely explain what happened at smallest 

biomass size used, at 0.5mm. At lowest biomass size of 0.5mm, theoretically biomass 

molecules should have the highest contact surface area with the reacting masses in the system 

and hence should have the highest conversion and higher biogasoline yield. The practical 

observation shows that smallest size follows logical science and produces the highest   
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conversion, but the yield of the selected product – the biogasoline was lower than expected. 

The plausible reason for this observation could be the effect of the supposed small surface 

area. The chemical reaction was shifted due to high biomass surface area per unit of water 

molecule (second reactant). Excess water molecules triggered production of unwanted 

compounds such as aldehydes and ketones. Hence very small biomass size is more selective 

towards these compounds.  

7.7.2 Effect of cobalt Metal Loading 

Figure 7.15 shows the effect of cobalt loading on the conversion of Camelina Sativa residues 

and biogasoline yield. As the catalyst’s metal loading increases, the conversion decreases and 

the biogasoline yield also declined.  

 

Figure 7.15: Catalyst Optimization: Effect of Metal Loading. 
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In this case, the reduction in biomass conversion from metal loading 5% and upwards could 

be as a result of other side reactions like re-polymerization which must have been promoted 

by the presence of the excess catalyst availability. In this type of reactions, the re-

polymerized products condense and form solid char which increases the solid recovery after 

the reaction. This reduces overall solid-to-liquid products conversion efficiency of the 

hydrothermal liquefaction process. The initial low biogasoline yield at low metal loading 

could have been as a result of too low metal content in the catalyst matrix. Since the 

percentage loading is nominal values, the nominal 3% target could have an actual loading 

lower than anticipated. Therefore, the expected effectiveness of the catalyst was not 

achieved. 

7.7.3 Effect of Catalyst/Biomass Weight 

Figure 7.16 shows the effect of catalyst/biomass weight ratio on Camelina sativa residue 

conversion and biogasoline yield. The solid Camelina Sativa residues conversion did not 

show appreciable change over the range of catalyst weight/biomass weight ratio used, 

however, the biogasoline yield did change significantly.  

 

Figure 7.16: Catalyst Optimization: Effect of Catalyst weight/Biomass weight.  
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The pattern of change in biogasoline yield is similar to the previous cases. In this scenario, 

the ratio of catalyst weight/biomass weight did not promote re-polymerization reactions that 

could lead to the formation of solid char and reduce conversion. At the initial steps when 

catalyst weigh per unit biomass was 0.1, it appears the catalyst was insufficiently available to 

effect maximum biogasoline conversion.  

However, as the amount of catalyst available increased from 0.2 to 0.3 per unit mass of the 

biomass, this could have triggered other side reactions that would reduce the biogasoline 

production. The presence of excess catalyst does substantially show selectivity for other 

products that result in decline of biogasoline as shown on the plot. 

7.7.4 Effect of Nickel Promoter on 5Co/ γ-Al2O3/HZSM-5. 

In order to further improve the performance of the best synergy catalyst, nickel was proposed 

to be added as an additional promoter. Nickel selection was based on different reports by 

authors such as Cheng et al. (2016), and Shouyun et al. (2015). With these in mind, the 

addition of nickel to current best catalyst then became very attractive to form a bimetallic 

active ingredient on a dual support catalyst base. Figures 7.17, 7.18 and 7.19 below gave 

robust performance evaluation of nickel addition to the best performing synergy catalyst - 

5Co/ γ-Al2O3/HZSM-5.  

Three nickel solution of different compositions were prepared and then added to 5Co/ γ-

Al2O3/HZSM-5 catalyst. The new catalysts were named as follows 7Ni5Co/γ-Al2O3/HZSM-

5, as (7Ni5Co), 5Ni5Co/γ-Al2O3/HZSM-5, as (5Ni5Co) and 3Ni5Co/γ-Al2O3/ HZSM-5 as 

(3Ni5Co), for 7 wt. %, wt.5% and wt.3% nickel respectively. Figure 7.17 shows the effect of 

these bimetallic catalysts on conversion of Camelina Sativa residues; this is compared with 

the best catalyst so far which has zero nickel content and named 0Ni5Co.  
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Figure 7.17: Effect of Nickel Promoter on 5Co/γ-Al2O3/ HZSM-5: Biomass Conversion. 

 

Figure 7.18: Effect of Nickel Promoter on 5Co/ γ-Al2O3/ HZSM-5: Product Yield. 
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It is clear from the figure that as the nickel content of the catalyst increases, the biomass 

conversion reduces. The catalyst with highest nickel composition therefor gave the lowest 

biomass conversion, while the catalyst with no nickel component (i.e. the best catalyst so far) 

gave the highest solid conversion. The observed trend shows that the presence of nickel in 

this scenario promotes biochar formation; what this means is that nickel catalyzes other 

reactions that promote re-polymerization of an aromatic component of the liquid products 

that resulted in solid char formation and therefore increases solid recovered after the reaction. 

This occurrence reduces the conversion efficiency of the process and defeats the purpose of 

nickel addition. Figure 7.18 provided better insight into the activities of nickel in this 

process. As the nickel content increases, the gasification and re-polymerization of the liquid 

hydrocarbon present in the reaction systems increases. The rate of gas production increases 

with the increase in nickel content.  

 

Figure 7.19: Effect of Nickel Promoter on 5Co/ γ-Al2O3/HZSM-5: Biogasoline Yield.  
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As nickel is also a good reforming catalyst, other side reactions such steam reforming of light 

hydrocarbon must have been generously facilitated. The re-polymerization effect could be 

best explained using Figure 7.19. In this figure, there is a notable increase in the amount of 

phenolic and other compounds formed when compared to the baseline catalyst and the best 

catalyst so far. The presence of nickel must have promoted polymerization of some phenolics 

and other hydrocarbon that led to biochar formation as indicated by the steady rise in solid 

component yield in Figure 7.18. With all these results, it can be simply concluded that the 

addition of nickel to current catalyst matrix in not beneficial and does not add any value. 

Table 7.1: Biogasoline Yield Using Bifunctional Catalysts 

 

7.8 Regression Model Development 

In this section, regression model was developed to correlate the catalytic activity of the best 

performing catalyst with the operating parameters for the hydrodeoxygenation of biocrude 

produced during hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues. The regression 

analysis was conducted using Minitab software. The goal of the regression analysis was to 

determine the values of parameters for a function that cause the function to best fit a set of 

data observations that was obtained during experiments. 

  

Bifunctional Catalysts
Biogasoline Yield

wt.%

5Co/Y-Al2O3 19

5Co/SiO2-Al2O3 28

5Co/SBA-15 19

5Co/HZSM-5 26

5Co/Y-Al2O3/HZSM-5 43

5Co/SiO2-Al2O3 /HZSM-5 29
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The experimental parameters used are biomass sizes, catalyst weight/biomass weight 

(CW/BW) ratio and catalyst metal loading (CML). A linear model was developed and solved 

using Minitab software to generate coefficients that relate all the parameters in a single 

equation that can be used to estimate the biomass conversion and biogasoline yield. Two 

different equations were obtained as shown in equation 7.1 and 7.2. Table 7.1 shows the 

results of biomass conversion as different experimental parameters were varied and other 

kept constant. Similarly, Table 7.2 shows the results obtained for biogasoline yield. The 

linear model for biomass conversion is given in equation 7.1 below,  

Biomass Conversion = 84.58 − 4.366 ∗ (biomass size) − 1.27 (
CW

BW
) − 0.377 (CML) 7.1 

While the linear model for biogasoline yield is as given in equation 7.2 below, 

Biogasoline Yield = 47.87 − 4.2 ∗ (biomass size) − 22.1 (
CW

BW
) − 0.16 (CML)  7.2 

Table 7.2: Experimental Data for Biomass Conversion Model Development 

 

  

Biomass Conversion

 ( wt.%)
Biomass Size (mm) CW/BW CML (wt.%)

79 0.5 0.2 5

79 1 0.2 5

76 1.5 0.2 5

69 3 0.2 5

77 1 0.1 5

79 1 0.2 5

79 1 0.3 5

77 1 0.6 5

78 1 0.2 3

79 1 0.2 5

78 1 0.2 7

75 1 0.2 12
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Table 7.3: Experimental Data for Biogasoline Model Development 

 

Table 7.4: Experimental and Predicted Biomass Conversions and Biogasoline Yield  

 

  

Biogasoline Yield (wt.%) Biomass Size (mm) CW/BW CML (wt.%)

39 0.5 0.2 5

43 1 0.2 5

35 1.5 0.2 5

30 3 0.2 5

38 1 0.1 5

43 1 0.2 5

32 1 0.3 5

30 1 0.6 5

35 1 0.2 3

43 1 0.2 5

39 1 0.2 7

36 1 0.2 12

Actual Biomass Conversion

 ( wt.%)

Predicted Biomass 

Conversion

 ( wt.%)

Deviation Biogasoline Yield (%)

Predicted 

Biogasoline Yield

 ( wt.%)

Deviation

79 80.26 1.59% 39 40.55 3.82%

79 78.08 1.17% 43 38.45 11.83%

76 75.89 0.14% 35 36.35 3.71%

69 69.34 0.50% 30 30.05 0.17%

77 78.20 1.56% 38 40.66 6.54%

79 78.08 1.17% 43 38.45 11.83%

79 77.95 1.33% 32 36.24 11.70%

77 77.57 0.74% 30 29.61 1.32%

78 78.83 1.06% 35 38.77 9.72%

79 78.08 1.17% 43 38.45 11.83%

78 77.32 0.87% 39 38.13 2.28%

75 75.44 0.58% 36 37.33 3.56%

%AAD 0.99% 6.53%
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The average absolute deviation (AAD) was then determined based on equation (7.3). An 

excellent agreement between the experimental and predicted values of biomass conversion 

and biogasoline yield were obtained with an AAD% 0.99 and 6.53 respectively. 

AAD (%) =  
(Experimental Biomass conversion−Observed Biomass Conversion)

Experimental Biomass Conversion
   7.3 

 

Figure 7.20: Parity Plot of Experimental versus Predicted Biomass Conversion for 

Linear Model  

Parity charts presented in Figures 7.20 and Figure 7.21 show the plot of predicted versus 

experimental biomass conversion and biogasoline yield. The small deviations and the low 

AAD show the predictive accuracy of the models. 
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Figure 7.21: Parity Plot of Experimental versus Predicted Biogasoline Yield for Linear 

Model. 

7.9 Statistical Analysis 

In a chemical process, statistics is a great and useful tool to analyze and interpret behaviours 

of different process variables. Therefore, in this section, statistical analysis of various factors 

at different levels shall be conducted in order to determine their main effect and interactions 

on the overall performance of the best selected catalyst at best selected process conditions. 

To achieve these objectives, process performances of different factors at different levels shall 

be compared with average performances of best selected levels of the same factors. The 

Minitab software shall be used to analyze these statistical relationships and develop main 

effects and interactions plots of various parameters on the process performance. The main 

effect plots developed in these analyses show the reference line as the means value for each 

group of different variables. For example, the main effect analysis for biomass conversion 

will have a reference line with a mean value of 77.08% of biomass conversion. Similarly, the 

main effect analysis for biogasoline yield will have a reference line with a mean value of   
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36.92% of biogasoline yield; raw values are shown on Table 7.5. Furthermore, an average 

performance values were used for biomass conversion and biogasoline yield for different 

factors that were held constant. Each of these factors was used nine (9) different times. For 

example, biomass size 1 mm has respectively biomass conversion and biogasoline yield of 

77.8 and 37.7%, similarly CW/BW 0.2, has 76.9 and 38.1% and CML 5%, has 77.1 and 37%. 

Other factors shall be considered relative to these numbers. Minitab creates the main effects 

plot by plotting the means response for each variable. It also generates a line that connects 

the points for each variable. 

Table 7.5: Data for Statistical Analyses  

 

There are two ways to determine whether a main effect is present for variables or not. These 

ways are described below: 

1. When the line is horizontal (parallel to the x-axis), there is no main effect present. 

This shows the response mean or value is the same across all factor levels.  

  

Biomass Conversion (wt.%) Biogasoline Yield (wt.%) Biomass Size (mm) CW / BW CML (wt.%)

79 39 0.5 0.2 5

79 43 1 0.2 5

76 35 1.5 0.2 5

69 30 3 0.2 5

77 38 1 0.1 5

79 43 1 0.2 5

79 32 1 0.3 5

77 30 1 0.6 5

78 35 1 0.2 3

79 43 1 0.2 5

78 39 1 0.2 7

75 36 1 0.2 12
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2 When the line is not horizontal, it shows there is a main effect and the response mean 

or value is not the same across all factor levels. The steeper (its verticality) the slope 

of the line, the greater the magnitude of the main effect.  

Similarly, the interaction plot shows how the relationship between one factor and a 

continuous response depends on the value of the second factor. This plot displays means or 

values for the levels of one factor on the x-axis and a separate line for each level of another 

factor. To evaluate the plots and understand how the interactions affect the relationship 

between the factors and the response, the following rules exists, if the response lines are 

parallel, then there is no interaction otherwise if lines are nonparallel/crosses each other, then 

an interaction exists. The more non parallel the lines are, the greater the strength of the 

interaction.  

7.9.1  Main Effects Plots 

The statistical analysis was performed on the experimental data collected from the 

hydrodeoxygenation of biocrude produced during hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina 

Sativa residues as shown on Table 7.5. This is to determine the effects of changes in biomass 

size, catalyst weight/biomass weight ratio and catalyst metal loading on the performance of 

the catalyst. 

Figure 7.22, shows that smaller biomass sizes produced higher conversion above the overall 

mean effect compared to the larger sizes. This observation can be attributed to the density of 

the biomass as described by Blaschek et al. (2010), smaller biomass sizes has a higher 

density than the larger sizes, which means that smaller biomass sizes has higher mass per unit 

volume compared to the larger sizes. Higher mass concentration improves the rate of 

reaction.   
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Figure 7.22: Main Plot for Biomass conversion. 

As the biomass size increases, the mass per unit volume reduces, and rate of chemical 

reaction declines likewise. As the slope of the curve becomes steeper, the conversion 

declines significantly. Beyond biomass size 1.0 mm, the conversion fell below total average. 

It can be concluded that statistically, biomass size 0.5mm has comparable effect to an 

average performance of biomass size 1.0 mm.  

Also, the catalyst weight/biomass weight (CW/BW) ratio plot shows a flat profile as the 

catalyst quantity was doubled from 0.1 to 0.2 per unit mass of biomass, this is an indication 

that the rate of biomass degradation is poorly influenced by this step change in catalyst 

quantity and the process energy barrier remains the same, the flat profile also is an indication 

that there is no main effect present with this step change. To influence the rate of biomass 

conversion, the catalyst quantity was tripled, and CW/BW ratio of 0.3 was used. A marginal 

influence was observed compared to original catalyst quantity CW/BW ratio of 0.1 or 0.2.  

Beyond this point, any increase in catalyst quantity has a negative impact on the biomass 

conversion as the conversion declines thereafter. The plausible reason for this observation is   
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that the excess catalyst could initiate other side reactions such as condensation and re-

polymerization which would increase the solidification of products, reduce the liquid 

recovery and also decrease the overall biomass conversion. In this scenario, statistically, 

there is really no difference in the performance at 0.1 and an average performance at 0.2. An 

economic evaluation could be conducted to find out which of these conditions is 

economically optimal. The catalyst metal loading (CML) which indicates the amount of 

cobalt present in the catalyst in weight percent also have a significant impact on the 

conversion of the biomass. The plot shows that catalyst loading from 3, 5 and 7% have 

relatively similar performances with a marginal decline. The performance declined 

considerably after 7% metal loading, beyond this point any increase in catalyst loading is 

counterproductive as the catalyst now supports side reactions that re-polymerizes liquid 

products and enhances solidification. 

Figure 7.23 shows the main effect plot of biogasoline yield during hydrodeoxygenation of 

biocrude produced during hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues. In this 

scenario, the biomass size has similar effect on the biogasoline yield as it does on the 

biomass conversion, whereby as the biomass sizes increases the biogasoline yield decreases. 

The decline is steeper after biomass size 1.0 mm. The causes of the decline are also similar, 

since reduced conversion will lead to lower yield. On the other hand, the CW/BW ratio 

showed a dramatic shift of events on biogasoline yield compared to counterpart effect on 

biomass conversion. The main effect showed insignificant effect due to CW/BW ratios 

change from 0.1 and 0.2 and there is no main effect because the line is parallel to the 

reference line.  
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Figure 7.23: Main Plot for Biogasoline Yield. 

However, a significant decline as indicated by the steeper curve was observed when the ratio 

was increased to 0.3 and further on. Even though the biomass conversion on CW/BW 0.3 is 

greater than 0.2, the biogasoline yield was significantly different and lower. This decline was 

attributed to the fact that excess catalyst availability catalyzes and enhances other side 

reactions that possibly converts part of biogasoline to other compounds. Another fact is the 

possible shift in reaction mechanisms that led to production of less desirable products. The 

biogasoline yield is therefore very poor at CW/BW ratio above 0.2. It can be concluded here 

also that performance at CW/BW 0.1 and average performance at CW/BW 0.2 are 

comparable and optimal. 

The effect of the catalyst metal loading (CML) on the biogasoline yield is quite different 

from trend observed on biomass conversion. The biogasoline yield values increases with 

factors levels from 3% to 7% and declined when the CML was further increased to 12%.  
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In this case, several other conditions depressed the average performance at 5% loading, 

therefore the actual optimal might lie between 5 and 7%.  

In conclusion, since catalyst nominal values were used, the factor level at 3% could probably 

have been too low to produce great effect unlike 5 and 7%. Also it should be noted that while 

mean performance at 5% level was approximately 37% as discussed above; it was used 

several times under different conditions from which the mean was calculated. Its peak 

performance was 43%. Factor level 7% was however used only once and it produced a 

biogasoline yield performance of 39% which also a good performance. An economic 

evaluation can be conducted to determine which of these close performances could 

economically justify the final selection 

7.9.2  Interactions Plots 

The overall performance of this process could be expressed as a function of interactions 

among the different operating parameters that are present in the system rather than an 

individual or isolated contribution from different factors. For the comprehensive assessment 

of the extent of the significance of these various interrelations and their effect on 

hydrodeoxygenation of Camelina Sativa residue, interaction plots given in Figure 7.24 and 

Figure 7.25 were established. It is well known that the strength of interaction between the 

two corresponding factors is demonstrated by the degree of intersection between the plotted 

lines. This means parallel lines do not have any form of interactions compared with 

intersected lines as described earlier on. The higher the vertical crossing, the stronger is the 

interaction. Figure 7.24 shows that there is an interaction between various factors considered 

in this analyses that could affect the conversion of Camelina Sativa residues these factors are  
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biomass size, catalyst weight/biomass weight, CW/BW ratio, and the catalyst metal loading, 

CML. 

 

Figure 7.24: Interactions Plot for Biomass conversion. 

The effect of biomass size could well be explained on CW/BW chart, at fixed CW/BW ratio 

of 0.2, various responses of different biomass size levels were obtained, this is the multi-

coloured vertical line on the chart. On the same chart, at fixed biomass size of 1.0 mm, 

various levels of CW/BW ratio were varied to obtain different biomass conversion responses.  

The biomass conversion is maximized by combined biomass size of 0.5 mm and CW/BW 

ratio of 0.2; a comparable performance was also given by combined effect of biomass size of 

1.0 mm and CW/BW ratio of 0.3. Following similar explanation above, biomass size of 0.5 

mm and catalyst metal loading (CML) of 5% is also the best combination for biomass 

conversion. In addition, on the CML and CW/BW ratio chart, 3 and 7% catalyst metal 

loading and CW/BW ratio of 0.2 gave the best biomass conversion. The lower average 

conversion obtained at 5% CML was due to other factors depressing the average value.  
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While biomass conversion is an essential aspect of this research, the key objective is the 

biogasoline yield. Therefore, factors level that affected the yield will be provided below. 

Figure7.25 shows the interaction plot for the biogasoline yield. The biomass size vs CW/BW 

chart shows that the optimum biogasoline yield can be obtained at biomass size 1.0 mm and 

CW/BW ratio 0.2.  

Although, the biomass size 0.5 mm and CW/BW ratio 0.2 also gave close performance. 

Similarly, biomass size 0.5 mm and catalyst metal loading 5% gave an optimum biogasoline 

yield; a comparable performance was also giving by biomass size 1.0 mm and catalyst metal  

loading 7%. Lastly, CW/BW ratio 0.2 and catalyst metal loading 5% also gave an optimum 

biogasoline yield. By combining all these results, it is possible to identify best combination 

of various factors ranges for an optimum biogasoline yield during hydrodeoxygenation 

process of biofuel produced during hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues. 

 

Figure 7. 25: Interactions Plot for Biogasoline Yield. 

Therefore, for an optimum biogasoline production from Camelina Sativa residues, biomass 

sizes 0.5-1.0 mm, catalyst weight /biomass weight ratio 0.1-0.2, and Catalyst metal loading   
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5% are right conditions. While the selected conditions are great, an economic evaluation is 

recommended for the final selection of the best process conditions. This will relate the cost 

and performance of these processes with benefit of estimating the cash flow and profitability 

index of the finally selected process conditions. 
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Chapter 8.0 Kinetic Model Development 

8.1 Introduction  

The kinetic studies and the development of a kinetic model for the hydrothermal liquefaction 

of Camelina Sativa residues were necessary to accurately design an appropriate industrial or 

pilot reactor for this process. The primary objective of this study was to obtain a rate 

equation using the method of experimentation and analysis based on fundamental kinetic 

studies. This analysis was done to get a rate equation that could readily be combined with 

generalized equations for rates of physical transport process to produce a reactor model 

capable of extrapolation over a wide range of reactor operating conditions. A differential 

analysis of rate development was used to model the obtained kinetic data that were obtained 

in a kinetic regime under an isothermal condition. The experimental results were fitted to a 

power law type rate model, and the parameters were estimated. Results of these 

measurements and analyses will be discussed in the following sections. 

8.2 Kinetic Data 

The kinetic experiments for this research were performed in a Parr batch autoclave reactor 

with 5 g Camelina Sativa residues sample, 1g sample of the selected catalyst 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3 / 

HZSM-5, hydrogen pressure 2 MPa, 50 ml water, at operating temperatures 200, 250, 300 

and 350
o
C and at a residence time of 0, 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes. Th pressure was autogenic 

with minimum 2 MPa hydrogen pressure. The solid biomass conversion was calculated from 

the charred samples that were left over after the reaction. 
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8.3 Elimination of Mass and Heat Transfer Effect 

In order to collect an intrinsic kinetic data, the effect of heat and mass transfer resistances on 

the rate study have to be eliminated. For this purpose, in this study, a kinetic region that is 

free of mass transfer limitations was experimentally established prior to kinetic data 

collection and the heat transfer limitation was estimated using Mears, (1971) criterion. 

Fogler (2002) described that mass transfer coefficient (kc) is proportional to √(
𝑈

𝑃𝑠
) where U 

is the fluid velocity past the solid catalyst and Ps is the particle size of the catalyst and kc is 

the mass transfer coefficient. 

Therefore, mathematically written as 𝑘𝑐 = √(
𝑈

𝑃𝑠
)      8.1 

The experiments for this kinetic data collection were performed in a Parr batch reactor and 

conditions described in section 8.2 above, and the sizes of catalyst pellet considered varied 

between 0.5-2.0 mm. The process flow velocity around the catalyst pellets was controlled by 

the system’s stirrer revolution per minute (RPM). For these analyses, the particle size of 1.0 

mm was used to reduce the number of experiments; suitable stirrer’s RPM was found that 

would eliminate the mass transfer effects. The variation of process performance with the size 

of pellet and the stirrer’s RPM are shown on Table 8.1 and Figure 8.1. It is evident from the 

figure and table that for a fixed particle size of 1.0mm, the Camelina Sativa residues 

conversion results is steady and consistent when stirrer’s RPM was ~ 900. In this region, it is 

certain that the mass transfer effect would be eliminated as explained below. 
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Table 8.1: Optimum Particles Size and RPM for Kinetic Experiment. 

 

To develop high quality rate model, it is important to eliminate effects of mass transfer in the 

rate data collection as stated above. Fogler, (2002) described that at low velocities the mass 

transfer thickness is always too large and the diffusion limits the reaction. However, for a 

solid particle like catalyst particle, as the velocities increased past the particle (with RPM), 

the boundary thickness decreases and the mass transfer across the boundary layer no longer 

limits the rate of reaction. Consequently, for a fixed velocity, reaction-limiting conditions can 

be achieved by using very small catalyst particle. In view of this, Figure 8.1 was developed 

to determine suitable parameters that would allow for the collection of quality kinetic data 

without mass transfer effects. The fluid velocity U is now replaced with stirrer’s RPM since 

this is a batch reactor instead of a continuous flow reactor. The selected point on the graph 

corresponds to having RPM of ~ 900 on the reactor stirrer and the catalyst particle no larger 

than 1.0 mm. Likewise; it is assumed that the heat transfer effect will be negligible on the 

kinetics data obtained under this condition.  

0.5 1 1.5 2

RPM Conversion

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0

204 20 14 12 10 40

244 22 16 13 11 55

367 27 19 16 14 50

489 31 22 18 16 74

733 38 27 22 19 74

896 42 30 24 21 76

1,100 47 33 27 23 77

1,222 49 35 29 25 77

1,467 54 38 31 27 80

1,711 58 41 34 29 79

1,833 61 43 35 30 78

1,956 63 44 36 31 79

2,200 66 47 38 33 78

 (RPM/Ps)^(1/2)

Particle sizes, mm
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Figure 8.1: Mass Transfer-Limited and Reaction-Limited Regions. 

In addition to this, the rigorous criterion described by Mears, (1971) was used to determine 

the onset of the heat transport limitation during reaction. This criterion is also useful to 

determine the insignificance of heat transfer resistance in the rate of reaction. As described 

by Mears, (1971), the condition is such that: 

−𝑟𝐴,𝑜𝑏𝑠𝜌𝑏𝑅𝑐𝐸∆𝐻𝑟𝑥𝑛

ℎ𝑇2𝑅
< 0.15  

if this condition is satisfied, then, we understood that the rate of reaction is insignificant 

affected by the heat transfer limitation. Appendix G shows the steps used to verify the 

condition above such that
−𝑟𝐴,𝑜𝑏𝑠𝜌𝑏𝑅𝑐𝐸∆𝐻𝑟𝑥𝑛

ℎ𝑇2𝑅
= 3.9154 × 10−2 ≪ 0.15. Therefore, the 

intrinsic kinetics data collected in this research is free of mass and heat transport limitations.  
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The solid biomass conversion in this research was determined from the bulk mass input into 

the reactor system and the resulting char recovery after the reaction according to equation 

8.2. 

Solid biomass conversion = (
𝑊𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑−𝑖𝑛𝑊𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑−𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑊𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑−𝑖𝑛
)      8.2 

In order to fully describe the performance of the batch reactor that was used to collect data in 

this research, it is appropriate to state that the rate of conversion, 
dXA

dt
 is a function of a 

temperature-dependent rate constant (k), reaction order (n) and a temperature-independent 

function of conversion  (1 − 𝑋𝐴).  

Combining these together and according to Fogler (2002) gave the batch reactor performance 

equation as given in equation 8.3 below 

−𝑟𝐴 =  
dXA

dt
= k (1 − XA)n          8.3 

Where the reaction rate constant (k) is described by the Arrhenius expression as: 

k = koe−Ea/RT          8.4 

ko = pre exponential factor or collision factor  

Ea= activation energy, J/mol  

T = reaction temperature, K  

R = molar gas constant, 8.314 J/mol/K 

Combining 8.3 and 8.4 

−rA =  
dXA

dt
= ko e−Ea/RT (1 − XA)n        8.5  
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Taking log of both sides gives 

ln( 
dXA

dt
) = lnko −

Ea

RT
+ nln(1 − XA)       8.6 

The values of ko, Ea, and n in Equation 8.6 were determined through a multi-linear 

regression of the data using NLREG software. In order to determine the rate of the chemical 

reaction, a differential analysis of chemical reactor was used. In this case, the conversion of 

the reactant was plotted again the residence time as given in Figure 8.2. The residence time 

for any of the experimental run for this kinetic development has been previously defined as 

the holding time upon reaching the desired temperatures. Graphs were plotted for the solid 

biomass (Camelina Sativa residues) conversion as a function of residence time at four 

different temperatures as shown in Figure 8.2. The slope of each these curve was calculated 

by differentiating the trend line equations that describe the curves. These slopes are 

represented by equation 8.7 to determine the rate of the chemical reaction. The data obtained 

under various conditions are given in Table 8.2. 

−𝑟𝐴 =  
dXA

dt
           8.7 

Figure 8.2 shows that there are two different temperature regimes that influenced the kinetic 

data collected for the catalytic hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues. There 

is a shift in the rate of reaction as the reaction temperature was increased from 200 to 350
o
C. 

A notable significant step change was observed when the temperature was increased from 

250 to 300
o
C.The conversion increased from approximately 20% to about 62%, a relative 

increase above 300%. The factor that caused this significant change as observed in the 
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biomass conversion is attributed to the change in ionization product of water at these 

temperatures. 

 

Figure 8.2: Kinetic Plot. 

The effect of water ionization product is well explained in section 2.6.3 of this thesis. 

Depending on the pressure and temperature, value of the ionic product of water could be 500-

700 times greater than the value at ambient; this factor makes the water-derived protons 

readily available for the hydrolysis of biomass. During data collection for this kinetic 

analysis, the solid biomass recovered at the end of the experimental runs at 200 and 250
o
C 

really show any sign of conversion as the solid was almost looking intact compared to the 

fresh sample. However, after a step change from 250 to 300
o
C the recovered biomass was 

black and char-like solid. This is an indication that most of the carbohydrates and lignin 

contents of the solid biomass were all converted and only the fixed carbon and ash contents 

were left. Typical the pictures of fresh and recovered solids are shown in appendix F of this 

thesis. The kinetic data obtained in this research were therefore fitted separately for both low 

temperatures (200 and 250
o
C) and high temperatures (300 and 350

o
C) experiments in order   
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to obtain separate rate parameters that reflect the peculiarities experienced in these 

experiments. The overall rate parameters were also determined by fitting all the experimental 

data in a single set of kinetic parameters. Comparison of the overall rate parameters to both 

low and high temperatures rate parameters showed that the slowest and the rate determining 

step is the high temperature. It should be noted that single selected heating ramping rate of 

5
o
C/min was used for all experiments conducted to acquire these kinetic data.  

Table 8.2: Kinetic Data. 

 

8.4 Estimation of Parameters of Rate Model 

The kinetic parameters estimation for the rate model in Equation 8.5 was obtained using 

NLREG non-linear regression software. This software uses a trust-region technique along with 

an adaptive choice of the model Hessian. This algorithm combines powerful Gauss-Newton and 

Levenberg-Marquardt methods to arrive at a solution. It is however a much better method than either 

of these methods alone. In addition, this software according to Dennis et al. (1981) avoids local   

Temp T, K X dXa/dt

200 473 22 0.4102

200 473 27 0.3672

200 473 31 0.3242

200 473 31.8 0.2812

250 523 28 0.4993

250 523 35 0.4413

250 523 38.5 0.3833

250 523 39.1 0.3253

300 573 67 0.2875

300 573 72 0.2655

300 573 75 0.2435

300 573 76.2 0.2215

350 623 69 0.3446

350 623 77.2 0.3036

350 623 77.8 0.2626

350 623 79.3 0.2216
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minimum and converges at global minimum by using a minimization technique to compute the sum 

of the squared residuals for one set of parameter values and then slightly alter each parameter value 

and re-compute the sum of squared residuals to estimate how the parameter value change affects the 

sum of the squared residuals. By dividing the difference between the original and new sum of squared 

residual values by the amount the parameter was altered, NLREG is able to determine the 

approximate partial derivative with respect to the parameter. This partial derivative is then used by 

NLREG to decide how to alter the value of the parameter for the next iteration. By so doing the 

solution will eventually converge to the best estimate for the parameter. This procedure is carried out 

simultaneously for all parameters.  

The values obtained for the parameters are presented in Table 8.3 for different scenarios 

considered. The model was validated by calculating the percent average absolute deviation 

(AAD %) between the experimentally obtained rate and those rate predicted by the model. 

The AAD of 6.64% was obtained for the model. 

The formulation of the AAD% is 

e(i) =  ABS
(Experimental Rate−Predicted Rate)

Experimental Rate
 X 100%      4.6 

Where the average absolute deviation is given by 

𝐴𝐴𝐷(%) = 1/𝑛 ∑ 𝑒(𝑖)𝑛
1          4.7 
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Table 8.3: Rate Model Parameter Estimation 

 

(a) is a pyrolysis process for biofuel production 

 

Figure 8.3: Parity plot: predicted conversion vs experimental conversion. 

Table 8.4 below shows the significance of parameter estimate using this software. The t 

statistics and Prob (t) - the probability of obtaining t would be used for this analysis. The 

value of t is obtained by dividing the estimated value of the parameter by its standard error. It 

is a measure of the likelihood that the actual value of the parameter is not zero. Therefore, the 

larger the value of t, the less likely the actual value of the parameter could be zero. In all 

three cases considered the t values are within similar range so likewise the error within, 

therefore the parameter estimates could be accepted with confidence.   

Parameters This work (Overal)
This work

  (Low Temperature)

This work 

(High Temperature)
Inibehe (2012)

Kaushik
a 

 (2016)

Ko (s
-1

) 0.1970 0.7603 0.1715 0.8316 0.0057

E (J/mol) 12,783 16,420 12,627 27,969 17,104

n 0.90 2.16 0.81 2 2

R
2 0.85 0.90 0.83 0.98 0.76

AAD% 6.64 4.87 4.53 8.4 7

Stardard Error of 

Deviation
0.033 0.026 0.0118  -  - 
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Table 8.4: Rate Model Parameter Estimation. 

 

The Prob (t) value is the probability of obtaining the estimated value of the parameters if the 

actual parameter value is zero. The smaller the Prob (t) value, the more significant is the 

parameter estimate. The Prob (t) values are indications of level of significance of the 

parameter estimates and in all cases considered the overall case parameters estimate has the 

lowest Prob (t). In this case, the overall parameters estimate, Ko has ~15% chances to be 

zero, E, has ~ 0.024% chance to be zero and n has ~0.001% chance to be zero. Therefore, the 

overall case has high probability to be a representative model. 

 

  

This work (Overall)

Parameters t Prob (t)

Ko (s
-1

) 1.530 0.14979

E (J/mol) 5.010 0.00024

n 7.620 0.00001

This work  (Low Temperature)

Parameters t Prob (t)

Ko (s
-1

) 1.460 0.20360

E (J/mol) 6.640 0.00117

n 5.930 0.00195

This work (High Temperature)

Parameters t Prob (t)

Ko (s
-1

) 1.250 0.26557

E (J/mol) 3.700 0.01407

n 4.650 0.00560

Error Analysis
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9.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 

9.1 Conclusions 

This research work had investigated the fundamental non-catalytic and catalytic process 

development for biogasoline range liquid production from a different type of biomass source 

- the Camelina Sativa resudues. Unlike other research works, the actual biomass material was 

used and not a model compound. So, the results obtained indicate most possible performance 

using the real biomass material. While several discoveries was made in this research work, 

there are several opportunities as well to improve and advance the results. Fundamentally, we 

have achieved a proof of concept that low-valued Camelina Sativa residues can be 

successfully converted to high-valued biogasoline range liquid product capable of being a 

blending mixture or future replacement of current and more successful fossil gasoline. The 

following summarizes conclusions and achievements obtained from the studies: 

1 It has been proven that Camelina Sativa residue is a potential resource for 

biogasoline production. 

2 Hot Compressed HTL process at 300
o
C and 10 MPa is an excellent medium for 

the hydrothermal liquefaction of Camelina Sativa residues for biogasoline 

production. 

3 Near-Critical HTL process at 350
o
C and 19 MPa have some advantages, but the 

effectiveness can be evaluated further on process energy intensity basis. In this 

case, the marginal benefit can be analyzed with the additional cost of energy. 

4 Supercritical HTL process at 375
o
C and 23 MPa would not be a preferred method 

due to lower liquid yield and high gasification efficiency. It is however a potential 

process for gasification if this is required.  
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5 In this research and within selected operating conditions, neither any of the 

commercial catalysts nor any of the in-house prepared catalysts have major 

improvement on Camelina Sativa solid conversion to liquid mixtures of products. 

6 The observed catalytic impacts were limited to an improvement of the produced 

biofuel composition and quality. 

7 The addition of hydrogen and cobalt impregnation of commercial catalysts 

appears to improve the hydrocarbon cracking reaction and hydrodeoxygenation 

process, this is evident in the high quality liquid yield after the addition. 

8 γ-Al2O 3 and HZSM-5 are both suitable catalysts precursors for an effective 

conversion of Camelina Sativa residue to biogasoline due to their acidic 

properties. 

9 Cobalt is a suitable metallic hydrogenating catalyst for conversion of biocrude 

into biofuel. 

10 The best performing in-house prepared catalyst is 5Co/ γ-Al2O 3/HZSM-5. It has 

the best impact on Camelina Sativa residue conversion and biogasoline range 

liquid production. The biomass conversion on this catalyst is ~80% which 

actually indicates 100% of the soluble content of the biomass. The biogasoline 

yield also was as high as 43% of the total biomass material which represents 

53.75% of the total soluble material. The reminder of the soluble material was 

converted to phenolics and other hydrocarbon and gas, most of which are also 

combustible. 
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11 Liquid product improvement using nickel catalyst as a promoter was not 

successful at the selected operating conditions, this is unlike some investigations 

by different authors in which nickel addition was claimed to improve liquid yield. 

12 The kinetic development also showed two regions with different kinetic 

dispositions. The low temperature region have different collision frequencies, 

activation energies and reaction orders compared to the high temperature region. 

An overall kinetic order was proposed for this process and the parity chart with an 

average absolute deviation (%AAD) of 6.64% is an indicative of good agreement 

between the experimental and the model predicted rate of reaction. 

13 Most suitable process conditions are: Temperature, 300
o
C, hydrogen pressure 5 

MPa, biomass size 1.0 mm, cobalt loading 5% and retention time 30 minutes. 

9.2 Recommendation 

Several opportunities exist in building up on the achievements of this fundamental research. 

Future work shall include all or some of the following: 

1. The research was conducted using a relatively big size 500 ml autoclave parr reactor, 

this reactor is too big and too large for a bench scale work and therefore makes it 

difficult to collect sufficient oily phase of the produced liquid for necessary analysis. 

It is therefore recommended for future research to have a smaller, may be a 25-100 ml 

autoclave reactor for further bench scale investigation. 

2. It is also recommended to conduct an elaborate separation and identification of liquid 

products. A simulated distillation using combination of GC-MS and liquid phase 

HPLC can be employed to achieve this objective. 
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3. When the oily phase is recovered successfully, an extensive physicochemical 

characterization of the liquid product would be required. This characterization shall 

include viscosity and density test; others tests shall include pour point and flash point, 

Motor Octane Number (MON) and Research Octane Number (RON) analyses.  

4. These properties should be compared with the fossil gasoline and an inference drawn 

to suitably justify the course of this research. 

5. Since several reactions required for successful biogasoline production are ionic based, 

it is recommended that water should be replaced with other ionic liquids for an 

advanced evaluation. 

6. The critical analysis of the effect of heat ramping rate should also be evaluated. In 

this research, a fixed temperature ramping rate of 5
o
C/min was used, this allows low 

temperature reactions to be reached fasted and providing more room for higher 

temperature to ramp up to the required temperature at the same rate. The imbalance 

can be corrected using different ramping rate. For example, it can be suggested that a 

uniform 20 or 30 minutes is required to reach operating temperatures, therefore, 

different ramping rate could then be programmed to reach on to the specific 

temperatures. This allows an investigation based on the temperature ramping effect 

on the biomass conversion and production distribution. The quantity of water used for 

all experiments was fixed at 50 ml. It is also important to vary the quantity of water 

available for the reaction and evaluate the impact on biomass conversion and 

biogasoline production. 

7. The acceptable conditions in 6 above should be used to evaluate the process kinetics 

and generate kinetic parameters.  
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8. An economic evaluation is recommended for the final selection of the best process 

conditions. This will relate the cost and performance of these processes with benefit 

of estimating the cash flow and profitability index of the finally selected process 

conditions. Rigorous statistical analysis using ANOVA and other tools should be 

employed to optimize several process conditions used in for this research.   
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Reactor Standard Operating Procedure 

Precaution: Parr reactor 4848 MB is high pressure, high temperature reactor and can be 

operated up to 5,000 Psi and 500
o
C. The severity of the operating condition could make the 

reactor a dangerous piece of equipment. Ensure you have sufficient knowledge of the reactor 

properties and emergency responses before an attempt is made to use it. If you are in doubt, 

please ask question. Be safe!.  

The following steps should be taken in order to operate this reactor successfully. If any step is unclear 

ask for clarification. Ensure the reactor is clean to avoid cross-contamination or conduct the cleaning 

by yourself. 

1. Load measured quantity of research material into the reactor vessel – as case may be. 

2. Close up the reactor and lock tightly (Make use of the vice to hold and tighten up the reactor 

properly). 

3. Mount the reactor vessel on the rack and conduct pressure leak test. 

4. There are 6 connections in total involved to run this reactor, please connect them as follows 

a. Connect purge gas through gas inlet valve. 

b. Connect vent gas through gas outlet valve. 

c. Connect inlet cooling liquid through cold fluid inlet stream tubing 

d. Connect outlet cooling liquid through warm fluid outlet stream tubing 

e. Connect cold fluid inlet stream tubing to the stirrer cooling jacket 

f. Connect warm fluid outlet stream tubing to the stirrer cooling jacket 

g. If possible, run the overpressure safety outlet tubing to the fume hood. 

5. Connect the thermocouple to the controller (The power plug should have been connected to 

the power source prior).  
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6. Switch on the chiller and open cooling fluid (glycol) valves. 

7. Start running the sequence of YOUR EXPERIMENT (This stage is reaction type specific). 

a. Set temperature on the controller. 

b. Set Stirrer stirring rate on the controller. 

c. Control pressure using the inlet gas regulator. 

d. Run experiment for specific period – as required. 

8. Terminate experiment and cool down reactor to room temperature. 

9. Evacuate the reactor. 
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Appendix B: Calibration Curves 

Calibrations curves have been generated in the Process Systems Engineering Research Group 

that were used are as follows. 
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Standard Biocrude Components GC-MS Analysis 
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Appendix C: Sample Calculations (Experiment #6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mass loss was due to unrecoverable mass of liquid that spread round the reactor during 

evacuation after each experiment. As shown in Figure C-1 below the reactor size was very 

big compare to quantity of liquid that was used for the reaction. 

Also, a balance was conducted around the quantitative analysis of the GC-MS, Table C-1 

shows the results. 

 

 

 

Sample Material Balance 

Input/ Pre- Experiments     

Mass of Solid Biomass 5 g 

Mass of water 50 g 

Total mass input 55 g 

Output/Post-Experiments     

Mass of Solid Recovered 1.36 g 

Solid biomass converted (5-1.36)/5 72.8 % 

Mass of Liquid recovered 51.96 g 

Mass of gas recovered 0.05 g 

Total Mass recovered 53.37 g 

Mass loss (%)/ Unaccounted for (55-53.37)/55 2.96%   

GC-MS Analysis (Quantitative)     

Oil Phase measured 3.6 g 

Aqueous Phase Measure 48.15 g 

Total Liquid 51.75 g 
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Table C-1 (Experiment # 6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure C-1: Picture Showing Life Size of the 500 ml Reactor Assembly. 

  

Component wt. % Yield 
Gasoline 11.64% 
Phenolics 38.83% 

Others 22.77% 

Total Oil Phase 73.24% 

Gas  1.00% 
Unreacted 27.20% 

Unaccounted for 0.27% 

Total 101.71% 
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Appendix D: Risk Assessment 

The only risk associated with this equipment is a potential hazard due operational negligence. 

It is high pressure, high temperature equipment and as such should be set correctly with 

necessary attention given. Otherwise, inadvertent pressure build up could result in 

catastrophic failure and injuries. But, a design safe guard is available in case of inadvertent 

pressure rise. A rupture disc designed with the reactor will relief pressure into a safe location. 

If the relief piping is vented to the fume hood, it will provide necessary safety measure 

required. 
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Appendix E: Biofuel Pictures 

  

Picture of typical Biocrude in water  
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Appendix F: Fresh and Spent Biomass Sample Pictures  

 

Fresh Biomass Sample (Camelina Sativa) 

 

Post Reaction Sample at 200
o
C          Post Reaction Sample at 250

o
C 

 

Post Reaction Sample at 300
o
C  
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Appendix G: Calculations of Mears’ Criterion for Heat Transport Limitation  

Mears’ criterion for heat transfer limitation is 

−𝑟𝐴,𝑜𝑏𝑠𝜌𝑏𝑅𝑐𝐸∆𝐻𝑟𝑥𝑛

ℎ𝑇2𝑅
< 0.15        G1.1 

In order to evaluate the criteria above,  

−𝑟𝐴,𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 2.655 ×
10−1𝑔

 𝑀𝑖𝑛.𝑔𝑐𝑎𝑡
 (Data taken from kinetic experiment @ 300

o
C (573K)).  

Catalyst bulk density = 𝜌𝑏 = 10.54
𝑘𝑔

𝑚3 

Rc= radius of catalyst = approximately = 0.5mm 

E = activation energy= 12.78 kJ/mol 

∆𝐻𝑟𝑥𝑛 = Estimated heat of reaction = 780 kJ/mol 

h= Estimated heat transfer coefficient = 2.5e-1 kJ/m
2
/s/K 

T = 300
o
C =573K 

R = Molar gas constant = 8.314 J/mol/K 

Estimated molecular weight of the biomass =8.7g/mol 

Substitute all parameters into equation G1.1 above to give: - 

0.2655
𝑔

𝑔𝑐𝑎𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑛
× 10.54

𝑘𝑔
𝑚3 ×

1000𝑔
𝑘𝑔

×
𝑚3

1003𝑐𝑚3 × 0.05 𝑐𝑚 × 12.78
𝑘𝐽

𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝑥

𝑚𝑜𝑙
8.7𝑔

× 780
𝑘𝐽

𝑚𝑜𝑙
×

𝑚𝑜𝑙
8.7𝑔

0.25
𝑘𝐽

𝑚2/𝑠/𝐾
×

𝑚2

1002𝑐𝑚2 ×
60𝑠
𝑚𝑖𝑛

× 5732𝐾2 × 8.314
𝐽

𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐾
×

𝑘𝐽
1000 𝐽

×
𝑚𝑜𝑙
8.7𝑔

 

 = 3.9154 × 10−02 ≪ 0.15 


